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Courie Description-
.: _

,

This course is designed to prepare electronic personnel for further ualning in digital techniques. It presents need-to-know information whifh is basic
to any maintenance course on digital equipment. :The course consists ot five lessoni.

Lesson 1 Binary Arithmetic covers number systems, decimal systems, Jeatures of number systems, the mathematical form of notation,
number systerniconversion, mathematic operationS, and spedrally,coded systerni

i., -" ,
-

-. . ,
Lesson 2 Boolean Algebra discusses basicfunctions,sibnal levels, theapphcation of Boolean algebra, Boolean equations, tawing

logic diagrams, theorems and truth,tables, and simplifyin9 Boolean equations.

Lesson 3 Logic Gates explains diode logic circuit's, transisthr logic circuits. NOT circuits, EXCLUSIVE OR circuits, and operational
. -

analyses.
.. ,

7 r. .
Lesson 4 - Logic Fhp-Flop, Nonlogic circuits. Magnetic Cores contains three sections. Section 1 discussestistable multivibrator, f hp-flop

input circuitry, three-input flip-flop, and logic flip-flop with logic gate inputs. 'Section 2 describes the emitter follower,
pulse amplifier, relay driver, leVel restorer, 'delay lines, Schmitt trigger circuit, single-shot militivibrator, and inverter. Section
3 discukses Hysteresis loop, the metallic ribbon core, and fhe ferrite core.

..

Lesson § Logic Circuiti discusses counters, registers, adders, decoders and analog-to-digital encoders.

Each lesson contains reading assignments and review exercises. No objectives or answers to the exercises are availabie. The course is designed for student
self-study and presents basic information concerning computer logic and electronic maintenance.
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Chapter 1

BINARY ARITHMETIC

1-1. INTRODUCTION

Probably before prithitive men left their caves 'for larger community living, they felt a,
need to count their animals, ornaments, and other possessions; and to keep track of how many
they owned.

Later, as they lived in more complex groups, and'boutht, sold and bartered, their need
fol. means of camting, measuring, cqmputing, and-recording became greater.

. Man started counting with his 10 fingers, or digits (the-Latin word "digitutr means finger).
4. As long as the number he counted was 10 or 'Jess, he did well., But how could h; show a number

ike 18? He could call in a friend to hold up 10 fingers while he held up 8. Perhaps at this po
e developed the idea of equivalency, or carryover, and signified that 1 finger of hid left handeqtialed 5 fingers'of his right hand. Thus he could hold up 3 finger:a of his left hand (15) and 3of his right hand to show 18. Perhaps he used Mil friend again and made his 10 fingers equal

to 1 finger of his iriend. Then 18 could be expressed as 1 finger of his friend and 8 of his own--
a method that extended his counting ability,to 11 x 10, or 110.

/
1-2. NUMBER SYSTEMS

a. In some ancient civilizations, man used his fingers and toes to count, and a numbering
system with 204different symbols arose. In some instances, only 5 different symbols were used.

Now many different numbering systems are possible; fpr lexample, the decimal (10-digit)
system. The number of different symbols or digits used in a) number system is called its base,

= or radix; Although any numbering system is possible that has a radix larger than 1, few systems
besides the decimal system have any practical use today. These are the binsaw with a base of 2;
the quaternary with a base of 4, and the octal with a base of 8.

b. Most digital equipment uses the binary number system because it involves'only two differ-ent symbols: 0 and 1. Thus each digit of a binary number can represent a logic situation of yetor no. Since only two symbols are used, only two different signal conditions are needed to
represent them. This simplifies design and improves accuracy. A large number of electronic

_components are 2-state (on-off) in nature; for example, a relay energized or deenergized, a
vacuum tube conducting or cut off, a switch open or closed, a light bulb on or off.

1-3. DECIMAL SYSTEM

a. The decimal numbering system employs 10 different basic symbols; 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, and 9; each of these is called a DIGIT. They are also referred to as Arabic numerals,
because the Europeans adopted them from the Arabs. The Arabs, however, pointed oul that
their number nOtation system was the work of the Hindus. They did not claim to have inventedit themselves. Figures or numbers without the zero were found about 300 B.C. in a cave in the
hill of Mane Ghat in central India. :The zero appeared about 800 years later.

b. A count using the Arabic numerals can be made up to number 9, with a different symbol
to represent each different quantity. To represent a number larger than 9, place-value must
be used. Place, in this case, is the position of the symbol with respect to the decimal point.
It determines the power of 10 by which the digit in the place will be multiplied:- (The ,Hindus also
invented the digit place-value feature which is an important part of the decimal system.) We
have become accustomed to theyse of Arabic numerals in the decimal system of number nota-
tion and no doubt this system will continue to be popular for everyday use. However, our civili-
zation is advancing rapidly in the scientific fields, and other number notation systems are
finding favor in such applicationslts high-speed electronic devices. Therefore, it is important
that we review the basic cbncepts of positional numbering systems using Arabic numerals so we
can fftlly understand any system that may be employed.

1-1
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1;4, FEATURES OF POSITIONAL NUMBER SYSTEMS

Three important features of positioial number systems are point, place-value, and radix.

a. Point. The point is used to separate fractional parts of a number from whole parts The
point assumes the name of the number system in which'it is used. That is, in thé-binary,system
it is the binary point; in the decimal system, it is the decimal point, etc.

b. Place-value, The place-value of a digit is determined by its position with respect to the
point. To express the general form of a number symbolicallY, we use the letter D to represent
any'digit. Then we add a number to denote the position of the digit to the left on right of the point.

_WHOLE PARTS POINT FRACTIONAL PAitTS ,

4TH
DIGIT

3RD
- DIGIT

2ND
DIGIT

I-ST
DIGIT

"". 1ST
DIGIT

2ND
DIGIT

3RD
DIGIT

'4T H.
'DIGIT

D4 D3 D2 _131 D1 D2 D3 D4

When the idea of place-value was first developed, a space was usedAo indicate when no
quantity appeared in a place-position. For example, 205 would have been written 2 5, and 5008
would appear as 5 13- - but this could lead to confusion. Does 5 8 mean 508 or 5008? This defect
led to the developthent of the place-holder system using a zero. Although zero has a numerical
value meaning no quantity, it serves a very important function as, a place-holder in modern
mathematics. The idea of place-yalue has become very familiar to us through its use in the
decimal number system; for example, 505, 5005, 50005. The zero is used for the specific func-
tion of place-holding so that the place-positions of all digits of the number are positively iden-
tified.

c. Radix or base. The radix is written as a subscript to a number. It identifies the number
sYstem and stipulates the total ipiantity Of -different Arabic numerals or symbols in that system.
The radix is also referred to as the base of the number system.

When we desire to use all 10 Arabic nuMerals in writing any and all numbers, the radix,
or base, is 10 anci the decimal number system is indicated. In this §Ystem, any Arabic numeal
can occur in a place-position. Examples:

. _

503210, 241610, 101910, etc.

Actually in order to indicate any and all quantities, we need use only the first two Arabic
numerals 0 and 1. Since the quantity of different Arabic numerals Irsed is 2, the radix, or base,is 2; and the binary number system is indicated. In this eystem, only a 0 or a 1 can occur in aplace-position of the number. Examples:

110112, 101012, 11112, 1012, etc.

1-5. MATHEMATICAL FORM OF NOTATION

The following simple mathematical form is used to represent any notation system using
Arabic numerals:

Ng = . . . D4R3 + D3R2 + D2R1 + D1 R0 + D1fr1 + D2R- 2 + D3ft-3 + D4-4. . .

Ng is the number. DI, D2; D3, and D4zepresent digit pqpitions 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively,
to the left or to the right of the point. ft', R1, R2, 'and are the indicated power of the radix.
representing place-values of the associated digits. This form indicates that the total number is
equal to the stun of the individual digit values, with digit value being equal W the digit times the
indicated power of radix.

a. Decimal system. As an example, we analyze the decimal number 5032:

The general form of any number- Ng = D4R3 + D3R2 + D2R1 + D1R0

The general form of any decimal number N10 = D4(103) + D3(102) +M2(101) + D1(100)

1-2
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1
Which mayhe stated as 7 N10 = D4(1000) + D3(l00) + D2(10) + D1(1)

Substitucing the digits of-5032 T 503210 = 5(1000) + 0(100) + 3(10) + 2(1)

Removing parentheses - 503210 = 5000 + 0 + 30 + 2
9

Completing the-addition 503210 .
. (

Looking at this example, we see that: ..

D1 tells how Many units (1's) are in the number.
D2 tells how nitny tens (10's) are in the number.
3 tells how Many hundreds (lOgis) are id the number.
D4 tells hol* many thousands (1000's) are in the number.

By placing the Arabic numerals"5032 in the proper place-positions in the mathematIcal
form, we saw that thenumber contained 5 thousands, 0 hundreds, 3 tens, and 2 ones. In practice,we write a decimal number -in its final 'form without resorting to the mathematical form bi.cause
we have committed to memory the meaning of each place-position. /However, in other numbersyitems using Arabic numerals, you may not have committed to memory the decimal value of
each place in fhe final form, BO let us look at some examples.

b. Binary system. Instead:Of numbering in tha familiar decimal system where place-value
is ihdicaled in powers a ten, we are numbering in the binary system whose place-value is in-dicated in powers of two. Meantime, do not forget the limit placed on the quantity of different
Arabic numerals prrmitted in the place-positions a the system chosen, ) In the buip.ry only 0 or1 can be used as digits in the place-positions:, therefore, we indicate the absence or presence ofa tiecimal I, 2, 4, 8, etc by using 0 or 1 in the proper place-positions. As an example`, weanalyze the binary number 11001:

The general form of any number NR = D51;t4 + D4R3 + D3R2 + D2R1 + D111°

The general form of any binary number N2 D5(24) + IX(23) + D3(24+ D2(21) + 1)1(20)

Which may be 'stated as N2 = D5(16) +1)4 (8) + D3(4) + 2(2) + b1(i.)

Substituting the digits of_1100I 110012 = 1(16.) +1(8) + 0 (4),+0(2) +1 (1)

Removing parentheses 110012 = 16 + 8 + 0 + 0 + 1

Completing the addition 11001 = 252 10

Looking at this example, we see tha`t:

D1 tells how many ones (1's) are in the equivalent decimal number.
D2 tells how many twos (2's) are in the equivalent decimal number.
1)3 tells how many fours (4's) are in theequivalent decimal ntinber.
D4 tells hrw many eights (8's) are in the equivalent decimal number.
D5 tells how many sateens (I6's) are in the equivalent decitnal number.

c. Octal system. Instead of numbering in the familiar ones, tens, hundreds, and thousandsad in the decimal system; or in ones, twos, fours, and eights as in'the binary system, we arenumbering in ones, eights, sixty-fours, and five-hundred-twelves. Also, in the octal system weare limited to Arabic numerals, 0 through 7, in the place-positions. We use these numerals in
proper plate-positions to indicate the number of ones, eights, sixty-fours, five-hundred-twelves,etc., that are in a number.

1-3
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As an example, we analyze the cictal number-31.

The general form of any numbe r

The general form of any octal number

Which may be stated as

Substituting the digits of octal 31

Renpring parenthesis

Completing the addition

+ D3R2 + D2111 + D1R°NR = D4R3

N8 - D4(83) + D3(8 2 ) D2(8i ) + DI (8 0 )

318 .7.. D4(512) + D3(6 4) + D2(8) + p10,)

318 = 0(512) + 0(64) + 3(8) +

318:= 0 + 0 + 24 + 1

318 ',2510

Looking at this example, we see that: .
-

D1 tells how many ones (l's) are in the equivalent decimal number.
D2 tells how many eights (8's) are,in the equivalent decimal nurnher. -
D3 tells how many sixty-fours (84's) are in the equivalent-decimal number.

4 tells hbw many five-hundred-twelves (512s) are in the equivalent decimal
number. . n: ,

d. Summary. Let us write the value of decimal twenty-five in different systems, using the
format in which place-values are indicated.

Binary: 24 23 22 '4 2°
s 16 . 8 4. 2. 1

*
.

(power of radix)
(place-value)

2510 ,

(ptower of radix)
. (place-value)
25 ---...-= 10

(power of radix)
4)lace-value)

.... 2510

(power of raslix)
(place-value)

= 2510
,

(power of radix)
(place-value)

s 2510
,

(power of )radii)
(place-value)

= 25 is

(power of radix)
(place-value)

(power of radix).
(place-value)

= 2510

(power of radix)
(place-value) .

= 2510

)-

411.

N = 1 1
2'

Ternary: 34 33

81 27

0

32

9

0

31

3

1

30
1

N 7

Quaternary: 44 43

' 258 64

2

42
18

'2

41
4

11,

40
1

N =
4

Quinary: 5 4 53
625 125

1

52

25

2

,51
5

1

50
1 ,

N5 =

Sexenary: - , 84 43
1296 21'8

1

62

36

0

61

6

0

60

1

Ns =
_
Septenary: 7

4
73

2401 343
73

) 49

4

71
7

1

70

1

N7 =

4Octal: 8 8
3.

4096 512
82

64

3

81
8

4

8 o

1

Ne =

Nonary: 9 4 93

6561 129

9 2

81

3

91

9

1

90

3.

N3 =

Decimal: 10 4 103
10000 1000

102
100

2

101
10

I

10 0
1

NI
Os

2 5

1-4
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(At this poiht, you should be able to recall the fundamentals of notation in nunibering
systems using Ar2bic numerals. If not, review thoe above points.)

",-

,.6. NUMBER SYSTEM CONVERSION :,
One of the most important mathematical operations is the conversion of 4 number from one

number system to another.
.

\

Joa. Decimal to any other system.
,

(1) To convert the whole part of a decimal number, divide the integer and each successive
quotient by the radix, or base,. of the new system. Continue until the quotient is 0. The,
remainder from the first division is the least significant digit (LSD) of the new number.
The remainders from succeeding divisions are progressively more significant; the
reinalfider from the last division is the most significant digit (MSD) bf the new number.

s\Example: Decimal 100 conversion to
-.F.-

'It_u_

p

\
OctalBinary

50 33 12
2 / 100

100 .
3 / 100

- 99
8 / 109

96
0 = remainder (LSD)

26

1 = remainder (LSD)

11

4 = remainder (LSD)

.co
2 / 50

50
0 = remaindlr

3 / 33
33
0 = remainder

8 / 12
8'--o-
4 = remainder

-I
s

12 3 , 0 .
2 / 25

24' .
3 / 11

. 9
8 /1

o
1 = remainder. . 2 = remainder 1 = remainder(MSD)

./ '6 1 °
2 / 12 3 ./ 3 Answer: 1448 = 10010

12 3
0 = remainder 0.= remainder

..
3 0 \2 / 6 3 / 1
6 0
-6 = remainder 11 = remainder (MSD)

Answer: 102013 = 10010
t

1

2 1-3
2
i = remainder /(
0

2 / 1
0
1 = remainder (MSD)

lc

Answer: 11001002 = 10010

1-5
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, .(2) To convert the fractional parf of a decimal number, multiply the given fraction and eachsuccessiVe product (fractional part only) by the radix, or base, of the new system. Ineach multiplication if a carry into the unit column (left of point) occurs, this carry is adigit of the neenumber; otherwise.the digit is 0. The required new system o digits
is obtained in order from left to right., The operation can be carried out for as manyplaces as necessary for accuracy.

Example: De imal 0.11 conversion., to

Binary,

.11
2.

(MSD) 0.22-

0.22
2

0.44

0.44
2

0.88

./0. ..
Ct011--_,...2

(LSD) 1.52

76

Answer: .000112 =

Ternary Octal

.11
8

(MSD) 0.88

p0.33
3

0.88

I 01.99 7.04

0,99 0.04 ,ii 3 8
t

1 2.97 0.32

0.97 I 0.32
3 44 8/ 0,91 / 0:567024. 00222.4,k .4, 3 1/4t__1

(LSD) 2.73 (LSD) 4.48 \
1/4.114 Answer: .00222 =

34
.11

le
Answer: .070248 = .1110

4

(3) Another method of Converting decimal numbers to any other system is by subtraction.
It is sixnple.when the radix is small but becgmes more difficult as the radix becomes
larger. This 'method works the same for the whole number and frictional parts of the
number to be clinverted, as follow's:

(a) Determine the largest power (place-value) of the new radix which calf -be subtracted
from the decimal number in question. Enter a number equivalent to the number of
times this place-value can be subtracted into the place-position of that power of radix.

(b) If there is a remainder, repeat step (a). using the remainder as the niimber in qu'es-
tion.

(c) Con tinue with this procedure until the remainder is zero or until the desired accuracy
has been achieved. Zeros should be entered in those place-positions where a sub-
traction could not be made.

Example: Decimal 100.1 conversion to binary'

27
128

2 6
64

25
32

24
lt

23
8

2.2
4

2 I
2

20

1

2-1
, 5

2-2

.25
2-3

.126
2-4

, 0625 ippalawinscweere-rvao)flurae)dix)
1 1 0 0 ...,1 0 0 .0 0 0 1

20
1-6
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100. 1 (27 or 128 is`too large to subtract.)
-64 (26 or 64 will subtract, so 1 goes in 2 place-position.)
36. 1

za_. . (25 or 323will subtract, so 1 goes in 25 place-position.)
4'. 1 (24 ant/ 2 are each too large to subtract, so these positions are 0.)-4 (22.or 4 will subtract, so 1 goes in 22 place-position.)
0. 4 (21 , 20 , 24, 2-2, and 2-3are each too large to suieract.).

-0. 0625 (1%0.0625 will subtract, so 1 goes in 2-4placeipksition.)
,0375 ..

Note: This operation could continue for any degree of accuracy required.

Example: Decimal 100.1 conversion to ternary:

35 34 3 3 32 ' 31 30 3-1 'a-2 3=3 3-4 (power of radix)243 81 27 9 3 1 .333 .111 .0370 .0123 (place-value)
1 Q 2 0 1 4 ,0 0 2 2 (answer)

/100. 1 (35 or 242-is too.large to subtract.)
-81 (34 or 81 will subtract once, so 1 goes hi 34 place-position.) ,.:
19. 1 (33 or 27 is too large to subtlact.)

411,-18 (32 or 9 will subtract fitoice, so 2 goes in 32place-position.)
1. 1 .(31 or 3 is too large to subtract) . .

-1 (30.or 1 will subtract once, so 1 goes in the 30 place-position.)
0%1 (34 and 3-2are each too large to subtract. r .

-0.0740 (34 or .0370 will.subtract twice, so 2 goes,in 34position.).0260 (3-4or .0123 will subtract twice, so 2 goes hi 3-4position.)
-.0246 ' 1
.0014

Exercise: Concert the following decimal numbers to a number in each of 4Kindicated numbersystems. Cheat your answers with those on page 1-17.

Decimal
1

2
3
4
5
6
I
8
9

113

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1 9

20

-e

Binary A Ternary Quinary Octal

L.
. ,b. Any.system toCiecimal. ,To 'convert a number in any number systetn to its decimalequivalent,'mu each di t of the number by its place-value and add the products.

Example; Binary 1100100 conversion to decimal:

24 25 24 23 22 21 20 (power of radix)64 32 16 8 4 2 1 (place-value)
1 1 0 0 1 ' 0 02 (number to be converted)64 + 32 + 0 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 0 = 100 30 . (answer)

,
\ 1-7
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Example: Ternary 10201 conversion to decimal:

35
243

34

81

33

27

32

9

31

3

,30 (power of radix)
1 (place-value

1

81
0

+ 0
.2 .

+ 1.8
0

+ 0
13 (number td be converted)

+ 1 = 10010(answer)

Example: Octal 144 conversi& to

82 81 80

64 8 ' 1

decimal;

(power of radix)
(place-value)
(number to be converted)

83
512

1

64
4 4a

+ 32 + 4 = 10010(answer)

c. Binary to octal and octal to binary Binary to octal conversion is useful because binary
numbers are difficult to read and to transmit orally from one person to another, since they
contain many ones and zeros. For these reasons, also to save time and reduce errors, binary
numbers are often converted directly to octal numbers.

(1) A binary number Li converted to an octal number by grouping the binary digits of the
number into group, of three, starting at the binary point, then reading each'group as
a separate decimal digit. That is, each group of three binaryodigits is converted to a
decimal form. For example, binary 101, wien converted, is equal to decimal 5. In
converting a group of three binary digits to a decimal digit, the highest number ob-
tainable is 7 (111) and the lowest is 0 (000). Conversion of three binary digits to
decimal form will result only in a number of some value between 0 and 7; i. e., all
possible octal digits can be represented by a group of three binary digits.

Example: Binary number 11101010101110112

Binary number grouped (00)1 110 101 010 111 0112

Gioups to decimal 1 6 5 2 7 3

Ocial number 165273E;

Note: If tire left-hand group of binary digits is incomplete, zeros are added to
complete the group:

(2) An octal number can be converted to a binary number b examining each octal digit
separately as though it were a decimal, and indicating its equivalent binary value by a
group of three binary digits. As an example, we will find the binary equivalent of octal
531. Starting with the least significant digit, octal 1 is regarded as a decimal; and
grouping three binary digits to equal decimal 1 produces 001, which are the least signif-
icant three binary digits of the conversion. To find the remaining digits in order of
significance, octal 3 is regarded as a decimal and the binary equivalent is' 011, and octal
5's equivalent is 101. Therefore, 5318 = 101 uil 0012

(3) In the preceding paragraph, we examined each digit of an octal number separately as
though it were a decimal digit. However, this procedure, even though correct for Con-
version from octal to binary, haa no significance in determining the decimal value of an
octal number. As previously noted, the conventional method of converting a number
in any system to its decimal equivalent is to multiply each digit of the number by its
place-valtte and to add the products obtained.

(4) It is sometimes convenient in determining the decimal equivalent of an tal number to
first convert to a binary and then to a decimal number. This method is us
follows:

1

256
0

128

5
1

64
' 0

32
1

16

3
1

8

0
4

0
2

1

1

12

(octal)
(binary)
(place-value)

256 + 0 + 64 + Ci + 16 + ii + 0 4- 0 i 1 = 34510

1-8
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It might also he convenient in converting decimal to binarylo first convert to octal bydivision ind then to binary. This method would require fewer divisions and save time,particularly th converting large numbers.

Conv.ert the following integers to a number in each of the indicated number systems.Check your answers with those on page 1-17.

Binary Ternary' Qathary Octal Decimal

101
1101

111000
1100111
100001
110011

202
120

2021
1212

21212
222

4,10

100
134.
413

1111

1-9

100
136
777

1526

t-



1-7. MATHEMATIC OPERATIONS

Smce practically all digital equipment uses the binary nunibi,r system, study Of binary
arithmetic is necessary to understand its operation. A computer, in order to be versatile, must
be able to perform the four basic arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division. These operations, using binary numbers, are described as follows.

a. Addition. The sum of two or more binary numbers can be determined by first converting
them to decimal numbers and then performing the addition, however, this is not the method used
by computers. Direct addition of binary numbers, as done in a computer, follows the rules for
binary addition to give a sum and a carrY as an output. These .are the rules:

0+0 = 0
0+1 = 1
1+0 = 1
1+1 = 10 where the 1 is carried to the next higher

column and is equal to binary 2.

Note. Once a maximum count is reached in any column (in binary counting, the maximum is
1), the next count is zero with r Carried over to the next most significant column.

Example :
D5 D4 D3 1/2 DI

1 0 1 12 = 1110
1 1 1 02 1410

1 1 0 0 12 2510

COLUMN DI: 1 + 0 = 1.

COLUMN D2: 1+1 = 0 carry one. In column D2 Of this example, the place-value is decimal 2.
That is, each binary 1 represents a deamal value of 2. Thus in column D2, binary 1
plus binary 1 means 210 + 210 4lo This sum cannot be represented in column D2 be-
cause it exceeds the place-value. However, it can be represented by a binary 1 in the next
most significant column D3 because this column has a place-value of decimal four. There-
fore, 0 is entered as the sum in column D2.and a binary 1 is carried over to column D3.

COLUMN D3-: 0 + 1 + the 1 carried from column D2 = 0 and a carry of 1. The digits in
column D3 are added: 0+1=1. This 1 must be added to the I which was carried in from
column B. Again, the sum is'l + 1 = 0 and 1 to carry over to the next most significant
column.

COLUMN D4: 1 + 1 + the 1 carried from column D3;= 1 and a carry of 1. Again, the 'carry
is to the next most significant column.. Therefore, 1 is entered as the sum in column D4
and a binary 1 is carried over to colann DS.

COLUMN DS: Since 1 has been carried in from column D4 and there are no other digits in
column DS, the sum is 1+0 = 1.

The complete solution to the problem results in_a sum of 110012 = 2510'

Exercise: Solve: 10112 11012 11112 111.1112
11012 11012 11112 101,1012

(Chedk your answers with-those on page 1-17. )

b. Subtraction. In binary subtraction, the following basic rules apply:

0 1

-0 -0 -1

0 1 0

It is frequently necessary to borrow a one (1) from the digit in one place (pOsition) and add its
equivalent value to the digit in the,ladjacent right place before completing the subtraction process.
In binary, the process is the same as it is for decimal.

1-10
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Example:

Example:

.. r
r

4(17) We cannot subtract 9 from*-4, so we beirrow 1 fromfl \ 5 aeaving 4), and add the eq-ui.v4ent value to 7, ;-,-,9 making 10+7 or 17. Now we subtract 9lrom 17 to48 ' obtain a remainder of 8.

0(1+1) We cannot subtract 1 from 0, so-we borrow 1 from'II the second place in the minuend, cleaving 0(1-1=0),
1. and add its equivalent (lig) to the flint place in the1 .. minuend. Note that there are two ones in the e-

quivalent because, in addition, two ones were re-
quired to obtain a _carry of one.,

i

Minuend 1011'0'2 = 22,10
Subtrahend 01101.,= 13in

.Difference 010012 910

This problem requires borrowing in two instances. In both, ;the borrow. is obtained from'the adjacent hither order. A direct subtraction may require' a borrow from a higher orier whichis not,adjacenl, as shown below:

1 1
100 = 010 = 011
-I -1 -1

011Exercise: Solve: 1102

..."-01,," 4

ow.

10112
-1102

11011
,.2

-1100'2
111.1112'

101.1012 ' ,)

r
(Check your answers with those on page 1,-.17.) . c ,

c. SAtractton by addition. Since most computers perforrn.all founbasic arithmetic operatiohsby addition, the following will show hOw these operations are relateci to addition..,
(I) -Radix-minus-one complement. To describe how subtraction-may be performed byaddition, we look first at a decimal probiein dealing,with subtraction. The problem canbe performed by taking the radix=minus-one or 9's complenfent of the number to besubtracted and adding it to the minuend. The radix-Ininus-one complement of a num-ber is a number which, when added to the original number, results in the largest num-ber possible in the subject number system (this number contains the same humber ofplaces as the original number). The expression, 9's complement, is sometimes used inother numbering systerns, ,eyen binary, where 9 is not an admissible number. Morecorrectly:the expression should bel radix-minus-one complement, or l's complement.iExample: Problem 9's Complement Solutionv - .

88 99, 36, -27 -27 -, +72

%

6-1 (end- arounck- carry)
1 59

A

c(Thin problem is to find the differencebetween 86 and 27. To find the radix-minua-onecomplenient of 27, it is necessary to subtract 27 from 99, this being,the largest possible numbercontaining the same number of places. The radix-miriUs-one implement of 21 is 72. The next,step is to add 72 to 86, resulting in a sum a 158, When subtrirction is perfOrmed by a-dding theradix-minus-one complement-of the subtrahend, it is necessary to perform what is known as end-around-carry. This.is done by removing the most significant digit of"the sum and adding it to theleast significant digit,
.

2 5
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Ato

,
This process of subtraction througli the,addition of complements may seem complicated,

but it lends itself reacfily to mechan1zation in,a computer using the binary finrnbering system.
To obtain the radixrminus-one complement of a-binary'number, simply change all I's to O's and
all OES-to l'a; ', , .2

. E

:Examplt: Pirobltra

10111 2-= Pio
= low

1 3
,-, 10

ts.

, Solution
1

1011,1
+10,10,1
191100

1

(complement)

01101 13
2 10

,

.

(2) True complement. Another rbethod of,complemeNing a nuniber is to subtract each of its
digits from the xadix-minus-bne of the ilumber SYstem and then_agel to the least sig-
nificant digit, of the number formed. The number obtained by this method is,known as
the true complement-bf the number; in the decimal system it is called the 10's comple-

, ment and in the binary system, the complement. When subtraction is perforuned by
adding the true complement of the subtrhend, end-around-carry is not accomplished.
However, the moat significant digit of- tht sum is dropped.'

, Example: Problem - ( betehnine the true complement. Solution
, -

11 002 ' 1210 1111 = radix minus-one : 11 9,02

, -01112 = 710 , -10111 = subtrahend +1001

51 0 1000 = D----rrop 1311E; 5'
. - \ 10

f
1 add 1 -,

'
,.

1001 = true' complement -
- ',

Exercise: Solve brcomplementation:

110112
-011002,

'1110012 1101102
"112' -10012

(Check your answers with those on page 1-18.)

-
11011112

-11-002

d. Multiplication. Multiplication by the paper-and-pencil method and the decimal system is
accomplished with the aidrof a muliplication, table. The multiplication table for the binary sys-
tem is shown in table 1-1.

Table 1-1. Rules for binary multiplication

Multiplier Multiplicand . Product
Digit Digit

0 X 0

0 X 1

1 X . 0

1 X -, 1

4
= 0
= 0

= 0

= 1

Since you are familiar with the paper-and-pencil method of multiplication using decimal
numbers, examples need not be given. However, this method using binary numbers is illustrateci
as follows: f.. .

Multiplicand: 1111
Multiplier: 1101

1111
Partial 0000
Products: 1111

1111
11000014

In the above example of binary multiplication, 1111 (decimal 15) is multiplied by 1101
(decimal 13) to obtainthe pfroduct 11000011 (decimal 195). The partial products are equa1 to
either zero or to the multiplicand, adcording,to whether the corresponding inu4ip1ier div is 0",
or 1. The customary way to sum partfal products is to add their digits one column at a time,
starting with die lowest order. Addition of partial products is more difficult irolie binary system
than in the decimal system because of the carries. '

(
I

c( 1-12

.3

F

I
/26



/47When the partiarproducts are summed in a decimal-system multiplication, the carriesusually apply to the adjacent higher order column. In binary multiplication, a carry resultingfrom the summing of a column containing four l's indicates. an additional 1 belonging in the columntwo place-pdsitionsthigher. This is so because in the binary system, carrying a 2(which is nota permissible digit tei the adjacent higher place column) is not allowed. This problem wis en-countered in the preceding example.

The process of carrying over several columns often occurs in adding the partial productsof a binary multiplication. This is a difficult and awkward process to execute in a computer;but it is easily avoided by adding only one partial product at a time in.the formation of the finalproduct--although such adding causes the disadvantage of having to record several intermediatesums

Examplel Multiplicand: 1111
Multiplier: 1101

1111 First partial product
0000 Second partial product
01111 Sum of the partial products.

1111 Third partial product
1001011 'Sum of the partial products
1111 Fourth partial product

11000011 Final product

Each sum of the partial products is the sum of the previous product and either the multi-plicand or zero. Each succeeding addition requires that the multiplicand (or zero) be shifted tothe left. The large quantity of additional circuits required to accomplish this shifting of the multi-plicand dictated theuse of a ttard method'of multiplication in most digital computers.
in a computer, no multiplication table has to be stored since it is io simple and the multi-plication is performed by additions and shifts', as will be illustrated in examples.

The computer. method of multiplication is illustrated by adapting the previous example:

Multiplicand: 1111
Multiplier: 1101

1111 First partial product

1111 Product shifted right
0000 Second partial product
01111 Sum of the partial products

01111 Sum shifted right
1111 Third partial product

1001011 Sum of the partial products

1001011 Sum shifVd right

a

-111---Fou'rth-part1arproduCt
11000011 Final oroduot

As can be seen, the final product is the same as before. 'The onty difference between the
paper-and-pencil method of multiplication and the computer method illustrated is the addition and
shifting right of the partial products until the final product is obtained. This method is used in most
cornputers because the required gatestircuits are already available, since they are also required for
other opsrations.

Exercisi: Solve: 110012 110112 1101102 11011112 &x 112 x1.1.0% x 10017 x 11002

(Check your answers with those on page 1-18.)

1-13
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O
e. Division. The process of division, as accomplished by the computer, is the most time-con-

Burning of the four arithmetic opeittions. Basically, it is accomplished by subtractions, shift
operrions, and additions, where needed.

r

Division can be performed by subtracting (adding complements) the divisor from the dividend
repeatedly and recording the number of subtractions that were possible.

First subtraction

Second subtraction

Third subtraction
Remainder

310
.Example;

15
510/ 1510 - -5

lb 10
00 / -5

5

-5
0

The.same procedure is possible with binary numbers.

Example: 5 = 1012
15 = 11112

)0

00112= 310

1012/11112
,

101
101
000

1111
101 First subtraction

1010
101 Second subtraction
101

.101 Third subtraction
000

Again we made three subtractions. U the number of subtractions were recorded in binary'
form, it would be 0011 or decimal 3. This methocl is not used be_ceuse it is too time consuming.

Finally, let us examine how division might actually be performed by a computer. The prob-
blem ii to divide 18 by 4. We first illustrate the problem, using the conventional decimal method:

4.5
4 / 18.0

16
9' 20

20

1-1.4
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Next, the steps utilized by a computer

410 = 1002
1810 = 100102 Step 1

in solving this problem:

lono
100

Quotient

10010 0 MSD
Step 2 100100 (left shift)

100

Step 3
100100

1001000 (left shiit)
100
0001000 1

Step 4 0010000 (left sh:ft)
100
0010000 0

Step 5 0100000 (left shift) /*N
100
0100000 0

Step 6 1000000* (left shift)
100
0000000 1 LSD

Answer: 00100.12
In step 1 of the problefn, MSD of the dividend and LSD of the divisor are lined up, and asubtraction is attempted. If-a. subtraction had been accomplished, the difference would have beena negative number. For simplicity, when a subtraction would result in a qegative r&mainder, it

is.not performed, a zero is recordeein the quotient and the dividend shifted one place left for the
next operation. When subtraction is accomplished, 1 is recorded in the quotient (as in steps 3and 6). In the example, the first five places of the quotient represent a whole number, and the
sixth place or LSD represents .5 which is a fraction. Here, as in any other division, when the
quotient has more places than the dividend, a fractional part is indicated. To be accurate only
to a whole numher, the quotient contains the same number of places as the dividend.

Exercise: 112 / 1 1 1 0 0 1
2 11002 / 110112 11002 / 11011112

(Check your answers with those on page 1/18.)
1-8. SPECIALLY CODED SYSTEMS

a. Binary coded decimal system (BCD). It is possible to group symbols,to get a workablesystem such as the binary coded decimal or 8421 system. This system deriyes its name fromthe symbols 8, 4, 2', 1 that are the place-values of the digits in a 4-digit binary number. Insteadof a true conversion to binary, this system cbdes each of the 10 Arabic numerals into a 4-digitbinary number as follows:

<4.

Decimal
Number

Binary
Code

0 MOO
1 0001
2 0010
3 0011
4 0100
5 0101
6 0110
7 0111
8 1000
9 1001 ,

s -Decimal 25 is written 0010 0101. Decimal 291 is written 0010 1 01 0001. In thissystem, each decimal digit is coded separately to a binary forni. ( emember that thedecimal ntimber is not converted to the binary form. That is, 0010 1012 is not .equalto 2530 . Although the 8421 code is commonly used, obviously m y special codes arepossible. To interpret such codes you must know the system beink used.



,

b. Gray code system. Similar to the binary is the Gray code or reflected binary system
(table 1-2). A useful application of this is found in some types of analog-to-digital conversion
equipment. Its advantage is clrived from the fact that successive integers differ one from the
next by only one digit, thus reducing the degree of error which might occtis when numbers are
transferred. The usefulness to.the reflected binary system does not extend to arithmetic oper-
ations. Even simple addition is relatively difficult with this system. Actual conversion to the
Gray code is accomplished in the computer by the utilization of a digital logic circuit.

Table 1-2. Relationships between numbers in the decimal,
binary, and Gray code systems

Decimal

0
,

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

Binary

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111

Gray Code

0000
0001
0011
0010
0110
0111
0101
0100

Decimal

8
9

10
# 11

12
13
14'
15

Binary

1000
1001
1010
1011
1V)0

-1101
1110
1111

Gray Code:

1100
1101 1
1111
1110
1010
1011 ...--

1001
1000

Notice in table 1-2.that a change from 01112 (710) to 10002 (810) requires a change from three
ones and a zero to 'three zeroes and a one. Thus, all digits were changed simultaneously for
a consecutive count, whereas in the Gray code system consecutive numbers differ by a change
of only one digit.

c. Biquinary system. The biquinary system is a coded system similar to the abacus in thaet
it has two sections. One section, the, Lfbi" portion, has two places, while the other section, the
"quin" portion; has five places. This system has limited use in modern equipment. It was used
in earlier-decimal counters to reduce from 10 to 7 the number of bistable devices necessary to
count from 0 to 9. The code has a.self-checking characteristic in that the biquinary representation
of a decimal number always has exactly two "ones, " which makes it applicable to error-detection
circuits.

Table 1-3. Biquinary code with decimal equivalents
0

Decimal Biquinary Decimal Biquthary
5.50-43210 (place-value) 0-43210 (place-value)

0 01 00001 5 10 00001
1 01 00010 6 10 00010
2 01 00100 7 10 60100
3 01 01000 8 10 01000
4 01 1000Q 9 18 10000

The biquinary code (ta):le 1-3) is based on the idea that each digit place r preseins a decimal
lialue. To find the total dedimal value, the equivalent values of thos digit places occupied by ones
are added. For example, the biquinary fWebentation of the decimalxnumber zero is 01-00001.
In °this case, the coded value of the 1 in the "bi" portion is equal to 0; also, the coded value of the
1 in the "quin" portion, is equal to 0. Adding the value of the "bi" portion to the value of the
"quin" portion, we have a sum of zero which is equal to the value of the decimal 0. *As another
etampl. , the biquinary representation for the decimal number 2 is 01-00100. Here the coded
value o; the 1 in the "bi" portion is 0, and the, coded value of the 1 in the "quin" portion is 2. ,
Adding the coded value of the two portions, we have" deciinal 2.. -

1-9. SUMMARY

a. Digital equipment deals directly with numbers composed Of digits or symbols called

Arabic numerals. The binary number system is used much more than the ternary, octal, decimal,

or other specially coded number systemi.

b. The radix, or base, which is written as a subscript to the number, identifies the number

system and tells how many eferent symbols or digits are used. Two other features are im-

- portant in number system notation: (1) the'place-value, which-is the decimal value of the power

\ of radix of the position that fithdigit occUpies in the number; and (2)-the point, which th used to

\ separate the fractional part of a number from the whole part. The total value of a number in

terms of the decimal-number system is equal to the sum of the individual digit values. The digit

value is equal to the product of the digit and its place-value.

1-16 3 0



c. Most digital equipment usee the binary numi;er-system and performs all arithmetic cora- c23putations by addition. This is practical 'because subtraction, multiplication, and division are
'simple variations of the basic arithmetic operation ot addition. In the computer, Jsubtraction, is
accomplished by addition of the minuend and a coniplemented subtrahend; multiplication is accom-* plished by a series of additions and shifts; and division becomes t series of subtractions (comple-
ment additions) and shifts.

. r's
ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

Exercise following para 1-6a:

Decimal Binary Ternary 'Quin.ary Octal
,

1 1 1 1 1
2 10 2 2 2
3 11 10 3 3
4 100 11 4 4
5 101 12 10 5
6 110 20 11 6
7 111 -. 21 12 7'
a 1000 22 13 10
9 1001 100 14 11

10 1010 101 20 12
11 ge 1011 102 21 13
12 1100 110 22 14
13 1101 111 23 15
14 1110 112 24 16
15 1111 120 30 17
16 10000 121 31 20
17 10001 122 32 21
18 10010 200 33 , 22
19 10011 201 34 23
20 10100 202 40 24

Exercise following para 1-6c:

BinarY Ternary Quinary Octal Decimal

101 12 10 5 5
1101 111 23 15 13

111000 2002 211 70 56
1100111 I 10211 403 147 103

100101 1020 113 41 33
110 )11 1220 201 63 51
10100. ''' 202 40 24 20
1111 120 30 17 15

111101 2021 221 75 61
1101)10 1212 200 62 50

11010100 21212 1322 324 212
11110 222 101 32 26
11/01 221 100 31 , 25

101100 1122, 134 54 44
1101 i,00 11000 413 154 108

10011100 12210 4111 234 156
1000000 2101 224' 10,0 64
1011110 10111 334 136 94

111111111 200221 4021 777 511
1101010110. 1011122 11404 1526 ... 854

Exercise following para 1-7a;

1011 1101 1111 111.111
+1101 +1101 +1111 +101 101
11000 11010 11110 1101.100

- Exercise following para 1-7b:

110 1011 1 OLL____114,-11-1------
- :UM -101.101_
101 101 1111 10.010



1

a

Exercise following para 1-7c:

11014 11011
-61100 10011+ 1 ---4 +10100

1111 101111

111001 ' 111001
-000011-0 111100 + 1 .0+111101

110110 1110110

110110 110110
-001001 0 110110+ 1 +110111

101101 101101

1101111 1101111
-0001100* 1110011 + 1 --4+1110100

1100011 1100011

Exercise following para 1-7th

11001 11011 110110 1101111
x11 x1100" x1001, x1100

11001 1101100 110110 , 110111100
1L001 11011 110110 1101111

1001011 101000100 111100110 1010011(.100
7

Exercis'e following pal.a 1=7e:

10011 . 10.01 1001.61
11 t/ 111001 1100 /11011.00 1100 /1101111.00 /

11 1100 , 1100
. 100 1100 , 1111

11 1100 ' 1100
11 1100
11 1100

..L

1-18
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Chapter 2

'BOOLEAN ALGEBRA

*MI.

2.

3-1. INTRODUCTION

at The objective of this chapter is to explain the basic concepts of Boolean algebra so thatyou may understand the purpose and operation.of the logic circuits used in digital equipment.
b. In 1854, George Boole, an English mathematician, _published his classic, An Investigationof the Laws of Thought. His stated intention was to perform a mathematical analysis of logic.No practical use was made of this new type of logic until 1938 v.hen C.E. Shannon, a researchassistant at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, showed that this form of algebra is use-ful for indicating the logical functions of telephone and cqmputer switching circuits. Since then,the increasing need for computers and automatic-dial telephones pas created a rapid growth inthe application of Boolean algebra.'

c. Because Boolean algebra is different from ordinary algebra, it may seem confusing atfirst; actually, it is not difficult. Understanding its functions will help you to understand theoperation of the logic circuits used in digital equipment. However, Boolean algebra does not
,deal directly with electronic circuita.

2-2. BASIC FUNCTIONS

Boolean algebra expresses logical functions mathematically. Once the Boolean expressionis derived, a diagram of the logical functions involved may be drawn. This logic diagram illus-trates the required functions and indicates the type of electrical circuit required. An electricalcircuit can then be built which will accomplish these functions. In computer design and in cer-taimmaintenance applications, Boolean expressions and logic diagrams maY be used convenientlyto represent electronic circuit functions without taking the time to draw the actual circuit com-ponents.,
-.

In Boolean algebra there ara,three basic operations: AND-ing, OR-ing, and complementa-tion. The syffibols which denote these operations do not have the same meaning as in ordinaryalgElbra. The addition sign (+) means QR, the multiplication sign (.) means AND, and the com-plementation sign ( ) means inversion or NOT the signal. Note that the multiplication signia frequently omitted, as in ordinary algebra, and the AND iruiction is asiumed. These basicfunctions will be discusspd before considering more complex exprespions.
a. The OR function. An equation in otdinary algebra such as A + B = C has an infinite num-ber of possible values, Since,A and B can be assigned any number. On the other hand, an equa-tion in Boolean algebra can have only one of two possible values. All variables and constants areeithen 0 or 1. Therefore, in the Boolean expression* 'A or B equals C, there are only four

possible numberical combinations, which will satisfythe following equations:

A + B = C
0 + 0 = 0
0 + 1 = I

2_ 1 + 0 = i
1 + 1 = 1

These results could represent a standard addition table, except the last entry. Whenboth A find B are 1, the logical sum ill also 1. The + symbol therefore does not have the samemeaning as in ordinary algebra, but it is a logical sum symbol. It should also be noted thatany number of variables can be represented in the OR equation. For instance, in the equationW +X+Y+Zx A, if W, X, Y,. and Z all had the value of 1, the logical sum of valueS, or0

.
IV
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A, would be 1. That is, if one or all of the quantities in..the,equation are 1, the result is
1. Conversely, the result is 0 only if all the quantities in the equation are 0.

Figure 2-1A, illustrates the OR function by the use of a simplified light-switching circuit.
Figure 2-1B shows ihe logic symbol for this circuit, which is called an OR gate.

Note: The logic symbols in this chapter ar.e in accordance with MIL-STD-80613.

A+B=C

A. Simplified circuit.
Fig 2-1. OR circuit.

C=A+B

13. Logic symbol.

The Boolean equation for the circuit shown in figure 2-1A is A + 13 = C. Switch A and
switch B may lig represented by 1 when in the closed position, and by 0 when in the ope position
Also, light C may be represented by 1 when it is glowing, and by 0 when it is off. Whe switch
A is closed, the circuit is represented by the equation 1 + 0 = 1. When switch B is clo ed, the
coircuit is represented by the equation 0 + 1 = 1. Thus, light C will glow when either s lch A
or B is in the closed position. If both switches Aand 13 are closed, the light C gloiis with the
same intensity as it does with only one switch capsed, and the circuit will be represented by the
equation 1 + 1 = I.

b. The AND function: In ordinary algebra, the equation A 13 = C means, A multiplied by
B equals C. Because the quantities A and R can be assigned any value, the equation can have an
infinite combination of numbers. However, since Boolean algebra- uses only the values 1 and 0,
these are the only four possible combinations which satisfy the Boolean expression A AND B equal C.

A B C
0 0 = 0
0 1 = 0
1 = 0
1 1 = 1

In the AND equation, the result is 1 only when all the given quantities are 1. Here also,
note that any number of variabres can be represented in the AND equation; however, as in ordi-

I nary multiplication, the logical-product will be 1 only if all of the factors are I.

Fillitre 2.2A illustrates the AND function by the use of a simplified light-switching circuit.
Figure 2-2B shows the logic symbol for this circuit, which is called an AND gare.

A. Simplified circiiit.

Fig 2-2. AND circuit.

C sA B

13. Logic symbol.

3 4
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The Boolean equation for this circuit is A B = C. Light C will glow if switches A and B

4re in the closed position. The closed position for either :twitch may be repreaented-by 1; and
the open position of either, by 0. Also, light C may be represented by 1 when ft glows, and by
0 when it is off. When switches A and B are a:wronged in the Tour possible combinations pre-
viously given, in only one case will the light C glow; that ix, when switches A and B are ,losed.'
This condition is represented .13y the equation :1 1 = 1.

Note: In many equations the AND sign () may not be expressed. Nevertheless, it is as-
sumed to be there. For example: A CD: .

c. Combination AND-OR functions. Complex switching networks are frequently required toA-perform a combination of logical functions. Figure 2-3A shows a circuit in which light E will
glow when switches A and B or C andli, are closed, that is, an OR function combined with two
AND functions. The BOolean equatioMor this circuit is AB + CD = E, and is read A AND B OR
C AND D equal E. The logic diagram for the cireitit is given in figure 2-3B.

i
1

--46_._../.._....

AB+CD=E

A. Simplified circuit.
*

Fig 2-3., Combination AND-OR circuit.,

Figure 2-4A shows a simplified light-switching circuit in which two OR functions are
combined with 4n AND function. The equation-for this circuit is (A + B) (C + D) = E, and is
A OR B AND C OR D equal E. The logic diagram for this circuit is shown in figure 2-4B.

B. Logic diagram.

E=AB+CD

..

(A+B)(C+D)=E

A. Simplified circuit.

. , Fig 2-4. Combination OR-AND circuit.
t

read

1.
B. Logic diagram.

i. ,.
Note: Parentheses are used to grotip related terms. For instance, the expression (A + B)

(C + D) means, !'AND" the quantity A + B with the quantity C + D.

d. The NOT function, A basic concepLin Boolean.algebra that has no counterpart in ordi-
nary algebra is the NOT function which denotes the complement of the Boolean expression. A
line over an expression is used in Boolean algebra to indicate the NOT function. Therefore,
0 means NOT 0, and has the same value as 1 because 1 is the only other value Wean have. For
the same reason, 1 has the value of 0. So, if A is 1, then A.is 0; and when A is 0, A is 1; The
NOT function may also be indicated by the prime sign (1). That is, A may also be wnitten A '.

.,
2-3
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The basic NOT circuit is a single-input c cuit .(fig 2-5A) whose output is inverse of the
input. That is, if switch A is closed, the relay will open the circuit to the light. The light will
glow only when switch A is not closed. The logic symbol for the circuit is given in figure 2-5B.
The upper diagram is used when a relay or other direct switching device is used. The lower
diagram is used if amplification takes place at the same time-as inversion, such as with a tube
or transistor.

NORMALLY
CLOSED
RELAY

B =
A

INVERTER

= 4

st AMPLIFIER

"...INVERTER

B

A. Simplified circuit. B. Logic symbol.

Fig 2-5. NOT circuit.
-

e. The NOR and NANI>flunctions. The NOT function is frequently combined with an OR or AND
function. In figure 2-7A. the light will go out (NOT light up) when switch A or B is closed.' The
logic symbol for this circuit is shown in figure 2-6B.

NORMALLY
Cy0SED
RELAY

A + B = C

A. Simplified circuit.

Fig_2:16. NOR circuit._

B. Logic symbol.

C = A + B

In figure 2-6A, the light will go out (NOT light up) when switch A AND B are closed. The
logic symbol for this circuit is shown hi figure 2-7B.

A. Simplified circuit. B. Logic symbol.

C = AB

Fig 2-7. NAND circuit.

2-4
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2-3. SIGNAL LEVELS

a. In the preceding ussion, e noted manually actuated switches which caused lights to goon or off in accordance with Boolean lgebra functions. In actual application, such a function isperformed by an input signal to the ci cuit, and the level of the signal determines whether thecircuit will be activated or deactivat d.

There are two rigidly controlle signal levels present in digital equipments which utilizebinary circuits. These levels are referred to as HIGM (most positive) and LOWS (least positive).
(1) HIGHS. A high-level signal normally rep'resents the value one (1). Equipment designedto represent the presence of a Boolean'expression with HIGHS is said to be using positivelogic.

(2) LOWS. A low-leyel signal normally represents the value zero (0) or the absence of aBoolean expression. However, some applications do use LOWS to indicate the presence,of Boolean expressions -- ancPthe equipment is said to be using negative logic.
b. 'file particular signal level required at the input and present at the output of a logic circuitwhen it is activated (performing the indicated function) is indicated on the logic symbol by thepresence or absence of a small cixcle (state indicator) (fig 2-8). If no circle is present at theoutput, the circuit is assumed to have a HIGH output when it is activated. The presence of acircle indicates a LOW level output of the circuit when it is activated. The presence of a stateindicator at the input indicates that the output will be the NOT function of thekBoolean expressionat the point in question.

Of equal importance is the concept that the circuit will be inhibited (not activated) when a_, Boolean expression present at the input differs from that indicated on the diagram. Thus, if a A(NOT A) is indicated, the circuit will be activated by A and inhibited by A.

C = -AB

C = AB

Fig 2-8. State indicators.

2-1. APPLICATION OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA

-
C=X+B

C A + B

The logical algebra developed by Boole has been extended and developed into_several new'fields of mathematics. However, this chapter covers Boolean algebra only to the extent neces-sary to understand the logical functions performed by digital circuits.

A short review of the basic logical functions ot Boolean algebra and the logic symbols whichhave been developed to illustrate them will aid in understanding their application. ,

a. The OR function is performed by the OR gate (fig 2-1), which is activated when any of itsrequired-inputs is present. If no required input is present, the OR gate is inhibited.
b. The AND function is performed hy th'e AND gate (fig 2-2), whIch is activated only when allof its required inputs are present. If any required input is absent, the AND gate is inhibited.
c. The NOT function is used to express the absence of-an expression. If signal A is absent,then signal NOT A is present.

2-5
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2-5. BOOLEAN EQUATION

The Boolean equation is a mathematical statement of logical funcdons, and it can be dis-
played pictoriailly by a logic diagram. Conversely,_ a Boolean equatdon can be written for any
given logic diagram.

a. In writing the Boolean equation for a logic diagram, we note that the output of a gate or
series of gates is composed of the individual inputs necessary to activate the gate or gates. We

begin the equation by writing the output for thithput gate or gates. Then, step by step we write
an output for each gate, proceeding toward the final (output) gate. For example, in figure 2-9A
we first wrote an expression for the output of gate 1. This output, A B, is shown (fig 2-9A)

4.8 an input to gate 2, along with input C. The output from gate-1 is a spoken of as being OR'ed
with input C in gate 2. Then output L will be present when A AND B are present OR when C
present. This is written AB + C =

Figure 2-9B shows the output of an OR gate being used as an input to an AND gate. The
output of gate 1, which is A + B, is shown in figure 2-9B as an thput to gate 2, along with input
C. The output from gate 1 is spoken of as being AND'ed with thput C in gate 2. Then output L
will be present when A OR B is present AND C is present. This is written (A -I: B) C = L.

A

1
A. B

Fig 2-9A.

1 A+B

L=AB+C

Fig 2-9B.

Fig 2-9. Logic diagram.

Figure 2-10 illustrates how the NOT function of an expression may be used as an input.
The state indicator, which appears at the input of the AND gate, does not necessarily illustrate
a physical component, but rather that the input circuit is constructed so that-logical-inversion
occurs. In ibigure 2-10, gate 1 will be actdvated when the expressions A AND B ard present as
inputs. (The inversion from B to B takes place within the gate. )4'



31When gate 1. cif figure 2-10 is activated, -the output is A. The inputs required to activatelate 2 are the output of gate 1 OR C; therefore, the'output of gate 2 is + A. T4te inputs re,7quired to activate gate 3 are the outputs of gates 2 AND D AND E; therefore, the output of gate,--3 is L E(C + AB).
4

1 AB

2 A13+6

s L
3 ,L=(AB+C)15E

Fig 2-10. Logic diagram.

Figure 2-11 illustrates how the NOT finiction output from a gate can be used logically asan inputto a following gate. -.In figure 2-11, the 'Mate indicator at the output of gate 1 indicates, that when A AND B are present at the input, the gate will be activated and the output will be AB.
For gate 2 of figure 2-11 to be activated. C must be present or the NOT finictinn expres-sion from gate 1 must be present. Thus the output expression for gate 2 is C + (AB) = L.

A

B ,

AB

L=AB+C

Fig 2-11. Logic diagram.'

2-6. DRAWING LOGIC DIAGRAMS

In\ drawing logic diagrams for a Boolean expression, the object is to draw(the gates andfunction's necessai7 to generate the-expression from individual Opal terms. The steps to beobserved are as,follows:

ra. The indivic)ual terms of the expression are used as inputs to the gates. ..
.;.

b. The sign of opera#on between terms indicates the type of logic gate required.
-

, ,
..t.

c. The NOT function' indicates that logical inversion.is required. ./
.,

lc

Examples: The first gate o be drawn for the expression F + [Eff CAg + CD is the OR gateShowh in figure,2-12.

The OR gate inpui ET; (Am C) shown in figure 2-12 is the otitput of the 3,-input AND gateshown in figure 2-13.

ii5(Aii+e)

F1g"2-12. *Logic diagram. Fig 2-13. Logic diagram.

2-7
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The AND gate input An-4. C shown-in figure 2-13 is the output of the 2-input OR gate shown
in figure 2-14i ,

,;

The OR gate input All shown in figure 2-14 is fhe outp,ut of the 2-input OR gate shoWn in
{- figure 2-15.

All+C

Fig2-14. Logic'diagracn.. Ftg 2-15. Lhgic diagiani
-1

The,complete logic diagram is sholim in-figure 2-1e. NOtice that the state indicator sym
bol has been added to inpiits-B and f.-s pf gates 1 arid 3, respectively, indicating that logical inver-
sion ocdurs'. .

, ,r , ', ;.--.et

Note: To check a Boolean expression, reverse the diegraming'procedure. Starting with the
inputs, determine whether the outputs of successive gates, including the final output, are correctly
expressed.

B C 1 ATS '43

2 ARtC

3 Eri5(A&C)

C.

4
.

.Fig 2-16. 1..14C diagram. ...,,
4,

2-7. THEOREMS AND TRUTH TABLES
....

- ,

As previously pointed out, 'boolean al, gebra is a valuable aid in the design and analysis of,
switching circuits. For instance, it is easier to caleulate with rnMhematical expressions that,
represent switching circuits than to analyze schematic or logic diagrams. In addition, once
the logic diagrame,have been draWn, Bpolean algebra provides a 'Straightforward way of describ-
ing the circuitrrilsed. _ .

,. --

The fundamental doncepts up6n which Boolean algebra'is based have been presented and
described with simplified circuits and logic diagrams. Wenow disEuss those Boolean algebra
theorems which state most qf the _basic rules by which Boolean expressions, may be simplified.
These ttieorems and their names are shown-hi figure 2-.17.

in studying a Boolean expression, it is helpful to conitimct a tabulation (called a truth
-table) and use it to evaluate each Combination of variables in the' exPression, and to prove that
a Booleabequition is true or to show its falseness. In other words, the truth table enables you
to compare the right side of a Boolean equatiOw with the left side, to see if they are equivalent
in value. ,Thid Mettiod of proof is called prodf by perfect induction.

4d.
2-8 '4
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,
Union' >

.

0 + X X

.

Inters ection .
,

"0 X = 0 '
1 X = X

Idempot ent t X + X =
X , X =

Complementary
.

X + 3i = 1
X X = 0

,,-.
Double negative--

4

. .

.

Corniitative

\

.

4

X + Y = Y + *
X Y-1Y X

.
Associative

.

1
X + (Y+Z) = (X+Y) + Z lb

X(YZ)

Distributive

* XY + XZ = X(Y+Z)
(X+Y) (X+2) = X + YZ
WY+WZ+XY+X2 = (W+X) (Y4-1)

."Absorption
_

,

X + XY_ = X
X (X+Y) = X

0

DeMorgan's' -c.72
Common Identities ''s

S

x+Tcy = ;54-y -
X(X+Y) = XY

Fig 2-17. Boolean algetxra theorems.

-

i

a. Union theorems. Theseexpressions -indicate logical addition (the OR function). They aresihmile in that there is only one variable; and it tan assume only the value of 0 or 1.
Vfr-.11) 0 + X = X means that the logical addition of 0 to an expression does not affect the result"(fig 2-18A). The truth table proves that for each value of die variablea, the expression0 + X is equal, to the variable. In other words, 0 input to an OR gate has no effect on theoutput.,

2-9
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(2) 1 + X 1 meani that the logical ad tion of 1 to an expreqsion results in a value of 1
(fig 2-18t). The truth table proves that the vaha of the variable X does not affect the
ruult. That is,if any input to an 0 gate is 1, the output is 1.

.

o

X

EQUAL

o x 0 +X
0
0

0
1

0
1

0+X X

Fig 2-18. ' Logic dia

b. Intersection theorems. These elpressi
tion) involving only one vikable.

(1) 0 X = 0 meano that the logical multip
of 0 (fig 2-19A)., In other wards,' if a

(2) 1 X = X means that the logical multip
result (fig 2-19B). Wh the inputs to
equal to the variahle.

EQUAL

o X 0 X

0
Or

0
1

0
0

A.

1

X

EQUAL

1 x 1+X

1 0

1

1

1

s for union theoremi.

1+X=1

no indicate logical multiplication (the AND func-

cation of an expression by 0 re'sults in a value
input to aln AND gate th 0, the obtput is O.

cation of an expression by 1 does not affect the
n AND gate are 1 and a variable, the output is

1 .X

EQUAL

, 1 X L X

1,
1

0 0

B.

Fig 2-19. Logic diagrams fà intersection theorems.

a. Idempotent theorems.

(1) X + X = X 'means that the logied addition f an expression to itself results in the ex-
pression (fig 2-20A). That ii, if the thpus to an OR gate are identical, the output is
identical.

(2) X X = X means that the logical Pniltiplication of an expression by itself results in the
expression (fig 2-20B). Or, if the inputh io an AND gate are identical, the ndtput is
identical.

2-16
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EQUAL

X X + X-

0 0
1

..

A. B.

Fig 2-20. Logic diagrams for it3empotent theorems.

d. Complementary theorems.

(1) X + = 1 means that the logical addition of an expression and its complement resultsin a value of 1 (fig 2-217). In other words, if an inpUt and its complement are OR'ed,the output is 1.

(2) X X = 0 means that the logical multiplication of an expression and its complementresults in a value of 0 (fig 2-218). When an input and its complement are AND'ed,the
output is 0.

X =

x X x + X 2
#

o 1 . 1

1 o 1.

A.

x + = X-X=0

x X x 5i

o 1 o
1 o o

B.

Fig 2-21. Logic diagrams for complementary theorems.
e. Double-neg ative theorem. 3r.= X means that a .double inversica of an expression resultsin the original expression (fig 2-22). U a signal is sent through two inverter stages, the outputis equivalent to the origiral signal.

4

X = X

. fEQUAL

1
0 1

Fig..2-24. Logic diagram for double-negative theorem.
f. Commutative theorems, These expressicas indicate that the sequence of terms hais noeffect on the value of the expression. Theoutput terms of an AND or an OR gatemay be writtenin any order without affecting the. value.

.(1) Xi-Y=Y+X.

(2) XY=Yi

_t

2-11
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g. Associative theorems. These expressions indicate that the grouping of terms has no effect
on the value of the expressions. .

(1) X + (Y + Z) = (X + Y) + Z. The output terms of a series of OR gates may be grouped in
any order without affecting the value (fig 2-23A).

(2) X(YZ) = (XY)Z. The output tethis of a series of AND gates may be grouped in any order
without affecting the value (fig 2-2313).

y+z

YZ

X+(Y+Z)

(x+Y) +z

myz)

B.

(XY)Z

X y j y+z

o
1

y+(y+z)

o

1

o
o

o
o

o .
1

o 1 o 1 1

0 1 1 1 1
e

1 0 0 0 1

1 0 1 1 1

1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

EQUAL-4

X Y Z x+L(X+Y)+Z

0 0* 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1 1

0 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 1 1

.
1 0 1 1 1

1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1,0

X Y Z Y. Z X(YZ)

0 0 0 0 0

0" o 1 o o
o 1 o o o

o 1 1 1 o
I& o o o o
1. o 1 o o

1 1 9.-- o o
1 1 "1 1 It

EQUAL.<

X Y Z X. Y (XY)2

0 0 0 H o o

o o 1 b o

o 1 o o oo 1 1 0 .0
1 0- o o o

1 o 1 o o

I ,i 0 1 o

1 1 -1 1 1

Fig 2-23 -.. Logic diagranyt for associative theorems.

1
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* 3 7th. Distributive theoremS. These expressions indicate logical addition or multiplication whereone yariable appears in each nf, the terms.

(1) XY + XZ ig X(Y + Z). Indicates a *logical addition of prodUcts containing an expressionin common (fig 2-24A). AND'ing an expressiOn with each input of an OR gate is equiva-lent to AND'ing the expression with tlie output of the OR gate.

, (2) (X t Y)(X + Z) = X + YZ indicates a logical multiplication of sums containing an expres-sion in common (fig 2-24B). OR'ing an expression with each input of an AND gate isequivalent to OR'ing the expression to the output of the AND gate.

(3) WY + WZ + XY + XZ = (W+X)-(Y+Z) indicates a lOgical addition of products containingan expression in common (fig 2-24C). OR'ing an expression with each output otanAND gate is equivalent to AND'ing the expression to the outputs of the OR gates.4

:

X Z XY XZ XY+XZ
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0' 1 o 0 o
o 1 o o o o
o 1 1 o o o
1 o o o o o
1 o 1 o 1 1

1 1 .0 1 o 1

1 1 1 1 ,, 1 A

a

x
Y-.....

Y + Z.

. Z 1

EQUAL

A.

,

Y

%

X Y Z Y+Z X(Y+Z)
0 0 0 0 '0
0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 I-
1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

YZ

'r * EQUAL

x Y Z ,X+Y
_

X+Z (X+Y)(Y+E)
0 0 0 0 0 , 0
0 , 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 0
0 t_ 1 1 1 1

*1 0 ' 0 1 1 1

1 0 1 1 1 1

1 1 0 1 1 1

1 1 1* 1 1 1

, ,

2-la

.,

B.

X Y Z YZ X+Y'L
0 b- 0 0 a
0 0 1 0 0
o 1 o o o
0 1 1 1 1

1 o o o 1

1 o 1 o 1

1 1 o 0 1

1 1 1 1 1

/

X(Y+Z)

X+YZ

4



Z

WZ

W+X

Y+Z

WY + WZ

WY+WZ+XY+XZ

XY + XZ

(W+X) (Y+Z)

EQUAL

WY WZ XY XZ ,WY+WZ XY+XZ WY+WZ:1XY+XZ

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 06 0 0 0
0 0 ' 0 0 . 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 ' 0 1 . 1

0 0 1 0 . 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 1.0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1

1 0 6 0 1 0 1

, 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0' 0

a 1 0 1 1 1 1

1 0 1 0 1 1 4 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

C. -
Fig 2-24--contd

2-14 ,

W x Y Z W+X Y+Z (W+X) (Y+Z)

0
"
0 0

,
0 0 0 0

0 -0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 11 1

0 1: 1 1 1 ' 1 1

1 0 0 0 1 0 ' 0
1 0 0 1 1 1 1

1 0 1 0 1 1 1

61 0 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 0 0 1 0 0

1 1 0 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 0 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4
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i. Absorption theorems, These expressions indicate the 1ogici.1 addition or multiplicatioofi variable with terms containing that variable.

X

(1) X + XY = X means that the logical addition of an expression and a product containing thatexpression results in the orignial expression (fig 2-25A). If the output of an AND gate
is OR'ed with one of the AND gate's inputs, the result is equal to that input.

(2) X(X + Y) = X means that the logical multiplication of an expression.and a sum containing
that expression results in the original expression (fig..2-25B). If the output of an OR
gate is AND'ed with one of tge OR gate's inputs, the result is equal to that input.

A.

'x

EQUALit
A Y XY X+XY
0 0 0. 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1

1 1 1 k
B.

X+Y

-NN

,EQUAL

X Y X+Y
.,0 0

_.X(X+Y)
0 0

0 1 1 0
1 0 1 ,. 1

1 1 1 1

Fig 2-25. Logic diagrams for absorption theorems. 4

X(X+Y)

j. DeMorgan's theorem.. These expressions indicate that the complement of an expressionis the equivalent of the complement of the individual terms with the connecting signs changed.
(1) XYZ =X+V+2; Complettnenting the output of an AND gate is equivalent to OR'ing thecomplements of the inputs (fig 2-26A).

X

XYZ

X y Z XYZ
0 0 0 . 1

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 1,

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 1.
1 0 1 1

'1 1 0 1

1 1 1 0

X+Y*Z

X Y Z X+Y+Z
0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0
.0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 . 0
1 l 1 0

EQUAL

A.

EQUAL

B.

X Y Z Iii:i+2
o o o 1

o o 1 1

o 1. o 1

o I I I
1 o o I
1 {) 1 1-
1 1 o 1

I 1 1 o

'

'Y',Z 5i "i . 2,X
o 0 o 1

o o 1 o
o 1 o o
o 1' 1 o
1 o o o
1 o 1

1 1 0 . o
1 1 1 o

Fig 2-26. Logic diagrams for DeMorgan's theorems.
2-15
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(2) X+Y+Z=XY 27 Complementing the output of an OR.gate is eqUivalent to AND'ing
the complements of the inputs (fig 2-26B).

k. Common identities. These expressions indicate the logical addition or multiplication of
a variable with terms containing the complement of that variable.

(1) X +RY = X + Y means that the logical addition of a variable (X) by the product of an ex-
pression (Y) and the complement of the variable (X) results in the logical sum of the
variable and the expression (fik 2-27A). In other words, AND'ing the complement of
one input to an OR gate with another input of the OR gate has no effect on its output.

(2) X(3? + Y) = XY means that the logical multiplication of a variable (X) to the sum of an
expression (Y) and the complement of the variable (11), results blithe logical product of
th e variable and the expression (fig 2-26B). In othe words, OR'ing the.complement
of one input to in AND gate with another input of the AND gate has no effect on its output..

XY

X Y TCY x+RY
o o o , o
o t 1 1

1 o o 1

1 o 1

37+Y

EQUAL

A.

Y RI-Y x(Te+Y)
o 0 , 1 a,
o 1 1 o
1 o 0 4 0
1 1 1 1

-

EQUAL

B.

X+Y

X Y X+Y

0 0 0
0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1

X Y XY
0 0 9 -
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

Fig 2-27. Logic diagrams for the common identities.

2-8. SIMPLIFYING BOOLEAN EQUATIONS

*hts been shown that a logical dbnfiguration which has been designed to produce a certain
output can sometimes be replaced by a simplified logic circuit which is equivalent, and it will
prnduce the same output.

a. Letts assume that we need a circuit which will provide an output X with any of the follow-
ing inputs: A and C, A and D, B and c, or B and D. Thus, the Boolean equation is:

X ir AC + AD + BC 1. BD

2-18 4 8



Fig 2-28. Logic diagram.

The logic diagram for this equation is shown in figure 2-28. We see that we have 12 signal paths
with associated gate circuitry. We shall now see how Boolean algebra can be used to indicate
a simplified circuit. Apply the distributive theorem AC + AD = A(C + D) and BC + BD = B(C+ D).
Substituting these values in the original equation gives X 2. A(C + D) + + D).

C+D

C+D

A(C+D)

B(C+D)

A(C+D)+B(C+D)

Fig 2-:29. Logic diagram.

The circuit will now appear as shovin in figure 2-29. Now only 10 signal paths are needed to per-form the same job as the original 12. We are not (inished with the job of simplification, however.
Since the factor C + D appears twi6e, we cam apply the distributive theorem again and the equa-
tion becomes X = (A + B) (C + D). Cnly 6 signal paths and 3 gates are needed for this circuit(fig 2-30). -- Here we should checlethe original requirements and ask ourselves, will this sim-
plified circuit perform the required operatthns?

Fig 2-30. Logic diagram.

2-17
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Ex ercise: Simplify:

(A + B)(B + t) + (A + B)(B + c)

(cDF 4- A + D + ADX)(A + BD + EA + D)

(Check your answers witk those.on page 2-21. ) C.)

b. Another circuit is required which Will provide an output X when the 3-digit binary input
represents a prime number (e.g., decimal 2, 3, 5,- 7). Assigning the letters A, B, C to the
place positionslwe have: oar

Decimal Binary Boolean-

2 010 xs-c.
3 011 X BC -
5 101 ANC
7 111 ABC

And the Boolean equation is the logical sum of these products: X = 'NBC + XBC + AffC + ABC.
V'

Fig 2-31% Logic diagram.

The logic diagram for this equation (fig 2-31) shows 5 gates with 16 signal paths. We can sim-
plify this equation by applying the indicated theorems:

X = "As-1- XBC + Aike ABC

Commutative = ZXB + CB + AC + BAC

Associative =Z' as) + cam +(AC) + B(AC)

Distributive = (t". + C)aB) + + B)(AC)

Complementary (1)(XB) + (1)(AC)

40,

Intersection

2-18
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Y3
The logic diagram for this equation (fig 2-32) requires all
belSw shows the expression to be correct.

Decimal ABC "AB

gates and 8 signal paths. The table

AC 1B + AC

0 000 0 0 0
1 001 0 0 0
2 010 1 0 1
3 011 1 0 1
4 100 0 0 0
5 101

'110
0 1 . , 1

N, 6 '0 0 0
7 111 0 1 1

A
XB

AC

--A-B+AC

Fig 2-32. Logic diagram.

Exercise: The table below represents a binary addition where A and B are the two digits to
be added and C is the carry digit from the next lower place position.

ABC X Y

000 0 0
001 1 0
010 1 0
011 0 1
100 1 0
101 0 1

110 0 1
111 1 1

Write and simplify the Boolea4 equation for the sum digit X and then the carry to the next higher
place-position Y. (Check you4 answers with those on page 2-22.)

-
c. Boolean algebra can alto be used to devise circuits that,, though not always the simplest,

use only ona type of gate th ghout. NOR gates are commonly used in this manner. knowing.
the desired output, we deterthine the inputs necessary to produce it. If the desired output of
the final NOR gate (fig 2-33) is the same as that of figure 2-32, the signal before the final Inver-

-sion is the complement of the output or:

AC

Fig 2-33. L,ogic diagram.

2-19
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To obtain the inputs, it is necessary to simplify the expression:

X = AB 4: AC

De Morgan's = (AB) (AC)

DeMorgan's = (A + B) (A + C)

Double negative = (IV+ -111) (A + E)

Difitributive = A(A + E) +

Distributive ,= AA + AE + BA + BC

Complementary = 0 + AC + TiA +-BE

Union = AE +1111

Complethentary = AE + BA + (A +MEE

Distributive = AC + BA + ABC + ABC

Commutative = AC + ABC + AB + ABC

Absorption AC+ABC+AB

Absorption AC+AB

These are the two inputs of the. final NOR gate (fig 2-33), each being the output of another NOR
gate (fig 2-34). Their inputs are determined in the same manner:

AC AB

DeMorgan's X +r-C= =2+31

Double negative A + C A'+ B

N..

AE

-A+c

111

A+B

Fig 2-34. Logic diagrani.

7B+AC

(Xt.c)+(A+B)

By writing the Boolean equation for the diagram (fig 2:34), using these inputs and simplifying, we
should obtain the oriInal output expression: - /

X = (-A+ C)+ (A + B)

DeMorgan's = (A + C) (A + B)

'Double negative = (A + C) (A + B)

Distributive A(A + B) + C(A + B)

Distributive = XA + AB + CA + CB

Complementary = AB + CA + CB

Complementary = AB + CA + (A + 74)CB

Distributive = AB + CA + ACB +,ACB

Commutative = AB + ABC + AC + ACB

Absorption = AB + AC

2-20



Fig 2-35, Circuit often used for binary addition.

Exercise; The outptits of gates 1, 2, and 3 are indicated. W,rite the output of each of theremaining gates. Simplify the expreSsions for X and Y. Are they the same as in-the pieviousexercise? (Check your answers with those on page 2-22.)

2-9. SUMMARY

a. Boolean algebra is used tt> indicate the logic circuits needed_ to Perform the logical.func7tions of digital computers and other automatic switching networks. The three basic functions ofBoolean algebra are the AND function, the OR function, and the NOT function. The AND gate,which performs the AND function, is activated only when allindicated inputs are present; if anyis absent, the gate will be inhibited. The ORIate, which performs the OR function, will be activa-ted when any.of the indicated inputs is present; if all inputs are absent, the gate wilt be inhibited.TheNOT funCtio'n is used to 'express the inversion or complementation of a term. If signal A isabsent, then NOT A is preSent.

b. The concept of equivalent expressions Ls used to simplily Boolean expressions and to --indicate alternate circuits. The, Booleinexpresaion is a mathematical statement of logicalfunctions, and it can be displayed,pictorialiy by a logic 'diagram. To draw the logic diagram .indicated by a Boolean expression, draw the gates indicated by the signs of oPeration, usingthe terms adjacent to each sign as inputs to. the associate& gate and observing logical invergionas indicated by occurrence of-the NOT sign. Conversely, to write the BOolean expression indi-cated by a logicf-diagram, llegin by writing the output for the input gate or gates. Then, stepby step write an output for each gate, proceeding toward the final gate. An expression for anyswitching network, no matter,how complex, can be written'with this methcd.
-,

ANSWERS TO 1rXERCISES

Exercise following para

Given:

Distributive

DeMorgan' s

Idempotent

Common identity

24021

+ B)(B.+ C) + (A + B)0T-7-e)

AC + B + (A + B)(117Z)

AC + B + (1011)0R)

AC + B + ABC

AC + rt.

5-3-
; ^

t..
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S.

-7c

,

'

"

a

N

'Cornrautsitixe

Abs'Oiption'

: Ideznpotent t

'Exercise followini para

S.
<"

:(ZDF +A's+ + ADA), (A + BD.* + 15)

',4'"ADA) + D ZF).1 ISA vAE) + (D DB"a
.!

.4
'SA. 4- D) (A + D),

A + p

Distributive ,

or

' or

IdeMpotent

Distributive

Complementary

Intersection
,

= titc+ ABie4 ABC + Ai3c

1.!'5AITIC + + A(13-d + BC)

AZ) t E AC)

(AB + AB) + + AB)

Y = ki3C t ATIC + AEZ + 'ABC

= A-BC + ABC + AMC + ABC + ABZ.4- ABC

BC(A + A) + Id(ff + B) +'AB(r +
,

Bd(-1) + AC(1)5+ AB(1)'

= BC + Ab + A.

Exercise.followirig_paraki.v
:

= +AB

C(AB 4-AB)

C(A-IN + ABY

X: = Cum C. (AB 4- AB)

= -c(Aff+ xi3) Ert -17 mcA +TA

ate 4.

date 5

Gate 6-

Gate 7

Gale 8
0,

De-Monads
4

Distributive

Common identity

Gate (1:r"
Distributive

Idempotent

DistrIbotive,

= +AB) +

= Z(At,ff + 7,j3) +

c 1-1)

C+AJ
7-

= AB + C(AM + AB),

= AB+ AAC m+Be

A13 ArC + AB 4:ABC

A(B + BC) + B(A +1.C)

Common identity = A(B + C) + B(A4 C)

INDistributive (= AB + Ad + AB,-+ Bc, ,
)'

1depppotene = AB''4= AC + BC
-

N
Yes, X and Y are the same.,
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Chapter 3)

LOGIC GATES

3-1. INTRODUCTION

The building blocks of digital equipment are its individial circuits. Hundreds, often thou-sands of them are interconnected to accomplish the operations of transferring and proceseingdata. Actually, there are only a few different types or basic circuits, and they are used 4g lin
and again in different combinations. .This has the advantages of simplifying the design, increasing
reliability by using only a few well-teilted circuits, and making maintentrice simpler and-faster.

ale
The circuits in digital equipment are simple in principle and less complicated than manycircuits in radar and television sets. The typesof circuits used are: logic circuits which per-

. form logical operations with input signals, storage elements which store bits of information, and
accessory circuits'such as line drivers, neon indicator circuits, and others. Since it would be
impraltiCal to describe every circuit configuration now in use, only representative circuits of
each type are explained here. `

a. Information signale. Information in digital equipment is handled in the form of eleetricalsignals. The transfer and processing of information is done by switching and-storingInformation
signals. The binary system is used because we have bistable (2-state, on or off) deiices.
Some(common electronic devices (relays, vacuum tubes, crystal diodes, and transistors) per-
form ivelrin bistable (2-state, or on-off) operations. Using the binary system, information'signals
represent the binary digits 1 and 0.

_ There are several ways of vepresenting the binary Ps and O's electrically. Some possible
coinbinations are:

Zero Voltage
No Current

, Negative Purse
'Low Vollage .

' Zero VOltage
, _No Pulsec. c

1

C

r
Negative Voltage
Current

,Positive Pulse
High Voltage
Positive, Voltage

Ali-mist' any Circuit that has,two <stable states can be used as a logical element. The extrerne
values representing 1 'anci'0 are rogiclevels. ,

4C c ,

I

1 7. Switching logic. The operationEicarried out by a digital computer are operations of logic. /Arithmetic and in fa6t all mathematics are rigidly based on11ogic. other words, arithmetic -,is a systentatic Proqess Ol(manipulating numbers'involving siniple operations carried out according:toprecise rules. If numbers are to be represested by voltage lexls and pulses; some system of
, manipulating these voltages s-ccording to the lofic rulei af_arithmetic niust be used. Cireuitswthichperform this furiction arg called logic circuit's. \

How doe.s switching enter into operations of logic/ Do You recall
that can easily he performed by a switching circuit? Ts- To ansWir these) us briefly review the OR fenct* and the AND function; r

: k
:

(1) Ths OR funetion is performed whenevez any one of two or morse
.")_bring about a specified_resuli. . :.

":4
e ,

' .-- ,.. ' t

(2) The AND functton requir dieis t all of twd or more possible1 Condition's:be present at thesame time to bring about aospecified result.
c ,-

.- . ,

, . In chapter 2, you studied basic logic functions in terms of infOr.niatiOn only., Here weexamine how physical circuits operate according it) the-rules ,of theie functions. T.he inotits tothese circuits are now going to beelectricii signale.vpresehting the faCts-that must be logicall

c

the types or logic operations
and -Ye ifnilar IklestionS. let

alternate possibilities Canf
:"

,
3-1
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processed. The logic,blocks previously used to diagrarn-logic functions actually represe nted
physi:al circuits. Each output is an e;ectrical signal representing the result of applying,the
rules of iparticular logic function to a Set of inputs., In other Words, each output is a logical
concrision. e*.

The switching devices commonly used in-logic circuits are determ1ned by the state of the
art and the job to be done. Relays, semiconductor diodes ,. vacuum tubes, transistors, and
map( tic cores are prevalent today. Tomorrow's devices may be different, for regearch is
cohstantly seeking smaller, faster,, more efficient, ancrmore reliable tWitching devices.

This chapter covens the operation of logic-switching circuits callecrgates. A gating circuit
(as itname implies) acts as a swinging door that will determine whether a pulse is to pass or
be stdrped. For example, gates can perform AND, OR; NOT, and E),CCLUSIVE OR functions.

1

3-2.. DIODE LOGIC CIRCUITS

Some equipment uses what is.called diode logic; that is, it performs most rogic operations
in circuits made of semiconductor diodes. Vacuum tube or transistor circuits are used primarily
for building up weak or attenuated pulses.

The solid state diode, like 'the vacuum tu be diode, has an anode and a cathode (fig 3-1).
It offors very little 'forward resistance-to the flow of electrons from the cathode to the anode;
in other Words, it conducts easily when the anode is made more-positive than the cathode.
However, when the cathode is more pc4itive than the anode the diode offers a very high back
resistance, and practically no current can flow. + Voltage

ANODE
CATHODE

'ELECTRON
FLOW

Fig 3-1. Solid state diode symbol.

puts
Output ---

Fig.3-2. Diode positive AND or
negative OR gate.

.. a. Positive AND of nejative OR gate. Figure 3-2 shciws a diode logic circuit that can per-.,
,

form either the positive IAND or the negative OR function.1 The inputs are connected in pacallel,
each through a separate diode to the output. The operatiOn of the circuit depends ort the voltage
drop across the load resistor which, in this case, is connected to a positive voltage source.
MOre inputs can be added, although only two are shown inIthe figure.

For explariation of this circuit, we assume that the ogic levels are 0 volts and -10 volts.
(You should remember that different equipment uses diffe'ent logic level voltages to represent
information.)

,.)

As the circuit in figure 3-3A shows, -10 volts are being applied to both inputs. In this
Circuit, both diodes are conducting; thfis, both act as a shbrt circuit for current in this direction.
The output is therefore -10 voltwith respect to ground for this condition. Figure 3-3B shows
the equivalent circuit withboth diodes acting as shorts. -10v )

+ 50v c.,

CR1,

/".

c %

CR2

Fig 3-3.
A.
Diode circuit with both.inputs -10 volts.

CR2

1.0v 10v

Tr.

c.
3+2

t.)b

B.

Output

4.

50v
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a

'1 CI 7Figure 3,-4A shows the same circuit with one input at 0 volts and the other at -10 volts.
CR2 initially his a 60-volt difference in potential across it, since the +50 volts and -10 volts
are connected in series-aiding. CR2/conducts and puts the anode of dR1 at -10 volts with respect
to ground. This causes CR1 to act as an open, and the output is -10 volts for this condition.
Figure J-4B shows the equivalent circuit, If the -10-volt input is 1pp1ied to CR1 and the -0-vdlt
input is applied to CR2, the conditions are reversed. That is, CR1 conducts and puts the anode
of CR2 at -10 vii1ts. This causes CR2 to act as an open. The.nutput is 110 volts for thid condi?ion
also.

Ov

I. -10y

CR2

Ar

10v
B.

'Fig 3-4. Diode circuit with one input -10 volts and one input .0 volts.

You can-see that when -10 volts are applied to one input and 0 volts are applied to
the other, the conducting diode shorts out the open circuit. As a result, the output is -10 volts
in either case.

Figure 3-5 Shows the same circuit as in figure-3-4, but with both inputs at 0 volts. Both
diodes are conducting, thus acting as short circuits. For this condition, the output is 0 volts.

CR2

A
Fig 3-5. DiOde circuit with both inputs 0 volts.

From the preceding discussion, it is possible to set up the deyice activity states c.r
electrical truth table for the circuit in figure 3-3A. This is,shown in table 3-1.

In digital-logic terminology, a high (H) is the less negative, or more positive, lope level.
A low (L) is the more negative, or less positive, logic level. For example, in the preceding
discussion of the diode logic gate, we noted 0 volts as the high (H) and -10 volts is the llw (L).
In table 3-1, substitute H for the high (0 volts) and L for the low (-10 volts); then the acqvity
combinations table for the circuit will be as shown in table 3-2.

INPUTS OUTPUT

B C

-10y -10y- -10v
-10v Ov -10v

Ov -10v -10v
Ov Ov Ov

Table 3-1. Electrical states.

3-3 '

57

INPUTS OUTPUT

A B C,
L

.
L

L H L ,
H L L
H H H

Table 3-2. Activity combinations.

AP
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from our discussion of information signals, you will recall that a computer may use either., ..

extreme of the logic Ovels to represent a binary 1 or a binary 0-. The voltage level which repre-
sents one of the digits may become reversed fn some of the cirduits during the handling operation.

'.i
this is not oi3jectionab1 e as long as the operation remains logical and consistent, and the desved

, end result is obtained. If a relatively high vOltage level represents a binary 1, the logic is re-
ferreci"to as positive logic,. If a relatively low voltage level represents a binary 1, the logic is

, referrtd to as negative logic.

a 4 For the diode logic circuit in figure 3-3, we assume that the 0-volt (H) level is assigned
the binary value 1; and the -10-volt (L) level is assigned to the binary value 0. As the circuit
Iwill be using positive Iogic, ft is now possible to write a truth table for the circuit by substi-
tuting 1 for 0 volts (H) and 0 for -10 volts (L). Table 3-3d shoWs such a. truth tables 4,

Prom t'able 3-3, you can see that the circuit discussed performs the AND function. That
is, all of the inputs xvust be l to obtain an output of 1. Since the high voltage level represents a

, binary 1, the function performed is called the positive AND function; and the circuifis a positive
AND gate. The, circuit in figure 3-3 is symbolized by.the standard logic symbol for the positive
AND function, as shown in figure 3-6. The Booleen equation for this circuit is AB=C.

,-

...

\

)

)

0

c
,

INPUTS OUTPUT

A a c
o o o
o 1- o
1 o o
1 1 1 ,

-

Fig 3-6. Syiptiol for positiys AND gate. Table 3-3. Truth tble using positive logic.
,

Consider the same cIrcuit when the, -10-volC(L) level is assigned the binary value 1, 'and
the 0-volt (H) level is assigned the binary value 0. The truth table for thisrcondition is shown
in table 3-4. ,

From table 3-4, yoti can see that the circuit now performs the OR function. That is, the
output is 1 if any or all inputs are 1. Since the low voltage level represents binary 1, the function
performed is called the negaiive OR function, and the circuit is a negative OR gate. The circuit
is symbolized by the standard logic symbol shown in figure 3-7. The Boolean equation for the,circuit is A +B = C.

INPUTS OUTPUT'

A B c
1 1

,
-1

1 o 1 .

o 1 1

o o o ,

Fig 3-7. S bol for: negative OR gate. - Table 3-4. Truth table using negative logic.

i
The small rcle(s) at the input to any symbol element (logical or nonlogical) indicate(s) that

the i elatively low (L) input ,signal activates the function. Conversely, the absence of a small
circle indicates that the relatively high (H) input signal aciivates the function.
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A small circle at the symbol output side indicates that the output terminal of the activated

function is relatively low (L).
,

From the foregoing discussion, you can see that a single circuit may perform eitiur the
AND function or the OR function, depending on the assignment of the logic Levels. The cl rcuit
that you have just studied may be used as a positive AND gate or a negative OR gate.

b. 'Three-input positive AND or negative OR gate. Figure 3-8 shows the circuit and wave-
forms for three inputs to a positive AND or a negative OR gate. Just as with the 2-input gate,
the 3-input gate is in parallel and connected through diodes to the output. The load resis'or is
connected to a. positive voltage source.

Ov
-10v A

10v
-10v

oy
-10v C

Ov
-10v D

Fig 3-8. Diode circuit for a 3-input positive AND or negative OR gate.

If we assign 0 volts ana -10 volts as the logic levels, the circuit 'acts according to table 3-5.
Substitution of the term "high" (H) for the 0-volt levels and thealerm "low" (L) for the -10-volt
levels in table 3-5 results in table 3-6.

tivuTs., 9UTPUT
A B C D

-10v -10v -10v -10v
-10v -10v Ov -10v
-10v Ov -10v -10v
-10v Ov, OV 4 ..10V

OV .1.0V'..10V '40V
OV '40V OV ,1OV'
OV OV *10V ..10V
OV OV OV Or

Table.3-5. Electrical states.

..... --f.-

I PUTS OUTPU;T
A B C D
L L L L.
I.: L H L
L H L L
L H H L
H L L L
Hs -I, H L
H H L L
H H H H

Table 3-6. Activity combinations.

When the d-volt (H) level is considered the activating level and is assigned the logic value
of 1, and the -10-volt (L)elevel is considered the inactive level and represents the logic value 0,' substitution of these values for table 3L6 levels results in table 3-7.

;.)

The circuit now performs 4ie poRitive ANtrfunction, and the symbol is- shown in figure 3-9.
5 The Boolean equation is ABC =,D.

3-5
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A

Fig 3-9. Symbol for 3-input positive
AND gate.

When the -10-volt (L) level is considered the activating level and is assigned the logic
value of 1, and the 0-volt (H) level is considered the inactive level and represents the logic
value 0, substitution of these values for table 3.ref levels results in table 3-8.

INPUT1 OUTPUT

,
A B i C D

e

0 0 0 0'
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
o 1 1 o
1 o- o o
1 o 1 o .
1 1 o o
1 1 1

Table 3-7. Truth table using positive logic.

The circuit now performs the negative OR function, and the symbol is shown in figure 3-10.
The Boolean equation is A + B + C = D.

A

Fig 3-10. Symbol for 3-input negative
OR gate.

Ir1PUTS OUTPUT

A B C D

1 1 1 1

1 1 0 1

1 0 1 1

1 0 0 1

0 1 1 1

0 1 0 1

0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0

Table 3-8. Truth table using negative logic.

c. Positive OR or negative AND gate. We have discussed the diode logic circtiit that is
eapkble of performing either the positive AND or the negative OR function. In contrast, the
circuit shown in figure 3-11 performs either the positive OR or the negative AND function.

How does the circuit in figure 3-11 differ from the circuit in figure 3-2? First, in figure 3-11
the load resistor is connected to a negative power source; second, the cathodes of the diodes are
connected to the load resistor.

- Voltage

Inputs'

Fig 3-11. Diode positive OR or negative AND gate.

Output



Again, for explanation of the circuit in tigure 3-11, we assume that the logic level*. are0 volts and -10 volts.

Figure 3-12A shows the circuit with -10 volts applied to both inputs. Both diodes are
1411t117

conducting, thus acting as short circuits for current. Therefore, the output is -10 volts,for
this condition. Figure 3-1,2B shows the equivalent circuiewith both diodes acting as shorts.

CR1

CR2

-10v-60v

-10v

output

A.

Fig 3-12.

CR1
,output

10v 10v 60v

T-+ T+
_

Diode circuit with both inputs -10 volts.

Figure 3-13 shows the same circuit with one input at 0 volts and the other at -10 voltS.
The anode of CR1 has 0 volts applied to it, and the anode of CR2 has -10 volts applied to it. Thismeans that, initially, across CR1 there is a 60-volt difference, while across CR2 there i; a50-volt difference. CR1 conducts and shorts the output to 0 volts. This shorting action causes0 volts to be felt on the cathode of CR2. The -10 volts in series with CR2 causait to.be btasedin its high-impedance direction. Since the cathode of CR2 is positive with respect to the mode,it will not conduct but will act as an open circuit. The output of the circuit remains at 0 volts.

Fig 3-13. Diode circuit with one input 0 volts and one input -10 volts.

Ii the -10-volt input is applied to CR1, and the 0-volt input is applied to CR2, the conditions'
are reversed. That is, CR2 conducts and puts the cathode of CR1 at 0 volts, and again the output'.of the circuit is Ovolts.

Figure 3-14 shows the same circuit with both input levels at 0 volts. Both diodes conductand short the output to 0 volts.

Ov

CR

CR2

Fig 3-14. Diode circuit with both inputs 0 volts.

3-7
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From the preceding discussion, it is possible to set up the device activity States or
electrical truth table for the circuit in figure 3-11. ,This information is listed in table 3-9.

Substituting the high (H) for 0 volts and the 44 (L) for the -10 volts results in activity
combinations for this diode logic circuit as shown in table 3-10.

,

INPUTS OUTPUT

A B C

-10v -10v -10v
-10v Ov Ov

Ov -10v Ov
Ov Ov Ov

Table 3-9. Electrical states.

INPIITS OUTPUT
A B C

L 1_, L
" L H H

H 1:, H
H H H

Table 3-10. Activity combinations.

Consider the diode circuit in figure 3-11 when the 0-volt (H) level is assigned the lo./gic
value 1 and activates the circuit, and the -10-volt (L) level is assigned the logic value 0 and is the

inactive level. Substitution of these values in tatile 3-10 results in the truth table shown in
table 3-11.

From table 3-11, you can see that the circuit performs the OR function. That is, the
butput is 1 if any or all of the inputs are 1. Since the high voltage level represents binary 1,
the circuit performs the positive OR functionr-and is called a positive OR gate. The circuit
is symbolized by the standard logic symbol for the positive OR function, as shown in. figure 3-15.
The Boolean equation for the circuit is ,A + B = C.

!KNITS OUTPUT

A B C

0 0 0

0 1 1

1. 0 1

1 1 '1

Fig 3-15. Symbol for positive OR gate. Table 3-11. Truth table using positive logic.

Consider the same circuit when the -10-yolt (LI level is assigned the logic value of 1 and
is the activating signal, and the 0-volt (H) level is assigned the logic value of 0 and is the inactive
level. The truth table for this condition is shown in table 31,12.

From table 3-12, you can see that the circuit now performs the AND function. That is,
all inputs must be 1 to obtain an output of 1. Since the low voltage level represents binary 1,
the function performed is called the negative AND function, and the circuittis a negative AND
gate, as represented by the standard logic symbol in figure 3-16. The Bod lean equation for
the circuit is AB = C.

3-8 62
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.

..

4'.

..,

rti FIrrs OUTPUT
A B ... c .
1 .1 1

1 o o

o 1 o

o o o

i

5-5--

Fig 3-16. Symbol for negative AND gate. Table 3-12. Truth table using negati-e logic.

Again, you can see that a single circuit may perform either the OR function or .the AND
function, depending on the assignment of logic levels. The circuit that you have jusi studied
may be used as a positive OR circuit or a negative AND circuite,

.-,

d. Three-input positive OR or negative AND gate. Figure 3-17 shows the circuit and wave-
forms for a positive OR or a negative AND gate. Just as with the 2-input gate, the three inputs
are in parallel and connected through diodes to the output. The load resistor is connected to a
negative voltage source.

ov Arl
-10v

4
Ov 3

-10v

Ov c
- lov

,

ov
-10v

D

Fig 3-17. Diode circuit for a positive OR or negative AND gate.

If we assign 0 volts and -10 volts as the logic,levels, the circuit acts according to the
values in table 3-13. ,

Substitution of high (1.1) for the 0-volt levels and low (L) for the -10 volt levels in table
3-13 results in activity combinations shown in table 3-14.

)
INPUTS OUTPUT

A B C D

-10v -10v -10v -10v
-10v -10v Ov Ov
-10V Ov -10v Ov
-10v Ov Ov 0v

0v -10v -10v Ov
Ov. -10v Ov Ov
Ov Ov -10v Ov

, Ov Ov NOv Ov

Table 3-13. Electrical states.

3-9
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INPUTS
1.

OUTPUT
A B C D

L L L L
L L H H
L H L H
L H H H

' II L L H
H L H - H .
H H L ,H
H H H H

Table 3-14. Activity combination.

0
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When the 0-volt (H) level is considered the activating level and is assigned the logic value
of 1, and the -10-volt (L) level is considered the inactive level and is assigned the logic value of
0, substitution of these values for table 3-14 levels resulis in .table 3-15.

With these values assigned, the circuit now performs the positive OR function, and is
represented by the symbol shown in figure 3-18. The Boolean equation for the circuit is
A + B + C = D.

A

Fig 3118. Symbol for 3-input positive'
OR gate.

INPUTS OUTPUT
A, B C D
0
o

0
o

0
1

o
1

o 1 o 1
o 1 1 1

1 o o 1

r o 1 1

.1 1 o 1

1 1 1 1

Table 3-15. TrUth table using positive logic.

When the -10-volt (L) level is considered the activating level and is assigned the logic value
of 1, and the 0-volt (H) level is considered the inactive level and is assigned the logic value of 0,
substituting these values fOr table 3-14 levels results in table 3-16.

The circuit now performs the negative AND function, and is e nted by the symbol in
figure 3-19. The Boolean equation for the circuit is A B C = D.

A

1NTJTS OUTPUT

A B C D

1 cl 1 1

1 1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0

Fig 3-19. Symbol for 3-(input negative, Table 3-16. Truth table using negative logic.
AND gate.

3-3. TRANSISTOR LOGIC CIRCUITS

T<he use'of transistors in digital eqUipment brought about a radical change in design. In
the past, vacuum tubes required large, bulky unitsto contain all the circuitry and power e.quipment;
such units are no longer necessary because a transistor is much smaller than a vacuum tube.
Transistors are generally housed in tiny cylinders less than 112 inch long. Transistors are
efficient because of their small size, low power consumption, long life, and extremely flexible
circuit design. As switches, they are as fast as vacuum 'tubes; hence, thercan be iised in high-
speed equipment:

1
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MOtiern equipment uses transistor gate circuits to perform logic functions. Transistorshave the ability to amplify, and they are used to keep a signal constant through severkl. gates.
Transistors may be connected in series, parallel, or geries-parallelko provide logic functions.

Several types of transigtor logic circuits are used for logic gates. The type selected for a
particular application will depend on power equipment, gwitching speed,.."-and cost. The-basictransistologic circuits are: diode-trans or logic (DTL), resistor-transistor logic (RT1@;,
and direct-coupled transistor logic (DCT -

a. Diode-transistoi logic (DTL). As stated earlier, the diode logic gate does not amplify
the,signal. To keep the amplitude constant and to prevent the diode gate from being loaded by
!external circuitry, a common ernitter-transistor circuit (gain=1) is acidead to the output of thediode gate. Figure 3-20 shows this type of logic network, which is a pkgItive OR or negativeAND gate. The logic symbols for this circuit are shown in figure 3-21.

A

1_11

Fig 3-20. DTL circuit for a positive OR or negative AND gate.

A

t

Fig 3-21. Symbols for circuit in fig 3-20.

Figure 3-22 illustiates the same type ckrcuit used al-; g -positive AND'or negative OR gate
The logic symbols for figure 3-22 are given in figure 3-23.

+ voltage voltago

Fig 3-22. DTL circuit fqr a positiVe 'AND or negative OR gate.

3-11
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A

B

A

Fig 3-23. Symbols for circuit in fig 3-22.

Instead of the emitter follower as tile output stage, a common-emitter or Mverter circuit
is generally used. This circuit (fig 3-24) is an inverted positive OR or an inverted negativre AND
gate. The logic symbols for the circuit in figure 3-24 are shown in figure 3-25.

A

Ov
-v
Ov
-v B
Ov
-v

-v
-vcc

Fig 3-24. Inverted positive OR or inverted negative AND circuit.

Fig 3-25. Symbols for circuit in figure .3-24.

Figure 3-26 shbws the same type of 'circuit used as an inverted positive AND or an inverted
nekatiV'e OR gate. Figure 3-27 shows the lpgic symbols for the circuit in figure 3-26.

,

Ov
v A

Ov

Ov

-v C

Fig 3-26. Inverted positive AND or inverted negative OR circuit.

3-12
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Fig 3-27. Symbols for circuit in figure 3-26.) ,
Resistor-traiisistor logic (RTL). A resislor-transistor,logic circuit is made up of z

resistor gate and an-invertimg-amplifier. Figure 3-28 shows this type of circuit with three
resistors of equal value.' The logic levels are assumed to be 0 slolts and -2 12olts. If all tht.
inputs,are at the upper level, or 0 volts, Ile transistor will not conduct,. The resistor value's
are such that if one input is ate,tge lower level of -2 volts, the transistor is driven into the
saturation region. If more than one input is at die lower level, the transistor will be driven
more mto saturation. The output is inverted through the transistor. This)circuitperforms
the positive AND or the negatiV,g OR functon with an inverted output. The logic symbols forIhe
circuit are shown in figure 3-20. Note that the logic symbols are the same as those in figure
3-27, but the circuit is not the same as that in figure 3-26.

A

,

Ov
-2v

Ov
-2v

Ov
-2v

Ov

-Nrcc`

A

Fig 3-28. RTL qiibuit for a positivg ANDor negative OR gate with inversion"
-r

:
a

Fig 3-29. Symbols for-circuit in fidure 3;28.
S.

C,

)

'TO: perform the positjveOR or negative AND function vi"; inversion, the circuit in figure.1 Y I ..

' 3-30 may be used.- If any of ihe inputs is-at'the upper level, WI transistor ,,conducts. The,
.0

resistnrs perform the daluriction, while the transistor amplifies and inverts. The logic symbbls, -
7 f

,or the circuit are shown in figure,S-31.
' 11 .0

..., ; ''t
.. , . ,

2%,

%.0

=")
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V -Vcc

.0v
-2v

',Ov
-2v

r

,+ov
-vcc

A

I
c

Fig 3-30. RTL circuit for a positive OR or negatiVe AND'gate with invers. Rim

,

(
. c,

'1

' Fig 3-31. Symbols for,circuit in figure-3-30
, . C

. .
c

Resistor-transistor,logic circuits require the addition of RL networks, speedup
.
capacitors,

and diodes to inake them work at high frequenCies. 'Therefore, they are more complicatid,

less economiaal, and less efficiint at theselrequencies. However, when' used witp gOod high-

frequency transistprs, they are useful in high-speed computers. .
,, <,

,
N

. ,
,

c. Direct-coupled transistor logit (DCTL). -Direct=coupled,transistor logic, las its name
implies, uses direct coupling to transfer a logick voltage level feom one1transistor to another.-

Since ihese circuits, use onlY,franbistorseand resistors, their frequency response is excellent.

Logic_functions can be performed with small voltage changes when DCTL circuits are used.

The voltage swings may be as.low as,O. 2 or 0. 3 volt. No level-eestoring circuitry is needed
since the DCTL circuit.sets the upper and loNkfer voltage levels.. e , , 0,

Two-stages of a basic transistor switch are illustraied in figure 3.-32. The inputl,signal has

a 0.,2-volt swing from -0.1 volt, to -0. 3 volt.. '

B

5

Fig 3-32. DCTL switch circuit:

371 4

.t.

68 V :
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; . AF:Series DCTL gate consisting ot two,traAsistors in series is tIlust;a7tZ4 in figure 3-35.
If the inpnts. A and-R, ard relatively.bigh (-0:1 volt),theoutput is low -(-6. 3 volt) -.- this aSsurnes
that the gate is feeding another cfrcuit. .If either input is4.16w (-0. 3 yolt), "the output is stiU -0.-3,

-volt. U both inputs are low (-0. 3 volt); the outOut is high (-O. I'VOit). Front) these facts, you
can see that the series gatb is eithera positive input OR gate with invftrsion or a negative input
AND gate with inversion: The logic symbols for this gate are shoWn in fig-ure 3.?38.

4 r. ', 0 .)/

+..)
c : . --

,...

t )

3-35.*ISeries DCTL
<.

r7'

,

.

-- Fig 3-36. Symbols for-circuit in figiire-3..5
,

The pribciPAs employed., in the analysis of the cira.uit -n apply/to 11. DCTL
gircuits, e

-

7,

, ,..,
,..,_

, Again, if inIkr-sion Is not desired, an inverstt; amplifier msy beaddecHo the circuit. r
More jransistórs maybe Placed, in series, but there is s limiCto, the number becsude The, voltage

- drops across the transistors ,rnall'is they are) add together _arid reduce the voltage swing, `...- ,
of the input.. ;e= ', -'

t
s'

7
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The -0.1 yolt applied to the inse of Q1 is thstiffi tent to brink Q1 ,into conduction. With Q1
.
co off, its ,collectoe voltage would be at Vec , or -3 volt except that the collector of Q1 is directly
couPled ,tp the base of Q2 and the base-emitter junctiori of.Q2 clareps, the collector of Q1 to -0. 3
volt. This -0. 3 Obit 1s the voltage drOp across the base-einitter junction. It is the result of Ib

,''. of Q2 flcriwing throtigb the collectoe-load resiktor of Q1 (dropping .2. 7 y,olts), epd through the.
baoe-emitter resistance of QZ (dropping -O. 3 ):rolt). T ns; the base-emitter jtmction of 02
Maintains the low logic-level. _ . .. ,,.

, - _

7 When the inPut signal goes to, -0:3 vOlt, Q1 saturates and the colleclor of Q1 rises,to
-CI volt. This -A. 1 volt is ihe voltage drop from coll Ctor to einitter andis used te,Cut oft-Ca.
Thn'a, the volpge 4rop aCross the saturated transistor Q1) maintains the high logic level, The
'output voltage,of Q2 will, vary between -0.1 and -O. a volt only if the output is directly coupled-

to an identical stage or to one vihish providei sufficienticurrent through the collector resistor tO
maintain tixe -0.3 volt and when Q2 is-cut off. in most other logic circuits, diodes are useci..to
establish the logic levels. Direct...coupled methods of obtainiug logic levels simplify the ccuitry
by eliminating the fieed forrogic level esiabliehing cOMPonents. ,,-

c., ,..
. A parallel DCTL gate is illustrated in figure .3-33. 3t has three transistors connected in

parallel in a corm:non--emitter configuration. 'If all three thuts, A. B, and C, are high,' or -0.1
:volt, the ouititkt at-D will_oe -0. 3 volt (assuminj the gate is fteding another ciruit). However, if oily
of the three inpats is' low, or -45. 3 volt, theoutput becomes 70 .1 volt. From these facts, You
Can see-that the gateis either a positive input AND tate with inverkion or a negativz input OR
gate wait inyersion,. The logic symbols for this- gate are shown,in figure- , .

-0.1v
-0.

-0.1v :1-Tt_ e
-

-0 Iv
_FL-O. 3v

7
r,

-3v
r

I

Fig 343: Pi alleI if)CTL
;

gate.

-0.1v
-0. 3V

r)
,

Fig 3-34; Symbols for cirsuit in figure 3-3., .-; ...-
,

-, 4
I q . .,

, 1 If inversion is not deaired,'an inverter amplifier:rna beradded to the,circuit. -Mere; teen-
' sistors can be'placed ip parallel tO7131.9yide more inputs, b t there is a Jimit to the,number ,

because the sum of the' leakage current, 1co, with increas to a point Where the oufput voltage.,
.. remains tou_clo,se to -0.1 volt.

. - '
, -

, -,,
.
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The direct-coupled transistor logic circuit is simple and has low power consumption. It
also has some disadvantages. The traasistors and resistors muk be kept within close tolerances.
If many transistOrs are used, noise vonages are a problem. Since the voltage swings are small
and the switching speed is limited, the tranistors art operated at saturation.

, -3L4. NOT CIRCUITS

A circuit' that inverts the logic of a pulse or group of pulses is called a NOT circuit, -and
is Usually a simple inverter. A common-cathode triede or a grounded-emitter transistor amplifier
constitutes a NOT circuit. This circuit is frequently used to advantage in conjtmction with other
switching gates.to change ,the polarity of the signal.

,An'AND circuit whose output signal is inverted with respect to the input signal is called a
NOT-AND, or N.ND, circuit. The circuits shown in'figure 3-24, 3-26, 3-28, 3-30, and 3-32
are exaMples of NAND circuits. Logic symbols for the NAND circuit are shown in figure 3-37.

I.

Fig 3-37. Symbols for:NAND circuits.
-4

An OR circuit whose output signal is inverted with respect to the input signal is called a
- NOT-OR, or NOR, circuit. The circuits shown in figures 3-24, 3-26, 3-28, 3-30, and 3-32

are .examples of NOR circuits. Notice that these are the same as the NAND circuits. The
function that the circlt performs depends tin the logic level used to represent 1. Logic symbols
for the 'NOR circuit are shown in figure 3-38.

4+

,

-

Fig 3-38, Symbols for NOR circuits.
.-. r^ : s

..
3-5. EXCLUSIVE OR CIRCUIT

The-OR function produces a specified resul
Aatisfied. 'Since the OR mcludes all combinations

e".

INCLUSIVE OR: All the circuits discussed so far
INCLUSIVE OR circuits. In digital logic circuits,
otherwise specified.

'A:1 logic operation that will produce an outPut when either input is present, but not when both
inputs are present, is called an EXCLUSIVE OR. A combination of AND and OR circuitry may be
arranged-to perform this logic function:- Such an arrangement is shown in figure 3-39.

The Boolean equation for an.EXCLUSIVE OR ciroUit is AB +AB = C. This says that C
will be present when A or B is present, but not when both are present. A truth table for the
circuitAs shown in table 3-17.

any one or all of the input condit ons are
alivell as one-at-a-time inputs, it is called
and which perform the OR function have been
the OR fimction is always "inclusive" unless

3-17
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Fig 3-39. EXCLUSIVE OR logic circuit.

INPUTS OUTPUT

A B C

0 0 0
0 1 1

1 0 1

4 1 o .,

Table 3-17. EXCLUSIVE OR truth table.

3-6. ANALYSES

An example of an EXCLUSIVE OR circuit using DCTL is illustrated in figure 3-40.
_...

a. Operational analysis of the circuit prior to the existence of an input signal is as follows:

(1) Transistor Q1 tuts approximately 0 volts applied to its base. It is grounded on its
emitter and has -3 volts applied to its collector through R3. ThiS causes transistor
Q1 to be cut off.

(2) Transistor Q2 has approximately 0 volts applied to its base. It is grounded on its
emitter and has,-3 volts applied to its collector through R2. This causes Q2 to be
cut off. ..

(3) Transistor Q3 has -3 volts applied to its base from R3; the emitter has -3 volts applied
to it from R2; and the collector has -3 volts applied to it from Rl. With the base, emitter,
and collector at -3 volts, Q3 is cut off.

(4) Transistor Q4 has -3 volts applied to its base from R2; the emitter has -3 volts Applied
to it from R3; and the collector has -3 volts applied.to it from RI. With the.base, emitter,
and collector at -3 volts, Q4 is cut offik

(5) The output with Ql, Q2, Q3, and Q4 cut off is the collector potential of 93 and Q4, which
is -3 volts.

0%

Fig 3-40. EXCLUSIVE OR circuit.

3-1 8
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Fr3-41. Symbol for EXCLUSIVE OR circuit.
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b. Operational analysis with the injection of an input signal on the base of Q1 and no input onthe base of Q2 is as follows;

(1) With a negative input pulse applied to the base of Q1, the transistor goes to saturationand acts as a short.' This causes the ground potential of the emitter of Ql to be feltat the collector of Ql..

(2) The ground potential felt at the collector of Q1 is4coupled to the emitter of Q4. Thisnow causes Q4 to have the following voltages: -3 volts on the base from R2, -3 volts
applied to the collector from R1,,and ground on the emitter. These voltages cause Q4
to saturate and to act as a short so that Q4's emitter potential, approximately 0 volts,will be felt at the collector of Q4. The output which is taken from the collector of Q4will be approximately 0 volts.

(3) Transistor Q3 will remain cut off due to approximately 0 volts on the collector; -3 voltswill be on the emitter, and approximately 0 volts on the base.

Note: With an input to Q2, the same operation talas place, but it will involve Q2 and Q3 insteldof Q1 and Q4. .

c. Operational analysis with both input signals present at the same time is at follows:

Both Q1 and Q2 go to saturation, applying 0 volts, or ground potential, to the bases and
emitters of Q3 and Q4. Q3 and Q4 remain cut off, and their collector potential or output
remains unchanged at -3 volts.

(The logic symbol for the EXCLUSIVE OR circuit is shown in figure 3-41.)

3-7. suivimARy

a. A logic gate is a circuit capable of producing an output that depends on a-specified type of
Input signal or on the coincidence of input signals. An AND gate has an output pulse when thereis time coincidence of all inputs. An OR gate has an output when any orie or azq combination ofinput pulses occurs in time coincidence.

b. Semiconductor diodes and a loa4 resistor are used to,form AND and OR galing circuits.
The diodes in a positive AND circuit ar`e..connected opposite in direction to those in the positive ORcircuit. The supply voltage for t'he positive AND circuit is opposite in polarity to thatin thepositive OR.circuit.

c. If the relatively high voltage of &le logic levelg represents a binary 1, the logic is calledpositive. If the relatively low voltage of the logic level represents a binary 1, the logic is callednegative.

d. The function that a circuit performs depends'vn which type of logic is being Used. Thus,a circuit may perform as a positive KND gate or as a negative OR gate. Likewise, another cir-cuit may perform as a negative AND gate or as a positive OR gate.
;,

-e. A transistoit may be added to a diode gate=to amplify the signal. This type of logiC iscalled diode-and-transiator logic, or lap,. A resistor-transistor logic (RTL) circuit consistsof a resistor gate ant= amplifier. Direct-cotipled transistor logic (DCTL) circuits use directcoupling to transfer gic voltage levels. The transistors may be connected in parallel to form'a positive input AND gate or a negative input OR gate. Tfansistors connected in series would forma negative input AND gate or a positive input OR gate.

f. A NOT circuit inverts the logic of a pulse or group of pulses. The circuit is usually asimple iriVerter. An AND circuit whose output signal is inverted with.respect to the inpu- signalis called a NOT-AND, or NAN1D, circuit. An OR circuit whose Output signal is inverted vithrespect to the-input signal is called a NOT-OR, or NOR, circuit.

." g. An EXCLUSIVE OR circuit is one that will produce an outputwhen either input is vesent,but not when both inputs are present.
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4-1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 4

LOGIC FLIP-FLOPS

a. In our previous discussion of logic circuits, an output was present only-when the required
input was present. Digital equipment also requires circuits which will retain or store =forma-
Wen supplied to it. Since the flip-flop has two stable states, it can be used to store the digits--
the 0 and the I--used in the'binary number system. When the flip-flop is used to perform logic
operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and comparison, it is called.
a logic flip-flop. I .-

AOThe logic symbols for flip-flops are shown in figure 4-1. Figure 4:-IA shows two inputs,
set (S) and clear (C), and two outputs, one (1) and zero (0). A pulse applied to the S input will
cause the outputs to be as indicated on the symbol. Conversely, a pulse applied to the C input
will cause the outputs to be the NOT function of those indicated on the symbol. In figure 4-1B,
a-trigger (T) input has been added. , A pulse applied to.the T input will cause the flip-flop to change
its state, so that whichever logical output was present previously will be reversed. Figure 4-1C
shows a flip-flop with a single inpurfT). The' action of the input pulse is the same as described
.4ove.

,

S 0
T

Fig 4-1. Logic sybmols.

-,

C.

b. Many current references will label the S and C inputs as S and R inputs, with R mearing
reset and S again meaning eet. With this terminology, the R input acts the same way as tht C
input. The functioning of the flip-flop is identical:

IL Whether labeled S and C Or S and R, an input made simultaneously on both sides of the flip-
flop CS and C or S and R) will have an undetermined result. The output of the circuit will depend
upon which input registered last and can only be determined by testing.

c. Another designation for S and C as Muts is J an.d K. -Again the;functioning of the flip-flop
is identical, but with one significant difference. Should inputs be made on bOth the J and K.inputs,
the result will be to complement the flip-flop. The two inputs will cause this:flip-flop to perform !in the same way as in S and C flip-flop with an additional T input. Consequently, two simultaneous

tinputs in a J-K flip-rliip will cauie a;triggering action and complement the flip.flop. 1

:
4-2. BISTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR

a. A basic bistable multivibrator is shown in figure 4-2. The switch located in the emitter
circuit has.been added for explanation. ..

Assume that the switch is open and -VCC is applied. Resistor voltage dividers RI, R3,
R6 and R2, R4, R5 apply equal forward bias to Q1 and Q2. The voltages at the collectors a 'e
also equal. Neither transistor conducte because of the open emitter circuit.

(1) When the switch is closed, completing the emitter circuit and applying a small amount of
reverse bias from the battery, both transistors start to conduct. Because of slight
differences in their construction, one will conduct more than the other. (liere we assume
that Q2 conducts more than Q1.) Thus the following actions are taking place simultane-
ously:

4-1
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Fig 4-2. Basic bistable multivibrator.

(a) The currer through Q1 and Q2 is increasing.

(b) The increased current through the collector resistors develops positive-going (less
negative) signal voltages at the collectors. Since Q2 is conducting more than Qi, its
signal will be larger.

(c) The signals are coupled through the divider networks to the bases of the respective
transistors and act as reverse Mae to oppose the increase in collector current flow.
The signal at the base of Qj will be larger than the signal at the base of Q2.

(2) The abovlitaction continues until the signal at the base of Qi is sufficient to cause its
collector current to stop increasing. At this point the following conditions exist:

(a) Q2's collector current is still increasing because the signal at ifs base did not reach
a large enough value, but it did level off at some dc value, because Q1's collector
current is no longer changing.

(b) The signal at the base of Q1 is still changing and therefore is continuing to reduce
its collector current.

(3) As the collector current of Q1 must novistart to decrease, the following conditions will
exist:

(a) The current through Qi's collector resistor is decreasing and developing a negative-
going signal at its collector.

(tf) This signal is coupled through the divider network to the base of Q2, and it acts as
forward bias to increase its collector current.

(c) This increase in Q2's collector current will continue to develop a positive-going
signal voltage which is coupled,to the base of Qt to further decrease its collector
current until the reverse bias (composed of the positive-going signal and the battery)
cuts off Qi. With Qi cut off, its collector voltage approaches Vcc, and the divider
network aplilies a steady forward bias to Q2 which saturates.

(d) The flip-flop will remain in this state until a negative pulse to the base of the OFF
transistor or a positive pulse to the base of the ON transistor causes the circuit to
change states.

b. The circuit shown in figure 4-3 is an Eccles-Jordan multivibrator. The waveforms are
include:I so that you will refer to them during the 'following explanation. Two outputs are available,
each the complement of the other. One or both may be used, depending on the application.

4.1
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Fig 4-3. Bistable multivibrator,

RI, R3, and R7 form the voltage divider network that develops forward bias for Q2. R2,R4, and R5 form the voltage divider network that develops forward bias for Ql. Cl and C2 arespeedup capacitors used to couple fast changes in the collector circuits to theehase circuits. These
increase the switching speed of the circuit.

Assume that prior to time To Ql is cut off, the collector voltage (1/c1) is near negative
Vcc, and the base voltage (VbI) is near 'zero volts. Also assume that just prior to time To Q2
is saturated, the collector voltage (Vc2) is near zero volts, and the base voltage (Vb2) is nega-
tive. At time To, a negative trigger pulse is applied to the input. This negative trigger is
coupled through C3 and C4 to the bases of Ql and Q2, and it has the effect of increasing the for-
ward bias of both transistors. Since Q2 is already saturated, no cnange in its collector voltage
occurs. The increased forward bias applied to.Ql causes it to start conducting and its collector
voltage to change froili near negative Vcc to slightly less negative than zero volts. This causes thebase voltage of Q2 to change toward zero volts (cutoff). Vc2 then changes toward the negative
Vcc This negative voltage is coupled to the base of QI mid drives QI to saturation. Thus, a
stable state of Q1 conducting and Q2 cutoff is reached. The flip-flop remains in this state Until
another negative trigger is applied at time T1. At this time the circuit will be flipped back to itsother stable state.

4-3
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c. You can now see that the flip-flop has two stable states. In one state, the collector 0f.Q1
is high and the collector of Q2 is low. The opposite is true for the other state. Thus, the out-
put of Ql can represent yes, true, present, etc.; and the output of Q2 can represent the oppo-
site valuesno, 'false, absent, etc. This 2-value system is the basis for digital logic, and for
this reason the flip-flop is widely used in digital equipment.

4-3. FLIP-FLOP INPUT CIRCUITRY

The input signal applied to logic flip-flopsAikes on varVus forms, I rigger pulses, pulse
trains, etc. Since a flip-flop requires a sharp tiigger pulse, additional circuitry is sometimes

-required to reshape the input signal. AlsO, if an input pulse is applied to the bases of both
transistors from a common input source (isolated by capacitors to avoid dc interaction, as in
figure 4-3). switching time will be delayed because while the OFF transistor is driven into con=
duction, the ON transistor is driven deeper into saturation. The turning-on action of the previously
off transistor prevails, but must first overcome the effects of the ON transistor being driven
deeper into saturation. Therefore increased input signal strength is required, and the rise and
fall times of the output signal are increased. By adding pulse-steering diodes (fig 4-4),, the
input pulse is directed to the transistor that is to be affected.

+ CR I

TO BASE Of
"ON" TRANSISTOR

CC CRI

TRIGGER
CC CC

PULSE `J--1
TPILIGLGSEER

CR2

(A) Negative.

CR2

TO BASE OF
*ON- TRANSISTOR

TO 8ASE TO BASE OF
"OFF" TRANSISTOR HOFF" TRANSISTOR

(8) Posijive

Fig 4-4. Pulse-steering diode circuits:

a, Pulse-steering circuit operation. Assume the desire nput pulse is negative (fig 4-4A).
The pulse passes through coupling capacitor Cc, and through the voltage-divider R1-R2, which
had been keeping the cathodes of the diodes at a positive potential, Diode CR 1 has been reverse-
biased, because the ON transistor has a significant negative base voltage. ror comparable
reasons, CR2 has been conducting because of its forward bias. Thus, when the negative trigger
pulse comes through Ce, reverse-biased CR1 prevents the pulse from being applied to the base
of the ON transistdr. however, forward-biased diode CR2 permits the negative trigger puise to
pass through easily, and to be applied to the base of the OFF transistor, turning it on in the
conventional fashion. After the switching action, the pulse-steering diodes change bias accord-
ingly, so that the next trigger pulse would be blocked by CR2, but would easily pass through CR1.
Note also that a positive trigger pulse applied to this steering circuit, regardIess of the state of
the flip-flop, increases the reverse bias on the diodes, and hence has no triggering effect on the
circuit.

For positive-connected pulse steering (used with N-P-N transistors), the circuit would oe
set up as shown in fig 4-4B. Note that the voltage-divider polarity is reversed, and the steering
diode directions are changed,

b. Combination pulse-steering andedifferentiatirm circuit operation. In circuits whin utilize a
wide pulse train (rather than a single or occasional Sharp pulse), the input circuit shown in figure
4-5 is often used. An increase in switching action is made possible by the differentiating action' of
the steering-diode circuitry.
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Ba'se resistors RB1 and RB2 are returned to -6 volts. The ON transistor has a positive base
(forward bias), so that the cathode of SDI is positive and therefore reverse-biased. The OFF .
transistor has a negative base (reverse bias), so that the cathode of SD2 is negative and therefore
conducting. The point common to both steering diodes is at the junction of C and R. Theat com-
ponents form a differentiating circuit for the input pulse. The RC time constant is chosen to pro-
duce a steep positive spike of short duration, which passes through the steering diode (SD2 in this
case) to initiate switching action. The negative spike produced (doited portion of the waveform)
simply reverse-biases both steering diodes.and does not affect circuit operation.

For application in circuits which use PNP transistors, the steering diode directions are ,

changed, and the negative portion of the differentiated waveform is used to switch the flip-flop.
t,

4-4. THREE-INPUT FLIP-FLOP

a. Figure 4-6 illustrates a flip-flop circuit with three inputs for triggering. This circuit
is activated by negative trigger pulses. A negative-going input signal applied at A always catses
the 11W-flop to change states. A is the complementing inPut. A trigger pulse applied"at B causes
the output voltage at D to be low. A trigger pulse applied at C causes the output voltage at E to
be low.

..;

b. Refer 6 figure 4-6 during the following analysis of the circuit. The bistable multivibra-
tor consists of two transistors, Q1 and Q2. Each transistor collector output of the flip-flop is
fed back through a complementary emitter folloWer to the base of the other transistor. The
circuit constants are chosen so that, in the stable state, Q1 is either cut off or saturated, and
Q2 is in the complementary stater. ,

An input trigger pulse applied to input B causes forward bias of the emitter-base junction
of Ql. This causes the collector of QI to be at approximately zero volts, or a high voltage. This
high voltage is fed through the complementary emitter follower, Q5 and Q6, to the output at E,
and at the same time thkough C2 and R8 to reverse-bias the emitter-base junction of Q2. The
collector output of Q2, because of Q2 being cut off, is -12 volts, or a low voltage. This voltage
is fed through the complementary emitter follower, Q3 and Q4, to output D, and at the same time
'through RI and CI to the base of Ql. This completes the regenerative loop, and the flip-flop
will remain in this state until trigger pulse is applied to input C or to input A.

.-

,
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The application of a trigger pulse at input C causes forward bias of the emitter-base junc-
tion of Q2. This-causes the collector of Q2 to be at zero volts, ,or a high voltage. This high
voltage is fed through the complementary emitter follower, Q3 and Q4, to output D, and through
Cl and R1 to the base of Ql. This causes Q1 to cut Off. The collector output of Ql, due to cut-
off, iS -12 volts, or a low voltage. This voltage is fed through the complementary emitter
follower, Q5 and Q6, to output E, and at the same time through R8 and C2 to the base-of Q2.
This completes the r'egenerative loop, and the flip:flop will remain iri`this state until a trigger
pulse is applied to input B or input A.

The complementing input A is used to reverse The state of the flip-flop with each apphcation
of a negative trigger pulse. Because of the diode configuration, CR3 and CR4, the negative pulse
will be steered to the base of the cutoff transistor. If Q2 is conducting, the'pulse is applied to
the base of Ql. This ,changes the state of Q1 from cutoff to conduction and, through the regenera-
tive loop previously describec4 changes the state of Q2 from conduction to cutoff. Each successive
negative pulse at A reverses the states of Q1 and Q2 m the same manner, and therefore changes
the output voltage levels at D and E.

c. Referring to the waveforms in figure 4-6, note that the pulse applied to input B at time
T1 changes the voltage levels at outputs D and E.* Also, note that the pulses at T2 and T,1 do not
change these levels. This is so because the base of Q1 is already negatwe and Q1 is conBucting.
When a negative pulse is applied at time T4 to input C, the voltage levels at D and E are reversed,
but the following pulses applied at times T5 and T6 have no effect. In contrast, when a negatwe
pulse is applied to input A at times T7, T8, T9, and T10, each consecptive pulse triggers the
flip-flop and changes the voltage levels at D and E. Figure 4-7 shows the logic symbols for the
3-input flip-flop.

-12V

c

A COM

Ov

Qv
Ov

TI ( 1.4

"T
A

,

1

Fig 4-6. Three-input flip-flop.
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Fig 4-7. LogiC symbols for 3-input flip-flop.

4-5. LOGIC FLIP- ADP WITH LOGIC GATE INPUTS

a. How dues the logic flip-flop differ from the
'4-8 shows a basic flip-flop with modifications that
modifications, which amount to addition, are:

(1) Logic circuits at the inputs to insure that
time.

basic Eccres-Jordan multivibrator? Figure
permit it to be used in logic circuits. These

the flip-flop will be triggered at the desired

(2) Circuits for presetting'the flip-flop to a desired state.

(3) .Differentiating cirCuits to give sharp trigger pulses.

(4) Visual indicators of/he state of the flip-flop.

(5) _Limiting circuits to establish the desire,d logic levels.

b. For the following circuit analysis, refer to figures 4-8 and 4-9. For explanation, we assume
that a high voltage at the output (0 volts) Will represent the designatekhinction;,and a.low output(-10 volts), the NOT function.

Transistors Q3 and Q4 form ipe niultivibrator. Q3 is the ONE side transistOr and Q4 is
the ZERO side transistor. R1 and R2 are collector-load resistors. R. R6, and ik9 form,the
voltage divider network for forward biasing Q3. -RI, R5, and R10 form the voltage divider -network for forward biasing Q4. The important portion of the fmvard bias for operation of this
circuit is developed across R9 and R10. Cl and C2 will couple last collectrwchanges tc? the

'transistor bases in order to increase the switching speed of the flip-flop. ,

thThs e inputs to e flip-/flop consist of SET and CLEAR circuits and logic inpcut,circuits.The logic circuits in this case are AND gates:- CR5, Cluj, and R7 form the AND gate that feeds
the ONE side transistor and triggers the flip-flop to,.the ZERO state. CR8, CR9, and1R12"fo,rm
the AND gate that feeds the ZERO side transistor and triggers the flip-ffop to the-ONE4tate.
The CLEAR input is fed to C4 and the SET input is fed to C6. These inputs make itpossible to '

, ..,preset the flip-flop to a desired state.'
-

C3, R13, C5, and R14 are differentiating networks that differentiate file outputh of ihe AND
gates. ,O4, R13, C6, and R14:form rife differentiating networks for the CLEAR and SET,,inputs.
R8, R13, R11, and R14 form voltage divider networks that place negative potentials ousthe athodes
of CR7 and CR10. This negative potential allows them-to conduct only on the positive sPike,orthe
differentiated wave and permits CR7 and CR10,,to perform tiler functions an limiting diodes, "clipping the riegative spikes. .

Transistors Q1 and Q2 are emitter followers. The outputs,are taken from theirs,emilters.,
CR1, CR2, CR3, and CR4 are limiting diodes that maintain the logic levels at 0 volts and ,10`.'
voltS. The outputs are connected to neon indicators so that the state offthe flip-flop'ican be deter=
mined by visual inspection. These indicators are not shown in figure 4-8,
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c,. Now we.analyze the function of this flip-flop (*ring one cycle gf operation. Refer to the
circuit in't1gur4-8 and the waveshapes in figure 4-9. ,

.

At time To;' the flip-flop is- in the ONEstate: This means Q3 iaconaticting and Q4 is citt,
Off. The ONE-side output is at 0 volts and the ZERO-side output is at -10 volts. At time
signals a're, applied to CR5 and CR8' as shown in figure 41:9. ;.

The signals A. B. 1.nd C in figure 4-9 'are the Opals at points-A, B, anciCin the circuit
in figure 4-8/ Signal A-is the output of ihe AND gate. Signal B is e output of the differentiating
netwo-rk. ,SigpallC'is the Output of thelimiting diode. Since bot e ONE-side and the ZERCY-
side input:gircuits and their waveshapes will be the same, ittlsufficient to explain only one input
circuit.

r'r

'The input signalif to the circuit are both high during the-time froin T1,to T3. (This is the
only time an output frorh the AND gate *ill'be present, as illustrated by signal A In figure 4-9.),

'Signal 4 is then differentiated by C3 and R13 (signal B), and-,qhe negative spike is clipped by
< CR7 (signal C).

... . .,

The positive spike of 'the signal at C is applied \to'the ba8e,of Q3 atlime T1 and-will ctit off
Q3. Thecollector voltage)of Q3 goes,to a negative potential. This negative change Is coupled bY
CI to the base of 44, causing Q4 to cOnduct. The collector voltage of Q4 dscreases toward zero
volts. ) This decrease, iacoupled by C3,, to the base of Q3and keeps Q3-cut off. _

'' ' r
. .

With Q3 cut off; the collector-voltage is at -10 volts because of the logic leyel establishing, , e -
diode CR1. This voltage (a lolv) it aipliea azai bitFa Qi,-iind- the output of -10 volts is taken
from the emitter of Ql. This hithe ONE-side output.

,
kY After time Ti, Q4 is saturated and the cbllector is at 0 Volts because of the clamping action \

otiCR4. This voltage (a highYls applied to the base of 92, and the output of)) volts is taken from
the emitter of Q2. This is the ZERO-side ogtput. The flip-flop iS now in the ZERO State, and
remains in this stable state=-the ZERO stateuntil time T5. Then the inputs, to CR8 and CR9
(fig 4-9) actiVate the logic input (ONE) gate. Signale A. B', and C' are generated and a positive, ;
trigger (CO is applied to the base of Q4.' This win cut off Q4 and trigger Oie flip-flop to the,ONE
state, with Q3 conducting and Q4 cut off. The multivibrator action' is the same ad was disdussed --

-in triggering the flip-hop to the ZERdstate. .
.

The logic symbols-for the _logic flip-flop are .
Eihown iri'figure 4-10,

',. The symboin figure 4-10A is uied when the logic
gates are.physically integral with flip-flop functions.

, The symbol lit figure 4-10B is used when thelogic
gates are physically separated from the hip-flop -

functions*.
e A

klg 4-10,, LogicpI for flip-flop
with logi e inputs.

.

OR

"

4-6. SUMMARY

a. The logic flip-flop has two stable states: It'is used to temporarily store binary I or bsina-ry
0. Apen its output represents a binary 1, it iasaid to be in the ONE state. When its output
represent3 a binary_0, it is said to be in the ZERO state.

A

b. A bistable multivibrator ircuit with modifications is used as a logic (li p. The ba c
circuit is modified by using ut logic gates, differentiating networks, logic level-setting circuits,
cir its for presetting, state indicators.

6 c. he 5omPlementing -flop uses pulse-steering Circuits to enable it to be triggered by
pullet; f m a common sourc

d., Th -input flip-flop h a cornp,lementing input plts separate inputs to eaCh side of the
flip=flopl

4-9
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Chapter 5,

NONLOGIC CIRCUITS

7. :

t

,.. r5--i... *INTRODUCTION '. - '''' .:
r

c_ ,A,
.

..ilot-all'circuits in digital equipmentperform logic-functions. Cirsults are alio need,eii toamplify, 0tinfe,_ reshaRe, delay, lnyert, or,restore sigriM le.vels.---eircuit'S that Perform these- c
fundtions are presented in this chapter. Representative circuits 4re,used a ,kexamples,-since ,it is impractical tci disctissevery cillcuit variatforr-in use 'today. - ,,

- A. i
,---,, :i

_./
. + f". , ) o..

X' ...; 'Nonlogic-circuits perfcirm important functions. Their job is to suppori-lhe logic circuitsiti the accomplishment of digital functions. 'Some of these circuits make the internal wofkings-'' knoWn to the operator through visual monitoring devices; others extract informatioh4from logic ,..-
.--circuits And convert ii into usable outputs 0to ope'rate variouidisplays oeother output.devicei. 0:- -:

EMITTER FOLLOWER

. A. The emitter follower is a I:Illogic circuit which7usee the common-colleCtor configurâtion._This circuit is used mainly as an inipedence-matching d'aVice and as--a-curi-ént source. It,bas nophase inversion, ft has reIatiitelY low poWer gain,,,and it caudes only a slight alteration of theinput signal voltage level.

A.

.,
b. Figure 5-1--is tbe sehenlatic diagram of a basic emiaer-follower, Note 'that the collectoris connected to a negative source of -6.5 volts. This Will prevent tke base-collector junziion'Irom becoming forward-biased as long'as the input signal:does not bec'eme more negativethan,-6.5 volts. .... - , ,, -.

c

INPUT

-4.4V

o

CHARGE PATH

loy

DISCHARGE %.
PATH

Fit 5-1. Basic etpilter-follo er.

OUTPUT

I + 0.2V --
cs-

s

.0"

,c. Assuming a 0-volt mout,; the We-emitter junctio onducts and the emitter sipply voltageis divided between RL and the forWard resistanc of, e base-emitter junstion. Und*7 this con-dition, the output of the circuit is Apprzxiinate +0. 2 volt with respect to ground.
, -

When the input signal goes in the negatilre direction, it increases the forward bias on-thebase-emitter junction and causes an increase in collector-emitter current. The change at the4

sit
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inpdt is immlediately refledted in theOuiput due to the resulting niall resistance of the base-', emitter jUhctiod. The output voltage will increase to ;4. 8 volts. The stray capacitance (Cs)
in. the line is acrosi the, outpUt and charges to -4. 8 volts. The àiarging path is through the low
impedance of the transistor; thus; the voltage will change rapidly; at fhe leading edge of the pulse.

<

When the input signal changes back to ()volts, the output voltage cannot follow the change
immediately, due ?i> the exponential discharge rate of Cs thtough ihe load resistance, as-shown
in-figure 5-1. This is a relatively higher resistance th,an the cha ge path.

d. Notice that the VOlt4e5 which represent the logic levels have been changed from 0 and
-5 volts to +O. 2 and -4. 8 volta. When only-One page is used fn an ernitier-follower confighra-

,.
tiod, this change in the voltage level's can be considered negligible; but it becomes more evident
when'tlie signal is passed through several emitter-followers. To Compensate for such change,
a voltage;divider circuiris added, as in figure 5-2. By using the proper ratio of RI to R2, the

'voltage at the base connection will be*proximately -0. 2 volt when, the input signal is at 0 volts.
Thia added forwiird bias caitses an increase in emitter_current, rSiuhing in an upper voltage
level at the output a approximatelr0 volts.

<-

..:, Fig 5-2. Emittellower with voltage divider. ,

The addition of a fast coupling capacitor (C1) across RI compensateEi\ for the slower rise
time caused IV the transistor input capacitance. With Cl, the initial,input signal will be im-
mediately felt on the base.

\

,, .. ,e. In circuits requiring fast rise and fall times, a complementary emitter-follower configura-
tion may be used. The complementary-Smitter-follower circuit uses a PNP and an NPN transistor
in push-pull (fig 5-3). This circuit provides a relatNely short time-constant\ charge and dis-
charge path for the ray capacitance. In the quiescent state, in this case 0 volts iaput, each
transistor is bias by individual voltage dividers-consisting of RI and R2, R3 and R4. The
iesistors aresele ed so that equal currents flow through eacn transistor, resulting id a u-voll
output. When the input changes to -5 volts, Q2 is reverse-biased and the forward bias on Q1 is
increased. The leading edge of the input pulse is fastzcoupled to the bases by CI and d3. Cs

- charges rapidly through the low resistance of Ql. When the input again changes to 0 volts, the .
Charge on Cs is felt on theemitter of Q2 as a torwilld bias. Therefore Cs is rapidly discharged
through the low resistance of Q2.. --Remernber.that Cs in the emitter-followers shown in figures
5-1 and 5-2 discharged through the load resistance and 6aused the oulput pulse to have a slow
riee time. The complementary emitter-follower in figure 5-3 provitis a low-resistance dis-c,

charge path for Cs, and giV'es theOutput pulse a fast rise time.

.
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9
+ lOy +15.i

R2

R 1

INPUT 0-0

R3

5 -3. PULS AMPLIFIER

- I 5 -6.5V

Fig 5-3. Complementary emitter-follower.

0 OUTPUT

a. The pulse amplifier is a nonllic circuit used to increase the driving capabilities of a
pulse, to increase the amplitude of a ulse, or to narrow a pulse width that has becomeexcessive.

OUTPUT

'Fig 5-4. Pulse amplifier.

b. Figure 5-4 shows the schematic diagram of a' pulse amplifier. The circuit consists of one
transister (Q1) connected in a common-emitter configuration to amplify the signal and give the

4.
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necessary power gain. The circuit also contains a pulse transformer (T1), to bring the output
signal in phase with the input signal and to determine the pulse width of the output.

c. At_quiescence, the input is at ground potential, Ql is at cutoff, and the output is at ground
potential.. With the application of a negative,pulse at the input, Q1 becomes forward-biased and
turns on. Current starts to flow from the -9.5-volt supply through the transistor to the emitter.
The current flow in the collector circuit (T1 and R3) causes the collector to rise from -9. 5 volts
toward 0 volts. The changing current in the primary transformer T1 produces an expanding
magnetic field which induces a voltage adross the secondary. This output will be an increasing
negative potential as long as the current through the primary of the transformer is increasing.-
When the current flow through the primary of the transformer drives the core of T1 to saturation,
the voltage induced across the secondary decreases to 0 volts. Since the induced voltage in the
secondary will fall off before the end of the input pulse, the width of the output pulse is not depen-
dent On the width of the input pulse. (For this reason, the pulse amplifier may be used to narrow
a pulse whose width has been excessive.) Current will continue to flow in the transistor as long
as the negative voitage is applied to the input. When the input returns to ground potential, no
current flows in the circuit, the magnetic field collapses, and the circuit is once again in the
steady srate.

d. The current flow through the primary would not normally reach
because Q1 Is not fully conducting at the first instant. The addition of
the circuit to reach its maximum conduction state very rapidly. When
starts to change, the resultant voltage produces a feedback to the base
Q1 into saturation', thus resulting in a rapid rise time.

e. As the maghetic field collapses when Q1 ié cut off, a negative o
primiry of 7'1. Diode CR1,preve1ts the presence of this overshoot at
at this time through R3 and the primary, and dampens the overshoot.
induces a positive pulse in the secondary, but CR2 limits it to 0 volts.
itor.

5-4. RELAY DRIVER

The relay driver is a nonlogic circuit used to
energize a relay which, in turn, will switch high
currents and voltages.

Figure 55 is the schematic diagram of a
relay driver. The circuit consists of a grounded-
emitter amplifier and associated components.

With the input to the at ground level
(0'1Kolts), QI is turned off, hereby presenting a
igh iMpedance. No current flows in the circuit,

therefore the relay is not energized. When the
input is switched to the negative level, Q1 becomes

*saturated and presents a low-impedance path to the
flow-of current. As current flows through the relay
coil; the relay becomes energized and the contacts

eare closed, thereby performing the swi hing
function.

CR1 is used to limit the trga ye overshoot
from the relay coil.

5-5. LEVEL RESTORER

+ 1.5V

maximum immediately,
C2 in this circuit causes
the current in the secondary

of QI through C2 and puts

vershoot is induced in the
the collector. It conducts
The collapsing field also
C3 is a, decoupling cahac-

Fig 6-5. Relay driver.

a. The level restorer serves to restore pulse voltageS to a desired level.

8



77
b.', Two caicaded common-emitter stages, as shown in figure 51, amplify the negative inputpulse so that the output is in phase with the input. In this example, the output pulse limits areapproximately ground potential and -12 volts.

c. .Assume that a signal pulse which should be,;12 voltShas deteriorated to -6 volts. Withan im3ut signal of less than -6 volts, Q1 is at cutoff. Resistors R3 and R4 divide the sourcevoltages of -12 volts and +12 volts so that the base of Q2 is approximately -3 volts. - This for-ward bias is sufficient to have Q2 conducting at saturation. rn this condition, the output is atapproximately ground potential, or 0 volts.

INPUT

OV

R
IRK

d 13
I2K

01

-I2V

RS
4700

OUTPUT

+ 1 2v

Fig 5-6. Level restorer.

T1

When the input voltage changes to -6 vats, the input yoltage dividermade uP of R1 andR2--divides the input and source voltages 'so that a negative potential is felt on the base of Ql.This forward bias causes 91 to conduct heavily. The collector voltage of Q1 goes to aporoxi-'mately ground potential, or 0 volts. Since this voltage is coupled to the base of Q2, Q2 almoatceases to conduct. Under these conditions, the collector of Q2 is about -12 volts. The inputpulse of -6 volts is iestored to the desired level of -12 volts in the output of this circui .

LINES

a. Delay lines are nonlogic circuits used to delay a signal inputfor a specific period.Delay lines made of inductors and capacitors (LC) are used fo delay the signal from a fewnanoseconds to as many as several hundred nanoseConds. Although dilay times of several hun-dred micinsecondi are'obtainable with LC delay lines, the large physical siie of the componentsmakes them impractical in digital equipment. In this case, mercury or magnetostrictive delay.lines are used. Here we discuss only the LC type.
-sr

INPUT

12

LI 1.2
1.4

13

RI OUTPUT,

\Fig 5-7. LC delay line.
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b. Figure 5-7 shows a delay line that consists of a series of LC niter sections. A pulse
applied to the,input of the delay line charges Cl in a finite period of time. The voltage developed
across Cl causes current flow through Ll, which charges C2. This process continues with L2
and C3, L3 and C4, L4 and C5. Finally, C5's charging produces a voltage pulse across resistor
Rl. This output pulse appears at a fixed time after the pulse is applied to the input. The time
difference between these pulses (the delay) is determined by the values of L and C and the number
of LC sections. The equation used to "compute the amount of delay time is: .

To . N J.LC
..

To is the time delay in seconds, N is the'number
of sections, L is the inductance in henrys per sec-

, tion, and C is the capacitance per section in
. farads. When a delay smaller than the total of the

line is needed, the delay line may be tapped at
one of the LC sections..

---(11 )- - --(II r)-
..--_

c. Symbols for time delay lines are shown in
figin e 5-8. Fig 5-8. 'Symbols for delay lines.

5-7. SGHMITT TRIGGER CIRCUIT

a. When the qualitrof a signal has degener-ated, the Schmitt trigger circuit is used to furnish
a sharp rectangular output pulse of approximately the same duration and phase as the input pulse,
thus it improves the pulse waveshape. It is also used to change a sine wave to a rectangular
wave.

b. Figur 9 shows a Schmitt trigger circuit consisting of two common-emitter amplifiers,
Qk and Q2, and associated components.

c." In the quiescent state the input i's at 0 vOlts"or above trigger level, and Q1 is cut off. The
voltage divider of R3, R4, and R5 divides the source voltages -12 volts and +12 volts so that the
base of Q2-hts a negative voltage applied. This forward bias causes Q2 to be operating at satu-
ration. The current through Q2 causes the voltage drop across common emitter resistor R7 to
reverse-bias Ql and keep it at cutoff. In this condition, the output taken from the collector of Q2

..Is about 0 volts. .

.

. IN .... 12,1

.12V 4121

Fi 5-9. Schmitt trigger circuit.
-

(
-P

-,

d. When a negative voltage of uffiiient amplitude is at the input, Q1 con ucts and its collec-
tor goes toward 0 volts. This change is coupled to the.base of Q2 and catises a decrease in the

.t conduction of Q2. The decrease in current through R7 puts less reverse bias on the einitter nf'
Q1 and cause Q1 to conduct more, making its collector become more positive and,causing Q2
to conduct les . This action continues until Q1 is conducting at or near saturation, and Q2 is cut
If, by the coll ctor potential of Ql. The collectbr vOltage of Q2 is now 12 volts.- ,-. .

5-6 "
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The circuit remains in this state vntil the input voltage decreases to below the level re-quired to maintain the current flow at or near saturation. At this time, the collector po-tential of Q1 starts in the negative direction. This change is felt on the base of Q2 and startsQ2 conducting. Q2 conducting causes more current through RI, which puts reverse bias on Q1and causes it to conduct less. Furthermore, it causes the Q2 collector to become more neg.-.save. This negative voltage ciuses Q2 to conduct more, and the action continues until isat cutoff and Q2 at saturation. The output is now near 0 volts,

The sharp rise and fall at the output is due to the rapid regeneration between QI and Q2.The purpose of CI is to speed up this feedback.

e. The symbol for a Schmitt trigger circuit is a square labeled ST.

5-8. SINGLE-SHOT MULTIVIBRATOR

a. The monostable multivibrator, also called the single-shot multivibrator, is us& for pulsestretching, pulse shaping, gat4 operating, and for providing delayed pulses.

b. Figure 5-10 shows a single-shot multivibrator and its waveshapes. In its quiescent state,Q3 conducts and Q2 is cut off. Ql is a switching transistor; and it conducts only when an inputpulse is applied. Prior to time Tc, , the multivibrator Lain the quiescent state, and the collectorof Q3 is about -0.3 volt. This is sufficient to keep Q3 dut off. The collector of Q2 is a* a nega-tive Vcc.

At time To , a negative pulse is applied to the base of Ql; Q1 inyerts this signal, and thepositive pulse is coupled by CI to the base of Q3 and drives Q3 to cutoff. The collector of Q3starts going negative. This negstive-going signal, Ve3 , is directly coupled to the base of Q2,and Q2 starts to conduct. Q2 will then conduct as long as Q3 remains cut off. As Q2 conducts,its collector voltage becomes less negative. When this happens, there is nothing to keep thecharge on Cl. So CI discharges from collector to emitter of Q2, through the power source (Vccand then through R3 and R4 to the other plate of Cl.

Or-

13001

V13 n_.

Ye3

Yce

Fig 5-10. Single-shot multlyibrator.
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The voltage drop across R3 and R4, due to Cl discharging, keeps Q3 cut off until CI dis-
charges to the cutoff voltage of Q3. Referring to the waveshapes in figure 5-11, notice that the
base oltage of Q3, Vb3, follows the discharge of CI between times To and Ti. Since thia
voltag 3 dete: mines how long Q3 is cut off, the discharge time determines the widaof the output
pulse. At time T1, Q3 starts to conduct and the collector voltage of Q3 starts to go less nega-
tive. Chis drives Q2 toward cutoff, and CI is chargea again by the Ib of Q3. The multivibrator
is no v. back in the quiescent condition and ready to receive the next trigger. The output may be
taken trom either collector. The width of the output pulse is determined by the values of R3
'and R4, since these values determine the discharge time of Cl.

c. The symbol for a single-shot znultivibrator is a square labeled SS)

5-9. INVERTER

a. The inverter is a drcuit which gives an output voltage 180° out of phase with the input
voltage;.it also gives high voltage and power gain. Inversion of a signal is the natural function of
a common-emitter amplifier and a common-base amplifier. Inverters used in digital equipment
are usually common-emitter amplifiers, because their configuration has the largest power`gain,
and a voltage gain as well as a current gain.

b. Eigure 5-11A shows a basic inverter circuit which uses the grounded-emitter configuration.
With the input voltage at a 0-volt level, the base of Q1 is at about +0.2 volt due to the ratio of
resisto s R1 and R2. This reverse bias is enough to cut off Ql. With no current flow through
the transistor, its collector potential goes toward -15 volts. However, as soon as the collector
voltage goes below -5 volts, CR1 conducts and limits the output to -5 volts.

-5V

A. CIRCUIT

OR

B. SYMBOLS

Fig 5-11. Inverter.
"

When the input voltage drops to -5 volts, capacitor Cl couples the ffistantaneous change
to the,base of C I and causes it to conduct. The tranaistor operates at or qear saturation. This
causes the con :ctor potential to rise to approxin- ately 0 volts, which is the output voltage when the
input is -5 volt:. The transisior conducts as long as the input voltage is at -5 volts, .but when
the input returns to 0 volts, the transistor cuteoff and the output returns to -5 volts.

c. Notice that the output voltage has a sharp rise time and a not-so-sharp fall time. --Let ut,
see vitt), this happens: --The stray capacitance, charges to -5 volts while the transistor is
off, 4'he path for thecharge is from the -15 volts, t6 , tot ground, and back to the supply.

5-8
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/ g1(----When the input changes from 0 volts to -5 volts, Q1 conducts. This provides a quick discharge
path for Cs and gives a sharp rise time. When the input changes from -5 volts to 0 volts, Q2
cuts off. Cs now charges through lti, . This takes a longei time, resultinglin the slow output
fall time.

d. The symbols for the inverter are shown in figure 5-11B. As in logic circuits; the small
circle, or state indicator, placed at the input means that the circuit is activated by a relatively
low voltagei The small circle placed at the output_means that the activated output is a relatively7
low voltage. The absence of the-small circle, or state indicator, means that the circuit is
activated by a relatively high voltage.

e. The in,rerter may be used to perform a logic function. Since the output is out of phase with
the input, the inv.erter may be used to perform the NOT function.

5-10. SUMMARY

-

Digital equipment requires circuits other than logic circuits to perform efficiently and
reliably.

a. The emitter-follower is used to match impedances; also as a-current source.

b. The pulse amplifier is used to increase the amplitude of a pulse, to narrow a pulse width,
and`to increase the driving capabilities of a pulse.

c. The relay driver.activates a relay coil.

d. The level restorer restores pulse voltages t&the desired level.

e. Delay lines are used to delay a signal for a specified period. LC delay lines are used
for delay times of -a. few nanoseconds through several hundred nanoseconds.

f. The Schmitt trigger furnisnes a sharp rectangular output pulse from an input of distorted
pulses or sinusoidal pulses.

,

Alkg. The single-snOt multiyibrator produces gating pulses, increases or decreases pulse widths,f and provides time delay betceen circuit actions.

.1

V'

h. The inverter provides phase inversion for pulses, and it is capable of furnishing high voltageand power gain.

..
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Chapter 6
.
MAGNETIC CORES

a
6:1. INTRODUCTION

'Certain magnetic alloys and ferrites remain magnetized for relatively long periods of time,yet.they can be easily demagnetized or remagnetized in the opposite direction when conditionswarrant. _The magnetic core has played a promineni role as a memory element in the develop-ment of large-stale digital equipment. In keeping with the miniaturization trend, the magneticcore has bee& made smaller,Ahrough the development of new ferrite materials and fabricating
techniques. Magnetic-core storage is the most widely used form of magnetic storage in present-day equipment.

In addition to miniaturization, the magnetic-core storage system offers other advantages,such alfabsence of moving parts and almost instantaneous access time. Like all magnetic storagedevices, the Magnetic-core has the capability to store information indefinitely. However, unlike'other Tornis of maglietio storage, information in the corekis destroyed upon readout; thereforeidditional circuits are required to're-write the information back into the memory at the sametime it is sumilied to the required circuits.

6-2, HYSTERESIS LOOP

a. The basic principles of magnetic-core storage of binary information can be better under-stood through explanation of the hysteresis loop. Flgure 6-1 represents an idealized B-H'curve.Assuma thaV the magnetic materiel has no previous magnetic history, a condition represented
by point 0. A magnetizing force H is applied. The magnetic flux density Erwin increase at arate indicated by the dotted line. At the point marked R, the material beCothes saturated; thatis, an increase in the value of H beyond this point produces no rther increase in B. When His returned to zero, magnetic induction.B1 is retained withinAle material. The magnetizingforce must be made equal to -H before the flux density bec mes zero. When it is made morenegative than -H, the material becomes saturated at point U. When -H is returned to zero,magnetic induction -B1 will be retained within the material.

The path RSUVIi)represents the locus of the B-H curve as the ideal.m erial is saturatedin one direction, demagnetized, saturated in the opposite direction, and fin y returned to theinitial point of saturation. The inclosed area represents the work done in ienting the magneticdipoles within the material. This loop is the hysteresisloop ?or the mate al.
(STOR E I)

o
P

Ie

-
.0, H

I

Fig 6-1. Idealied B-13 curve.
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Fig 6-2- Hysteresis loop for,,a magnetic
' core.
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b. Figure 6-2 represents a typical hysteresis loop for a, magnetic core. In this figure, the
B-axis is labeled and the H-axis is labeled I, since flux and current are the major factors which
make up flux density and magnetizing force. The dotted line XAHaindicates the initial path taken
by the magnetic flux when an unmagnetized core has current apphed for the first time. With
enough current applied, the core will reach saturation at point B in the indicated N direction. If
the current is removed, a slight decrease in magnetism occurs and causes the mae4i.c flux
point to move from B to C, where it is held by residual magnetism.

c. Reinember that a pulse of current which is capable of saturating the core in any one direc-
tion is known as a full pulse, and that a pulse of current extending only to the knee of the curve
is known as a balf pulse, as illustrated in figure 8-2. If the core is magnetized in the N direction
(refer to point C on the, curve), then a full-current pulse passed through thg core in the opposite
direction will cause the magnetic flux to traverse around the knee of the loop and down to point
D, which.corresponds to saturation in the S direction. When the pulse is removed, the magnetic
flui poirit of the loop will change to E, which represents the residual magnetism. From this
point, if the magnetism is reversed (switched) by a full pulse, the change in flux will follow the
path EB. When reversed again by a full pulse, it will follow path CD.

d. Frorn this disdussion of the hyateresis loop, you can see that the core may be magneuzed
in either of two directions. This makes it an excellent bistable device for storing binary 1 and
binary 0. Also, the squareness of the hysteresis loop shows that the magnetic field within the
core may be reversed in a very short time.

e. There are two main types of magnetic cores: the metallic ribbon core and the ferrite core.
The metallic-ribbon type is much larger than the ferrite core. It is used in shift registers,
logic circuits, and storage registers. Ferrite cores are used in fast-access coincident current
armory systems.

6-3. METALLIC RIBBON CORE

a. Construction. This type core is constructed by spirally.winding a thin (1/8- to 1-mil gage)
narrow molybdenum permalloy ribbon on a ceramic bObbin. The end of the tape is then spot-
welded; the core is annealed and inserted in a plastic sleeve. The input winding, transfer wind-
ing, and output winding are then wound on this core. 'The conetis ready to use as it is or, if
necessary, it may be encased in a shockproof capsule. (Figure 6-3 shows the parts used in the
construction of a metallic ribbon core.). The diameter of these cores ranges from 1/4 inch to
1 /2 inch.

Note: Through common usage the metallic ribbon has cor;te to be callede bimagnetic or
bitnag core.

BASE TOP

_

ANNEALED CORE CERAMIC CORE

CORE IN PLASTIC
ENCLOS

COMPLETEO UNIT

Fig 6-3. Parts of a metallic ribbon core.
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b. Dot notation. Figure 6-4 illustrates the scheniatic of a metallic ribbon core with dot
0

notation that reduces the confusion involved n relating the Voltages and currents present in the
windings of a core. ,ese conientions are important:'

(1) Electron cuyrent entering the nondot Mde of a winding tends to switch the core to the.
ZERO state. e-

(2) Electron current entering the dot side of a winding tends to switch the core to the ONE
state.

oN

(3) When a core switches tothe ZERQ state, the polarity at the dot aide of thee output-wind-,
ing is positive. .

For exaniple, assume that the core in figure 6-4 is in the ZERO state and durrent miters
the dot terminal of winding LI. A large flux variation takes place, and a large voltage 'is induced
across winfling L2. The dot tern-anal is then negative, and the nondot terminal is PoMtive. Since
L2 is comparable to a secondary, and a secondary acts as a power sburce, current flops from the
dot terminal of L2.-

L I

Fig 6-4, Metallic ribbon
,core symbpl..

c. Single-diode transfer loop. Although the core dan store data for an in efinite per d, to
be useful the data must be iransferred from one core to aRpther or to "inme associated c rcuit.

The transfer loop does this. The most frequentl used transfer loop is the single-diode (fig
6-5) and associated windings.

Fig 6-5. Single-diode transfer loop.

(1) For explanation, let us assume that core in figure 6-5 is in the ZERO state. When-
a data pulse which represents a binary lis plied to winding LO, it causes cUrrent
to flow into the dot side of winding LO. A large flux variation takes place and the core
is switched to the ONE state. The output winding L2 has a voltage induced, but no
current-cam flow from it to winding L3, due to the high back resistance of CR1. Next,
a transfer pulse is applied to Ll. Current flows into the nondot side of the winding Ll
and switches core A to the ZERO state. During this switching action a large flux var-
iation takes plate, and a voltage is induced in the Output winding L2. The dot terminal
of L2 is positive and the nondot terminal is negative. The output winding acts as a
power source and causes current to flow into theciot terminal of winding L3, through
winding L3, through the low forward resistance of CR1, acd back to the dot termibal
of L2. This switches core B to the ONE state. Core kie now in the ZERO state, and
binary 1 has been transferred from core A to core B. To transfer the binary 1 from
core B to another core or asstciated circuit, a transfer pulse would have to be applsied
to,winding L4.

..
(2) The only flux chantes in core A that should be felt in core B are those caused by switch-

ing core A from the ONE state to the ZERO state. Any other change is undesirable.
For example, core A is in the ZERO state, core B is in the ONE state. Then, if a data
pulse representing a binary 1 is applied to winding LO core A wilkgo to the ONE state.
When this happens, a voltage is induced in output winding L2 with the dot terminal ne-

Etgative and the nondot terminal po tive. Without CR1, current would flow into nondot
terminal of L3 and prematurely tch core B to the ZERO state. Obviously this is
undesirable. So CR1 is added and current can flovi in one direction only; that is, into
the dot terminal of L3. Thus, the function Of the cristal dpde in the single-diode loop
s to prevent premature switching of the receiving core. ,

o
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AAnother problem is reverse transfer; that is, the transfer of a binary 1 froni core B
-core A wherti a transferrpulse is applied to L4. For example, assunie that core A is th the
ZERO state and core B is in the ONE:state. ktransfer pulse is applied to L4, and current
flows into the nondot side. A large flux variation occurs;and switches Sere B to the ZERO
state. POsitive p6larities occur 'at the dot terminals of L3 ar0 L5, and negative polarities
occur at the nondot terminals. Both L3 and L5 are acting as 'Secondaries -of a transformer
and therefore as power sources. Thip is desire& in 1,5 as was explained, but in L3 it ',Fe-
sents a problem. Current flow out of the nondot terminal of*L3 through cR1 into the dot

'terminal would switch core A io the ONE state. To keep this from happening, the output
winding L2 hairthreetcr five-times as manyturns as the input winding L3. The output
win5iing offers a high impedance id this undesired current, and keeps it down to a non-
switciingelevel.

d. Analysis.

(1) The next input pulse occurring at time Toc causes the current to flow into the dot side of the
inpui winding. There is a large flux variation to point B (positive saturatibn on the hyster-
esis loop in fig 6-2), and consequently an induced output signal. At time T1, when the
input current goes badk lo zero, the flux dropil to point C. This flux ip_the residual mag-
netism, and the core now contains a binary 1.
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Fig-6-6. Metallic ribbon'core and waveohapes.
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(2) At
i
time Ti, an input pulse causes current to floiv into the nondot,side of the input winding.

There is a large flux variation to D (negative saturation on the hysteresis loop), and :on-
sequentiy an induced output signal. At time T3, when the input signal goes back to'zt.rot -

the flux decreases to point E. This flux is the residual magnetism. The core now contains
a binary 0. , , ' ,.,

(3) Assume that at time Tg another pulse is applied with the'proper polarity to store a binary ..
T., 0. In this case,' the core already contains a binary 0, so the rix variation is small from

E to D. This small variation induces small voltages (Called noise) in the output winding. They,
are too small to activate the circuits connected to the output winding.

4,t,

6-4. FERRITE CORE

a. Conatruction. The ferkte core is a small toroid made of a brIttle, ceramic-type material
whose ingreclienti are iron oxide, manganese, nonmetallic oxides, and an organic binder. Although
not a/.1 of these materials are in, themselves magnetic, the finished core exhibits Strong ferro-
magnetic characteristics when the substances are mixed, formed, heatesi in a kiln, and cooled.
Kiln temperature and length of baking time determine the properties of the ferrite, and a varia-
tion of as little as 1% can cause a complete change in core characteristics. Physically, the

'ferrite core'ii a Small ring (similar to a doughnut or a toroid) with an approximate inner diameter
of 0.050 inch and an outer diameterpf 0.080 inch. They are uSed extensively in magnetic stor-
age systems.-

b. Functions. How does the ferrite core store binary information? the hysteresisloop
(fig 6-2), we saw that a core may be magnetized in either of two directions. We say that the core
is storing 1 or is in the ONE state when the magnetism is at point C on the curve, and that it is

. storing 0 or is in the ZERO state when the magnetism is at point E. These conditions could be
reversed if aesired, but for our explanation we uke the conditions stated. Figure 6-7A shows
the direction of the flux in a core storing 1, and B shows the directIon of the flux in a core
storing p.

\

A. STORING 1 ' S. STORING 0

Fig 6-7. Ferrite cores. .

To change the state of either core, the magnetic field in the core is .reversed. 7-In the hys-
teresis loop -(fig 6-2), we noted that the state could be changed by usingnne full-current pulse or
two half-current pulses applied simultaneously. The transfer is accomplished by two drive wires
'passed through the center of the core (fig 6-8). For convenience, the drive wires ere designated
as X and Y; sometimes they are labeled the X address and the Y address. To write into a core
or to read out of a core, each drive wire must supply half the current necessary to produce a full-
current pulse. To switch the magnetism of a core, both X and Y wires miust be energized simul-
taneous19 to supply a field large enough to reverse the magnetization of the core, Thus, the
phrase describing the common type of storage system employing ferrite cores is the coincident
curretit memory arrangement, Two additional windings are usually employed: one for sense
(reading) 'and one for inhibit (fig 6-9).

0
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INHIBIT

-..
Fig 6-8. Drive wires,of core. Ihg 6-9. Wiring of typical 'memory 'core.

s

To understand how the write function takes place, assume that the core in figure 6-10A is
in the ZERO state and magnetized in the direction shown.' A half-current pulse is Ipplied to the
X drive wire in the direction shown; Arrrie.. sane time, another half-current pulse is apPlied to
the Y,drive wire as in figure 6-10A. No cu nt is applied to the\inhibit wire at this time.
Coincidence of the currents takes place in the center of tar core. The field produced by this '
equivalent full-current pulse switches the magnetic field to the direction shown in figure. 6-10B.
The core now is storing a binFy 1. Since alr the cores on these X and Y drive wires are pulsed

,at the same time, tyou may wonder how binary O's are permitted to remain in ihe-cores which
are to store O's. --The inhibit wire of the core which is to store 0 is used.when 0 is to be written.
A half-current pulse passes through this wiry simultaneously With the currents through tlte X
and Y wires. The direction of the inhibit current is opposite to the X and Y currents, as in
figure 6-1,0A. Since the current is in an opposite direction, the field produced by it cancels
half of the field of the X and Y currents. Therefore, the. magnetic field; Since it is too small
to switch the core to the other state, rerfiaing In ihe direction shown in figure 6-10A. The core
now continues storing z binary-0.

1

DIRECTION
DIRECTION OF

Of CURRENT
CURRENT

CURRENT tDMECTION
Of

s. HHIIIT

A. -Mit) STATE

.

INHIBIT

I. ONE STATE

Fig.6-10. Writing into g ferrite'core. 1
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To read from a core, the sense wire and the X slid Y drivewiKes are used. Fikiire 6-11A
shows a core in the ONE state. As in the store function, .half -current pulses are applied to. the
X and Y drive wires simiataneously. However, notice that in figure 6-.11A the direction of current
for reading is opposite,the direction of current during writink, as the arrows show. The half-
current pulses add in the center of the core to equal a full-current pulse. The resultant magnetic
field is large enough to Awitch the flux in the core io the opposite direction (fig 6-11B). The
large change in magnetic flux induces a voltage in the sense wire. This pulse represents a binary
1. It is amplified and shfibefd to be used in other circuits. If the coreilad been in the ZERO state
(as in fig 6-11B), current flow in the X and Y wires in the direction shOwn in figiare 6-11A would
not change the direction of the magnetic field. ThuS, no voltage would be induced in the sense
wire.

DIRECTION DIRECTION
OF OF

1.1RRENT CURR

SENSE

A. ONE STATE I. RERO STATE

._ Fik 6-11. Reading from a ferrite core.

riSince the core.that stores 1 switches to the ZERO state upon each reacibut, t readout,
is vaid to be destructive. To be retained, the data must be rew?itten into the core after each
readout. This requires extra circuitry and decreases the access time bf the memor± unit.

To store large or small quantities of binary information, the ferrite cores must be so
arranged as to provide efficient access 'to specific bits. The cores may be assembled into planes
or matr thices. Figure 6-12 illustrates a simple 4X 4 core plane wi' a,sttiage capacity of 16 in-
formation bits. To acidress any core in the plane, a half pulse is passed in the read direction on
one X coordinate and on one Y coordinate. Such pulses add sa that.the core at the point of inter- -
section receives a full-current pulse. In the case shown in figure 6-12, half pulses applied to Y
coordinate 2 and X coordinate 2 restilt in a full pulse at the dark-shaded core. All other cores on
the respective X and.Y lines (indicated by light shading) are subjected to half pulses. The appli-
cation of a half pulse doses not.change the state of atly of these cores.

.
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Fig 6-12. Ferrite-core matrix.,

The information to be stored normally consists of a series of information bits which make_
up a binary word. Each binaziy word may represent a single-Character of the alphabet or several
characters depending on the capaaty of the computer. Figure 6-13A illustrates the word
DIGITAL in binary form. A Fiortioh of the code used is shown in figure 6-13B.

NOTE

PULSE =1
3R0 'BIT" NO PULSE=0

6TH 'BIT"

1±1
.F1ST"BITU

0 0 1 0 0 L*,

rthr-L.

A

A

001,001. i

0 0 0 1 1

0 0 1 0 0 1

0 1 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 1 0 0

z G

z I

= T

A

L

Fig 6-13. Binary words.

8-8

CODE

CHARACTER BINARY FORM

A 0 0 0 0, 0 1

B .0 0 0 0 '1 0

C 0 0.0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 Ot,

ETC.

. ,

ETC. .

l
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_.."/n order to store largerouantities of binary information, ferrite cores are assembled
into planes or matrices WhoseMze istletermined by the number of words or units of informa-
tion the memory it required to store.

,
Once the size of the mafrix has been determined (ususfy some power of 2), only the

number of digits per word remains to be aeledted, Since.each core of a plane,represents one
digit of a word, the number of planes required will be equal to the number of digits m word.
For example, a memory of 4 x 4 planes stacked four high would have a capity of sixteen
4-dItit wordt.

_6-5. SUMMARY

Static magnetic storage ia made possible by the use of ferrites and other materials which
possess certain magnetic characteristic& Magnetic cores with their square hysteresis loops
make possible high switching speeds.

a. The metallic iibbon core device is used mainlytfor storage snit/ st4ft registers. This bi-
magnetic core sto*es She binary 1 or 0. Information is applied through 4i input winding and read
out through an output winding. Transfer between cores is accomplislwii6y the use of transfer
loops. .I

b. Thee ferrite core is used in coincidedt current memory units. Ttie corf discriminates
against half-currentpulses and swttches on full-current pulses. Thus, addressing a set of cores
in the core planes is easily accomplished by applying a half-current pulse on one coordinate and
a half-current pulse on the other coordinate. The core of each rk an e at th,e intersection of the
coordinates receives a full-current pulse which interrogates the coxe in reading. If the core . .

contains 1, it will swith to 'the 0 state and induce an output on the sense wire for that plane. To
write back in, the same set of coordinates is current-pulsed in tAe opposite directioh, which will
put 1 in the core of every plane. If it is desired to leave a 0 in the core of a particular planer

. the inhibit driver for that plane, must'be turned on. The current from the inhibit driver opposes
une of the coordinate hIlf-current pulses and'cancels it. Thus, the core for that plahe does. not
receive a full-current pulse and will not switch to the 1 state.
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Chapter 7

LOGIC CIRCUITS

7-1, INTRODUCTION 4100 '

a

a. The basic funtions of digital equipment are to count, store, compare, and transfer inform
tion during a controlled time interval. Logical functions of these machines depend primarily'
upon the action of counters, registers, decoders, and encoders that are formed by combinations
'of logic switching circuits and flip-flops. 1'

./

b. In prior chapters, we have studied circuits that are used as fundamental building blocks.
Now we put these blocks together to perform logical operations. In this chapter, we discuss serial
and parallel counters, siyage and shift twisters, decoders, and encoderi.

A

7-2. COIVERS

A counter is any device whichan count, record, and indicate input information in a se-
quential manner. In logic machines, a counter may serve many seemingly unrelated purposes.
Although its basic function is to count, the counteir output may be used to form a gating voltage
or a trigger for another logic circuit; also to reset the counter and begin a new counting opera-
tion. i

'' t
When classified according to circuit design, counters are either serial or parallel. When

classified according to function, counters are up-counters, down-counters, or a combination of
the two. Up-counters count or add the number of input pulses. Down-counters Subtract the
input count or counedown from some Preset number.

r

Counters are often made up of several logic flip-Bops connected together in' series or in
parallel so as to count input pulses. The stated of the flip-flops indicate the count in the counter.

a. Serial up-counter. A serial up-counter consists of a group of flip-flops that c6unts a
'series of pulses that may or may not be periodic. The flip-flops are so connected that each will
change from the ZERO to the-ONE state, or conversely, as it receives the pulse of the clutput
voltage from the preceding flip-flop or other triggering circuit. The construction of the flip-
flops used in the counters will cteterm e whether the leading or lagging edge of the pulse triggers
the flip-flop. The serial counter is sed to coupt sequentially all pulses presented to the input.
Each pulse applied to the counter input changes the state of one or more of the fliP-flops so that
the state of these flip-flops represents the number of pulses counted.

Note: The serial-up counter' counts only negative or positive pulses depending upon the
construction of the counter. It does not count the absence of a pulse and therefore is used ,

to count continuous pulse trains ratner tnan binary combinations. .

In the basic 4-stage serial up-counter shown in figure 7-1, each flip-flop represents a
power of 2 where A = 20, B = 21, t A 22,, and D = 23. This counter has 16 different possible
states and, with the application of each input pulse, the circuit will make a progressive transi-
tion from state to state. The 16tti input pulse will reset the counter to its original state. These
features cart be recognized from the waveform chart in figure 7-1. The.counting of the c4unter
is closely associated with the binary system of representing numbers.

7'
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Fig 7-1. Serial up-cciunter:

I 1 1

I 6

13 14 15

Note: A short list of equivalent numbers in decimal and binary notations is given in table
7-1 for review.

4

Table 7-1.

DECIMAL-

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

Equivalent Numbers
Binary Notations

BINARY

in Decimal and

I DECIMAL BINARY

0000 8 1 0 0 0
0001 9 1 0 0
0010 10 1 0 1 6-

1 1 11 1 0 1 1

0100 12 1 1 0 0
0101 13 1 1 0 1

0110 14 1 1 1 0
0111 15 1 1 1 1

The output from each f14-flop in figure 7-1 is taken off the ONE side and fed tOr the comple-
menting input of each succeeding flip-flop. Before the application of the first pulse, we assume
that all the flip-flops are reset to the ZERO state; also,. that the flip-flops are the complementing
type and change states on the trailing edge of pdkitive input pulses (negative-going voltages).
The high-voltage level represelits.tne binary 1;

4 7-2
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If a negative-going pulse is applied to flip-flop A, it will cause a transition from 'he ZERO
state to the ONE state, as can be seen by the waveforms in figure 7-1. Flip-flop A is row in the
ONE state. Flip-flop B is not affected since it has felt a positive-going voltage from flip-flop A.
The overall result is that flip-flop A has changed to the ONE state and all the other, flip-flops
remain in the ZERO state.

The second externally applied pulse causes flip-flop A to return from the ONE state to the
ZERO state. Flip-flop B now receives a negative-going voltage and changes from the ZERO to
the ONE stat. Flip-flop C does not respond to the change ir flip-flop B, since C reCeives a
positive-going voltage. The overall result of the application of the secend input pulse is that
flip-flop B is in the ONE state while all the other flip-flopstare in the ZERO state. From this
we can see that: (1) flip-flop A makes a transition at each, put pulse; and (2) each of the other
flip-flops makes a transition when, antionly when, the preceding flip-flop makes a transition
from the ONE to the ZERO state.

Table 7-2. Number Representation in Serial,
Up-counter

NUMBER
OF PULSES

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

FLIP- FLOPS
ABCD
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

-1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0
1 1 1 0

*NUMBER
OF PULSES

FLIP-FLOPS
ABCD

8 0 0 0 1

9 1 0.01
10 0 1 0
11 I 1 1

12 0 0 1 1

13 1 0 1 1

14 0 1 1 1

15 1 1 1 ,1

Table 7-2 shows th resulting state of the flip-flops of the counter in figure 7-1 after a
given number of input pulses. Compare this table with table 7-1. Note that the state of the flip-
flops correspOnds to the binary count of the number of input pulses. Thus, when 7 pulses have
been received by the counter, flip-flops A, B. and C are in the ONE state and D is in the ZERO
state (11.10). The binary representation for 7 is 1110 (LSD on the left).

The maximum count of a serial counter may be extended by adding more flip:flops. 'To
read the count of a serial counter, it is necessary to use neon lamps, a meter, or an oscilloscope
to obserye the individual flip-flops to determine the.state that they have assumed.

.F.$

b. Serial down-counter. A serial down;counter is designed to decrease its count by one with
each input pulse. We have just discussed the serial up-counter, shown in figure 7-1. To change
the circuit to a down-counter, the output from each.flip-flop is taken from the ZERO side instead
of the ONE side. Figure 7-2 shows how the flip-flops are connected to form a serial down-counter.

If a flip-flop makes the transition from the ZERO state to the ONE state, the ONE-side out-
put is positive-going while the ZERO-side output is negative-going. The negative-going output
from the ZERO-side will cause a transition in the flip-flop to which it is connected. Thus, the
flip-flop will change states when the preceding flip-flop goes from the ZERO state to the ONE
state.

1
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INPUT T A

INPUT

a T D

0 4I

FLIP-FLOP A 0
oNE SIDE OUTPUT

FLIP-FLOP A
ZERO SIDE OUTPUT

FLIP-FLOP 15
ONE SIDE OUTPUT 0

FL1P-FLOP B
ZERO SIDE OUTPUT

FLIP-FLOP C
ONE SIDE OUTPUT

FLIP-FLOP C
ZERO SIDE OUTPUT

0

...
OiO

a

0

FLIP-FLOP D
1oNE SIDE OUTPUT

FLIP-FLOP
ZERO SIDE OUTPUT

o 1

DECIMAL COUNT 12 11 10 8 7

, .1,

Consider the in figure 7-2 as having a binary count of 1100, which, of cours
,i .,

equals decimal 12.
, ,,,. the waveshapes you see that flip-flops A and B are in the ZERO st te

and flips-flops C and D are in the ONE state prior to the input pulse number 1. As input pul e
number 1 goes negative, flip-flop 4 goes to the ONE state. This change of state causes fli
flop B to change from the ZEROstate to the ONE state. This chaftge of state .,atses flip-flop
C to change from the ONE state to the ZERO state. The transition of flip-flop ,1/4 dOsliot affect
flip-flop D; thus, lq, -flop D remains in the ONE state. The result is that the okounter now con-
tains a binary count f 1011, which ia decimar 11. Since the orianal number w s l2i, it is ob-
vious that a subtraction of 1 has taken place. .

Note: Subtractors are very similar to adders. The purpose of a subiractor ks to Subtract
one binary number from anther in accordance with the rules for binary subtikp.ction:. This
may be done through the, adifition of the complement as discussed in paragraph\1 -7. Because
of a great similarity betNyeen subtractors and adders, subtractors will not be d scussed
in detail. ,

1 0
a

6 5

Fig 7-2. SeHal down-counter.

A

4 3

0
c. Serial gated countir. The flip-flops used in the serial counters in figures 7-1 knd 7-2',

require a finite amount ottime to change state. Although this time is small, it is a fa tor that
cannot be ignored. In a serial counter, a flip-flop cannot change its state until the pre edirft
stige has changed state. This Means that the time required for a serial-,counter flip-flop to
change states is multiplied by the number of stages, to get the total time for the pulse to travel',
from the first sake to the last.
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OUTPUT

FLIPFLOP C
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Fig 7-3., Serial up-counter with series gates.

9 61

The accumulative delay time can be made less by use of the circuit shown in figure 7-3.
Notice that.the input pulses are fed to AND gate I as well as the trigger input of flip-flop A.
The other input to AND gate 1 is supplied by the ONE output of flip-flop A. If flip-flop A is in
the ONE state when a input pulse is applied, the gate will be activated and supply an itiput pulse
to flip-flop B and AND gate 2. Flip-flop B thererore rece es a trigger input at the same time
as flip-flop A,thereby eliminating the delay. If flip-flop 4 d been in the ZERO state, prior to
the application of the input pulse, no output would.have been resent at the ONE side and gate 1
would not have passed the input pulse to flip-flop B. For example assume that the'flip-flops
will change state as the input pulses go in the negative direction and that a negative voltage is
present at the ONE output when the flip-flops are in the ONE state and 0 volts are present at the
ONE output when the flip-flops are in the ZERO state. Also assume that input pulS'e #6 is
applied to the input.

Flip-flops A and C are in the ONE state and flip-flop B is in the ZERO state; therefore
only AND gates 1 and 3 have negative voltages applied to input. When input pulse #6 goes neg-
ative the following action takes place: The negative-goiiig voltage at the T input to flip-flop A
causes it to change states. At the same time, _thenegatiye-going voltage is applied to AND gate
1. Since a negative voltage is already present at the other input, a negative output pulse is
supplied to the T input of flip-flop B causing it to change states. Gate 1 also supplies a negative
pulse to gate 2, but no action takes place because the other input is at 0 volts. Flip-flop C
therefore has no input supplied and does not change states.

The counting in the counter in figure 7-3 is-re same as that derived in figures 7-1 and 7-2.
The colinter in figure 7-3 has a faster speed because the gates are preconditioned so that chang-
ing the state of a flip-flop does not depend on the preceding flip-flop's change of states. However,
the number of stages that can be used without amplification is limited, because the input pulse is
attenuated by each gate, and may require restoration after several stages.

d. P el up-counter. As we have shown, serial counters with many stages have trouble-
some cu ulative delay time. Such delay can cause problems especially when other circuits in
the equipment must remain idle while waiting for the counter. Figure 7-4 is a pdrallel-type counter
that reduces this delay problem but requites more gating circuitry.

7-5
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Fig 7-4. Parial lel up-counter.
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TO
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For diacussion of the circuit in figure 7-4, let us assume that the flip-flops change states
on the negative-going pulse and that a positive level ,of logic is used. Before the first input pulse
is applied, all of the flip-flops are in The ZERO state.

The first input pulse is applied to the complement input of flip-flop A and to gates 1, 2, and
3. Gates 1, 2, and 3 have low inputs from the ONE sides of the flip-flops. Since all the flip-
flops are in the ZERO state, the gates are not activated by the first input pulse. Therefore, flip-
flops B and C remain in the ZERO state, while flip-flop A changes to the ONE state. The counter
now contains a decimal count of 1, or binary 001, and gate 1 now has one high input from the
ONE side of rtip-flop A. Figure 7-4 shows the waveforms which cause the action of the flip-flops,
and the binary and decimal count in the counter after each input pulse.

The second input pulse is applied to flip-flop A and gates 1, 2, and 3. Flip-flop A chat ges
to the ZERO state. Since gate.1 is preconditioned with the high from the ONE side of flip-flop
A, the input pulse activates gate 1 and changes flip-flop B to the ONE state. Gate 2 is not
activated because of the low input from the ONE side of flip-flop B. Therefore, flip-flop C remains
in the ZERO state. The counter now contains a count of 2 (010).

Gate 2 now has one high and one low input from flip-flops B and A, respectively. The thir
input pulse is applied to flip-flop A and gates 1, 2, and 3. Flip-flop A Changes to the ONE s e.
None of the gates is activated by the pulse. Therefore, flip-flops B and C remain unchang
The counter now contains a count of 3 (011).

Gate 1 now has one high input and gate 2 has two high inputs. The fourth inppt pulse is
applied to flip-flop A and to gates 1, 2, and 3. Flip-flop A changes to the ZERO state. The in-
put pulse actiirates gates 1 and 2, and changes flip-flop B to the ZERO state and flip-flop C to the
ONE state. The counter now contains a count of 4 (100).

7-6
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As the number of input pulses increases, the count in the counter will progress until a maxi-

mum count of 7 (111) is reached. The next pulse will set all the flip-flops to zero, and the count
will start over.

To cause any flip-flop in a parallel counter to change states, all the preceding flip-1lops
must be in the ONE state. The waveforms for the parallel counter in figure 7-4 are the same as
for the serial counter in figure 7-1. The speed of counting is the only difference. The time
required to go frdm one count to the next is equal to the switching time of one flip-flop.

e. Parallel down-counter, The functioh of the parallel down-counter is the same as that of
the serial down-counter. That is, the count in the counter decreases by one when an input pulse

.is applied. However, the parallel down-counter opeeates at a higher speed than the serial down-
counter. Figure 7-5 shows a paralle& down-counter and its waveforms. Notice that the difference
between this counter and the one in figure 7-4 is that the output from the flip-flops is taken from
the ZERO side instead of (he ONE side. The operation of the two is similar; therefore, we shall
not go through the operation again. 410°

"to

1.1111, a T C

2

INPUT

FLIP-FLOP

FLIP-FLOP 1.1

1.1.0.-FLOP C

3

P

TO
NEXT
STAGE

1_ 0

GECINAL COUNT 6 5 4 2

F'ig 7,5. Parallel down-counter.

f. Decimal counter. A decimal counter counts 0 through 9. A.3-stage binary counter counts
to a maximum of decimal 7. A 4-stage binary counter counts to a maximum of decimal 15.
Therefore, to have a binary counter that counts to decimal 9, a 4-atage counter with modifica-
tions to remove the last six binary combinations must be used.

4
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INPUT'
T A

4111

T

Fig 7-6. Decimal counter.

Figure 7-6 shows a counter that does this by using an AND gate.ind two delay lines. The
counter is a serial-type up-counter that operates normally until it reashes a decimal count of 9
or binary 1001. With 1001 in the counter, gate 1 will Jlave two activating signals from the ONe
sides of flip-flops A and D. The next input pulse changes flip-flop A to the ZERO state. This
change causes flip-flop B to flip to the ONE state. However, the input pulhe also activates gate
1. The output of the gate goes through a delay line, DI, to the 51ear or reset side of flip-flop
B. The delay allows the output of gate 1 to change flip-flop B to the ZERO state after the out-
put of flip-flop A has flipped it to the ONE state. The change of flip-flop B from the ONE state
to the ZERO state changes flip-flop C to the ONE state. The output of gate 1 is applied through
delays DI and D2-.to the clear or reset ipput of flip-flop C. This changes flip-flop C to the ZeR0
state. Flip-flop D changes to the ZERO state by the changetocflip-flop C from the ONE state to
the ZERO state. The counter now contains 0000, and starts counting again with the next input
pulse. The output of flip-flop D may be fed to another decade counter. which then counts by
decimal 10's; its output can be fed to another that-will count by 100's;.and so on to the limit
required of the equipment design.

g. Ring counter. This is andther type of counter: In it the output of the last stage is connect-
ed to the input of the first stage. One of the stages rs set to/the ONE statx and the rest, in the
ZERO state. The input,pulse then moves the ONtlinate to succeeding sffges with each input
pulse. 0 -

There are many possible circuits 'for ring counters, Just as there are for other4type circuits.
A 4-stage counter is shown in figure 7-7. In this circuit, if flik-flop A is in the ONE state and
the other flip-flops are in the ZERO state, flip-flop A is the only one whose output is 1. The next
input changes flip-flop A to the ZERO state but cannot affect the others since they are already
in the ZERO state. However, the change of flip-flop A from the ONE state to the ZERO state
causes fliP-flop B to flip to the ONE state.

1.0 3
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Fig 7-7. Ring counter.

4

Amrse,

In this manner, epch input pulse changes the flip-flop that is in the ONE state to the ZERO
state, and its change in state is used to set the next flip-flopsto theONE state. pus, as the
input pulses continue to come in, the conditions of.the flip-flopsswill be:

DCB A
0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0

t
0 0 1

(etc.)

You can* see from the waveshapes shown in figure 7-7 that only one flip-flop is activated
(in the ONE state) at any particular time. Also, there are only four possible states. Therefore,
this 4-stage ring counter has a maximum number (called "modulus") of 4 discrete counts.

In computing machines, it is a common practice to assign one of the flip-flops the 0 count
when it is in the ONE state, and to assign the following stages the 1, 2, 3, etc.', counts, in
sequence.

To illustrate, let us assign flip-flop A of figure 7-7 the 0 count when it is in the ONE state.
In like manner, let flip-flop B represent the count of 1, flip-flop C the count of 2, and flip-flop
D the count of 3. Assume that the counter is in the condition representing a 0 count. When the
first pulse triggers the counter (at T1), flip-flop A changes from the ONE state to the ZERO
state, and the output from its ONE side changes flip-flop B to the ONE state. A count of 1 is now
registered in the counter, because flip-flop B is in the ONE state. The count of 2 (T2 ) is indicat-
ed by flip-flop C when it is set to the ONE state; and the count of 3, by flip-flop D in like mariner
at T3.
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A unique characteristic of ring counters is that only one outplit from a single flip-flopo
required to indicate a given discrete count. In the equipment, each flip-flop output could "tdrn
on" a single step or phase of a series of sequential operations. A ring counter of the tyge dis-
cussed could control up to 4 steps, since it has a modulus of 4. Because the modulueof ttse
counter is determined by the nurntierof sages, it.isesimply a Matter of adding or subtraCtine
Atages to arrive at any desired modulus counter. For instance, a decade counter would have 10
stages, and could reprevnt 0 through 9.

7-3. REGISTERS

A register is a group of storage devices or circuits for storing a.unit of data. The most
common unit of data is the word. Since information is usually niOed about and operated upon
in equipment word y word rather than bit by bit, a number of full-word registers is found in
most digital equipm nt, _The circuits must irandle each individual bit, but the equipment can be
ko arranged that a group of circuits will usually handle a word at a time in response to an
instruction or comrrland.

Since the two rincipal methods of informationlransmission are parallel and serial, some
registers are desigred to take words in parallel form, and others take them in serial form. A
third type is the ser es-parallel register vihiCh accepts the'number or word bits in parallel form
and feeds them out in serial form, or vice versa.

Registers have uses besides simple word storage. Frequently they are built for specific
jobs siich as counting or shifting. Counting has already been covered in the first part of this
chapter; therefore our discussion here will be limited to storage and shift registers.

INPUT WORD

CLEAR
PULE&

1
1 1

Fig 7-8. Parallel flip-flop register.

a. Storage register. The simples't registers are those used solely for word storage. Figure
7-8'shows one type of parallel flip-flop register that uses four flip-flops and can store a 4-bit
word. The clear pulse clears all the flip-flops in the register to the ZERO state, erasing any
information stored previously. Theword to be stored is then applied n parallel form to the set
inputs. The pulse in each bit position (where there is 1) sets the corrj1ing flip-flop in the ,

register to the ONE state. No pulses appear in the bit positions where there are O's, so the flip-
flops in these positions remain in the ZERO state. The correct word is now stored in the register.

i
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Fig 7-9. Parallel core register.
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A parallel.storage register of magnetic cores can be built similar to the one discussed.
Figure 7-9 shows this type of register. Each bit of the input word is applied to the input winding
of .a separate core. The readout windings, cemnected either in series or in parallel, serve a
dua.1 purpose. When a readout pulse is applied, it not only reads out all the bits stored in the
individual cores but also clears the register by resetting all cores to 0. The register is then
ready to store a new word. .

b. Shift rektister. A shift register is built with the intention of shifting any nurnbet stored
in it for a purpose different from that of ordinary storage. It may be btalt to convert words from
serial to parallel form or from parallel to serial form, or it may be used to multiply 3 r divide
the number by some power of 2. Remember that shifting a binary number one place to the left
multiplies it by 2 and one place to the right divides it by 2.

One of the simplest shift registers is shown in figure 7-10. Only hree stages are indicat-
ed, since the operation and connections would be the same for any number of stages. The reg-
ister is arranged for a left shift. Each flip-flop is set to 1 or 0 when the word is written into the
regiater. The outputs from the flip-flops are connected to AND gates 1, 2, 3, and 4, as shown.

..

--(( : 11

C

!.
A

Fig 7-10. Shift register.

4.

SHIFT
< PULSES

L

To see how the shift takes place, assume that 010 is stored in the register. Flip-flops ('
and A are in the ZERO state and flip-Ilop B is in the ONE state. From the flip-flops, gates 2

, and 3 each have one activating level applied to them. Gates 1 andf each have nonactivating
levels applied to them. When a shift pulse is applied, gates 2 and 3 are activated. Flip-flop A
remains in the ZERO state, flip-flop B flips to the ZERO state, and flip-fldp C sets to the ONE
state. The register now contains 100. The origins/ count of 010 has been shifted one place to
the left.

7-11
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To shift the information to the right, the gate and shift pulses could be connected so (hat
the information moves from flip-flop C to flip-flop B to flip-flop A. In some applications it is
desirab).e to be able to shift in either direction. A register cqn be made to do this by us`ing two
sits of gates and transfer lines with each set having its own'shift pulse line. A pulse on one
line would provide a shift to the right, and a pulse on the other would provide a shift-to the left.

The logic diagrams for shift registers are shown in figure 7-11.

RIGHT
SHIFT
INPUT

SERIAL
INPUT

AAAAA LEL _INPUT °LEFT
SHIFT
INPUT

ourNT

SERIAL
OUTPUT

RIGHT
sour T
INPUT-

PAI(ALLEL IFTUT LEFT
STOFT
INUT

SERIAL
INPUT SERIAL

OUTPUT

AAAAAA EL OUTPUT

Pig 7,11. Logic symbols for shift registers.

Another type of shift register employs the metallic-ribbon storage device (discussed in
chapter 6). The magnetic-shift register uses the single7diode transfer loop to transfer the in-
formation from one core to the next. (Bow this is done was also covered in chapter 6.)

Figure 7-12 show's a 4-core magnetic shift register that stores two oits of information.
The information is applied to LO. The shift pulses are applied to transfer windings LI, L4, L7,
and LIO. To carry the register through a cycle of shift-in and shift-out, let us assume that
prior to shift-in, cores A.through D are in the ZERO state.

144,41. SNIFT..no

ARY DATA
ITITUT FiR

'3 WITT MASTS

'I WWI MASTS

STOPACE TINE

UTIFT.OUT

NI I MN 3

Fig 7-12. Magnetic shift register.
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The firat data pulse, which represents a binary 1, is applied to LO of core A. Core A'
switches to the ONE state. The data in each core of the register is.now:

ICoreA BCD
...--- Data 1 .0 0 0 ...

.....
c .

The next pulse, which is,applied to line T2, is shift pulse number 1. It is applied to L4
and LIO on the T2 hne. If a binary 1 were in core B or core D, it would be transferred to core

...,. C or out, respectively.

..

t.

=II
The data in the register is still:

I.

CoreA BCD
Data 1 0 0 0, i

The next pulse is shift pulse number 1 on the T1 line. It is applied to LI and L7. The f
' in cor6 A is shifted to core B. and 0 is in core C, so rio shift takes place from C to D. The

data in the register is now:
wo

Core A B C D
Data 0 1. 0 0

4

4f The next pittse is the second data pulse. rt is applied to LO and switches core A to the.ONE
state. The data in the register is now:.

Core A B C D
Data , 1 1 0 1 0., \.

The next pulse is the shift pulse number 2 on the T2 line. It is again applied to L4 and LIO.
The binary 1 in core B is shifted to core C. There is a binary() in core D, so no shift-out takes
place. The data in the register is now:

CoreA BCD ..

Data 1 0 1 0

The last pulse in the shift-in process .is pulse number 2 on the T1 line. This is applied to
LI and L7. The binary l' s in cores A and C are shifted to cores B and D. The data in the
register is now:

1

CoreA BCD
Data 0 1 0 1 _

This completes the 'shift-in.' The data is now stored in the cores and could remain in, storage indefinitely. .

The shift-out is initiated by T2 shift-out pulse number 1. ,It is applied to L4 and LIO. The
1 in core B will be shifted to core C and the 1 in core D is shifted out. The data in the register
is now:

,

CoreA BCD
Data 0 0 1 0

The next pulse is T1 shift-out pulse number 1. It is applied to LI and L7. The data in
core A is a 0, so no shift takes place. The 1 in core C is transferred to core D. The data in
the register is now:

Core A B C D
Data 0 0 0 1

7-13
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The next pulse applied is T2 shift-out pulse number 2.. It is appred t6 L4 and Lld. There

is a 0 in core B. so no shift takes place. The 1 in core D is shifted o t. The data in the register
is now:

,

,CoteA BCD
Data 0 0 0 0

The last pulse applied is the T1 shift-out pulse number 2. It has no effect on the cores
B and D, since they are in the ZERO state. The shift-out is now complete.

7-4. ADDERS
, r

40
The purpose of the adder circuit is to ,sum binary numbers in accordance with the rules fOr, f .

-
binary Attion: .-,

I.

/ D5-

t

A + B = SUM
0 115 = 0
0 +.1 = 1
1 + 0 = *
1 + 1 = 0 with a carry of 1

Observe that the sum,is 1 only when A and B
are dissimilar; that is, when A is 1 and B is 0, or
when A is 0 and B.is 1. If A and B are both 0, the
sum is 0. If A and B are both 1, the sum is the
binary number 10; this is expressed as a sum of
0 with a carry of 1 to the next higher order column.
Hence, the sutn function coincides with the
EXCLUSIVE OR function (sometimes called a
quarter-adder because it accomplishes approxi-
mately one-fourth of the addition process). The
carry function coincides with the AND function.
The Boolean expressions are:

Ail +AB = S (sum)
AB = C (carry)

v

..
(

Fig 7-13. Half-adder circt;it.

a. Half-adder. The circuit for these expressions (fig 7-13) is referred to as a half-adder.
It can add only the least significant place column, since it has no provision for adding the carry
from a lower order place column. For example, assume that the binary number 111, is to be

added to the binary number 101. The binary addition is perforkned as follows:

1 carry 1 carry 1 carry
\f"111s-(13 1

1 1 o o

a

A half-adder at each place position will generate a partial sum and a partial carry; ,

1

1 1 1 -.4
1 0 1 B

partial sum 041 1.0
partial carry l .0 1

The half-adder in the LSD position, having no previous carry to c nsider, generates a sum of
ZERO and a ONE carry to the next higher place position. This se ond. position half-adder gen-
erates a sum of ONE with a ZERO carry. But it cannot consider t e previous carry from the
LSD position.

)
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Fig 7-14. Full addef.

b. Full-adder. Two half ----adders and an OR gate comprise a full-adder (fig 7-14). A full-,adder, by considering a previous carry, cah accomplish addition in-the higher place positions:

.-4artial sum'
Partial carry

or
Partial carry
Carry
Sum

A half-adder in the LSD position generates a sum of ZERO and a carry of ONE to the next higher
place position. The first half-adder in the second Place position generaies a partial sum of ONEand a partial carry of ZERO. The partial sum and the carry from the Lsa position alp added
by the second half-adder generating a sum of ZERO and a partial carry of ONE.. The partial
carry from the two half-adders are OR'ed to generate a carmry of ONE to the next higher place
posilion. The first half-adder in the third,place position generates a partial sum of ZERO and
a partial carry of ONE. The secdnd half-adder generates a sum of ONE and a partial carry of
ZERO. The OR gate generates a carry of ONE to the next higher placd position.

(1) A parallel adder requires a full-adder for each place position, except the LSD which
needs a half-adder only tfig 7-15). Each rry output is applied to the carry input of
he next higher place position.

A 8 C
13 3 In

1

A2 82 A
I

8
1

C in

FULL FULL FULL HALFADDER
ADDER ADDER ADDER

c cut
S3

c out
S2

C out
S

I

Fig 7-15. Parallel adder.

C out
So

(2) A serial adder requires one full-adder and a delay line with a delay equal to the period
of one shift pulse (fig 7-16). The binary numbers to be gildedarrive at the addr LSDfirst. The carl-y output for each place pcsition is delayed until the,time the next higher
place position is arriving at the à4r.
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7-5. DECODERS

go

FULL
ADDER C ou t ( I I

IIP

Fig,7-16. -Serial adder.

A

A decoder Is a combinatton of switching circuits used to translate two pr more Input signals
in code form into a single discrete output signal. A decoder can perform a !cumber of functions,
i. e., it may be used to detect one of many counts in a counter or register. Since Mc operatton
of digital equipment is based on logical timing, the output of a decoder may be used to end an
operation or to start an operation. For instance, if 4 certain operation has 3 steps, a decoder
connected to a counter detects the count of 3, produce's an output at that ume, and stops the
operation or causes the equipment to proceed to the next operation.

c

A decoder for detecting the count of 3 is shown in figure 7-17. Fliii-flops A, B, and C
make a binary up-counter. Gate 1 is an AND.gate with inputs from the ONE sides of flip-flops A
and B and the ZERO side of flip-flop C. --Why are the connections made In this way"'--Binary
3 is 011. This means that with a count of 3 in the counter, flip-flopkA and B are in the ONE .r"state and flip-flop C is in the ZERO state. At this time, gate 1 has all its activating signals
present, so it will have an output pulse. "-With any otiler count In the counter, the gate would not
be activved. .

I

INPUT-. T A

'

411 111.....- I C

i ) 3011)

I.-

Fig 7-17. Decoder for count detection.

It is easy to determine the number that a decoder will detect. Starting with the most sig-
nificant flip-flop (C in fig 7-17), write 1 if the gate is connected to the ONE side and a 0 if the
gate is connected to the ZEN side. The result is the nuMber detected in binary form. The
example in figure 7-17 is 011, which is 3.

To determine the proper connections that must be made to detect a certain number, write
the desired number in binary form. A binary 1 represents a ONE-side connection, and a binary
0 represents a ZERO-sitAe connection. For example, to detect a count of 5 from the computer
in figure 7-17, write 5 it2,binary notation. This fs 101. The AND gate must have connections to
the ONE side of flip-flops it and C and to the ZERO side of flip-flop B. Note that the least sig-
nificant digit in the binary number represents the connection from thelgate to the least significant
flip-flop, which is the input flip-flop of the counter.

It is also possible to detect the NOT !unction of a number. That is, the decoder detects all
the numbers in the counter exdept one certain number. Figure 7-18 shows a decoder that detects
the NOT function of 3. Notice that the gate is an.oR circuit and.that the connections to the flip-
flops are opposite to the connections in figure 7-17. This is consistent with the rules of Boolean
algebra. The equation for the output of gate 1 in figure 7-17 is 3 ="ABC. Applying DeMorgan's
theorem, 3.= "ii :i. Er + C. In these equatiohs, A, B, and C are the ONE-side outputs of the flip-
flops; and A, B, and .0 are the ZERO-side outputs of the flip,-flops.

t
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Fig 7-18. Ikecoder for NO function detoction.
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Co
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Matrices. The decoder arrangements considere above are the types that produce a single
o tpat, usually from two or more inputs. Another e is ihe multiple-output switching network,
c11ed a matrix. It produces a different output for eah different input or combination of inputs.
T e matrix gets its name from the manner in which isidrawn schematically (and often built)
w )th components and connections arranged in row and columns. i.

One type of matrix is made of,diodes. F ure 7-19 shows a diode mairix that,,is used to de-
t t the count of 0 through 9. The matrpc is composed of 10 diode AND gates, each having four
inpts. Each gate detects only one number. The Boolean equations for counts 0 through 9 are
as follows:

Decimal
Number

Binary
Number

't

Equation

0 0000 Tit' ft Ti
..

1 0001 1-5-15A
2 0010 15CBA
3 0011 17)Z BA
4 0100 5C1-37
5 0101 TICIIA
6 0110 i5c BA"
7 01 11 ific BA
8 1000 DZiTiTt/ 1001 DIEI-A

..

-11

The network detects a number in the same manner as explained for the network in figure
7-17. Let's assume that the counter has a.count of 0000 in it. In this case, all of the flip-flops
are in the ZERO state. From figure 7-19 you can see that for the 0 line, inputs to the diode
gate are from the ZERO sides of all the counter flip-flops. With all flip-flops in the ZERO state,
the gate is activated and an activated signal is felt on line 0. Assume that the counter is stepped
to a count of 0001. Notice that the 1 line has gate inputs from the ONE side of fl-flop A and
from the ZERO sides of flip-flops B, C, and D. With 0001 in the counter, all the activating
signals for the 1 line gate are present. Therefore, the 1 line now has, an activated signal on it.
As.the counter counts, each count is detected in the same minner.

FT

/
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Fig 7-19. Diode matrix.
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Another type of.matrix is the transistor matrix. It is composed of vertical and horizontal
lines with a transistor at each intersecting line. When a vertical and a horizontal line are select-
ed, the transistor at the point of intersection is turned on to give an output. A transistor matrix
will accept two coordinate input signals and produce a single output signal.

Figure 7-29 shows a 4 .* 4 transistor matrix. Transistors Q1,, Q6, Q11, and Q16 are the
horizontal inputs; and transistors Q21, Q22, Q23, and Q24 are the vertical inputs. The collector
of each horizontal input transistor is tied to the base of four transistors. When a horizontal input
transistor is turned off, it will apply a negative potential to the base of the four transistors in a
horizontal line. The collector of each vertical input transistor is tied to the emitter of four
transistors. When a vertical transistor is turned on, it provides a current path for four trans-
istors in a vertical line.

Fig 7-20. Transistor matrix.
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Referring to figure 7-20, let us see how one output can be obtained by applying two inputs.
Assume that prior to the application of horizontal input signal, Ql, Q6, Q11, and Q16 are con-ducting. This places approximately 0 volts on the bases of all transistors at the intersections.
Assume also that Q21, Q22, Q23, and Q24 are at cutoff. This leaves the emitters of the trans-
istors with no emitter current path. A positive input signal to horizontal line H2 cuts off Q6.
This places .-Vcc on the bases of transistors Q7, Q8, Q9, and Q10. These transistors try toconduct, bullth'efr emitters ;,re tied to the vertical input transistors. A negative input signal
to veracilline V2 causes Q22 to conduct through Q8. The collector voltage of Q8 goes toward
ground potential from -Vcc. Q7,.Q9, and Q10 cannot conduct since Q21, Q23, -and Q24 areput off. Thus, for these two input signals, one output signal is obtained. Any one of the 16
transistors at the intersections may be activated in the same manner. This technique is referredto as addressing the activated transistor or its output line.

b. Digital-to-analog decoder. An output consisting of digital data may be sent to a digital-to-
analog converter to chinge it from a digital form to an analog voltage. This voltage may be usedto control some mechanisms; for instance, it can drive an antenna or position the electron beam
in a CRT.

RIR R/I R/2

A

K2 K1

Fig 7-21. Digital-to-analogconverter.

Of the several ways of converting digital datat to analog, one of the most common is by use
of a resistor network. In the typical digital-to-analog circuit shown in figure 7-21, the converter
is connected to a 5-stage counter that holds a maximum decimal count of 31. The resistor net-
work is made up of two sections which contain identical. pairs of resistors in each leg. Notice that
the value of each resistor is halved gs the number increases from the LSD to the MSD. The out-
put from the ONE side of each flip-flop is applied to a relay driver, such as the one discussed
in chapter 5. When any one of the flip-flops is in the ONE state, the corresponding relay is
energized. For instance, if flip-flop D is in the ONE state, relay K4 Will be energized. With
this arrangement, the count in the counter is converted from its digital form to a voltage pro-
portional to that count. For example, if an output of 5 volts equals a count of 1, then an output
of 10 volts equals a count of 2.
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r-

+ 155v

Fig 7-22. Equivalent circuit with count of 11001.
4--

With a count of 11001 or decimal 25 in the counter in figure 7-21, relays K5, K4, and K1
are energized. This gives an equivalent network, as shown in figure 7-22.

4

The totarresistance, Ro, of the upper ladder is:

The total resistance, Rt., of the lower ladder is:

1 1 + 1

Rf R/4 R/2

1 4 2

Rf

1

Rf

Rf R
6

The total resistance, lit, of the entire resistor network is:
R. = R R

6

25 6

Rt = 6R + 25R
150

Rt = 31R
150

7-21
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The`voltage, Eouts:

0

Eout = a X 155v
Rt

Eout

Eout

7 out

Note the ratio between Rf and Rt:

Rf

'

The count in the counter is 25, and the maximum count of the counter is 31. So, instead
of. solving for the output by the method that we used before, the output may be found by the for-

-mula:

_ 6

R

6

31R
0,X 155

-150
R 150

3
X 155

1R,6

125 volts

Rt .31R
150

Rf

Rt

Rf

Rt

150
6 X 31R

.

31

where

= X Rfout _ D."t

Ea = applied voltage
Rf = count in the counter
Rt maxinium count of counter

The problem just solved would be:

Eout
25

= 155 X

out 2 .125 volts

7-6. 'ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL ENC9DER

Not all inputs to digital equipment are in digital forM. Some are in the form of analog volt-
ages that represent quantities: Some analog qtantitiqii that are applied directly represent speed
oftmovement, speed ocrotatipn, positiotrof a shaft, eleyatioti; temperature, pressure, .,and hu-
midity. Before this informiaion can be used by digital equipment, it must be Converted to digital.
form. An analog-to-digital converter does this job.:

S

a. Shaft position encoder. A type of converter that converti a stiaft position to a digital num-
ber is shown in figure 7-23. There are, many different types of converters used for this purpose.
The one explained is typical. The conducting material in the cifsk (fig,7.-23) is shown in_ the dark
areas, and the ndnconclurbting 'material is shown ip the light areas. Contacts ,are arranged into as
many channels as there are digits in the largest binary numb,er to,be codesl. A brush is in contact
with each channel on the diek. A voltage source is in the circuit so that if the brush is in
contact with the conducting material, a b1es.1$ detectea. If the brush is in contact with the
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insulating material, a binary 0 is detected. The binary number detected in the position shown in
figure 7-23 is 0000. As the shaft rotates counterclockwise, the brush in the outer channel makes
contact with the shaded area. The count detected is binary 0001. As the converter continues to
rotate, the binary count detected increases, as shown around the circumferences of the cOnverter
la figure 7-23. This digital information may now be fed into the equipment.

0 0 0 0

Fig 7-23. Binary shaft position
encoder.

Fig 7-24. Shaft position encoder
using Gray code.

(1) When more°Than one channel changes states between consecutive counts, errors rr ay be

produced. For example, in going from a count of 0111 to 1000, the MSD brush will'
make contact before the three lower order brushesbreak contact. Thus, an erroneous
1111 count is produced due to the brushes having a finite width. Imperfections in brush
alignment also produce errors. .

(2) The Gray code, in which only one digit or channel changes states between consecutive
counts, was developed to eliminate this problem. A shaft-position encoder using the
Gray code is shown in figure 7-24. The Gray code does not lend itself to arithmetic
operations, and must be converted to pure binary as'explained in chapter 2. -

b. Ramp voltage encoder. A type of converter used to convert an analog voltage into a digital
number is shown in the block diagram of figure 7-25. Typically, a digital counter is started when
a sawtooth ramp voltage crosses the zero reference, and it istopped when it equals the applied
analog voltage. The count remaining in the counter is the digital value of the analog voltage.

eet

7-23
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ANAUX

I NPUT

CCMPARATOR

COMPARATOR

RAMP

GENERATOR

DIGI TAL

OUTPUT

COUNTER

CLOCK
PULSES START

PUCSE

Fig 7-25. Ramp voltage encoder.
-

(1) A start pulse resets the counter to zero and restarts the ramp generator at some nega-
tive voltage. The rising ramp voltage reaches the linear portion of its waveform before
crossing the zero reference. The output of the ramp generator is fed to two compara-
tors..

(2) Each comparator has two inputs and acts to produce an output when the voltage of one
ioput exclieds that of the other. The second input to comparator #1 is ground or the zero
reference while that of #2 is the analog input.

(3) Comparator #1 compares the rising ramp voltage to the zero reference and produces an
output when the ramp exceeds zero. This output sets the flip-flop to the ONE state,
which enables the AND gate and allows the counter to start counting clock pulses.

(4) Comparator #2 compares the rising ramp voltage with the analog input and produces an
output when the ramp voltage becomes greater than the analog voltage. This output
resets the flip-flop, which disables the AND gate an0 stops the-Counter.

(5) The clock pulses are timed to the slope of the ramp so that the count in the counter is the
digital value of the analog input voltage. The digital output is then taken from the counter
before the next start pulse.

'7-7. SUMMARY

a. .Loctic circuits perform the basic functions of ebunting, storing, comparing, and transfer-
ring information. Counters are made of flip-flops connected in series or parallel. A counter may
cdunt up or count down, depending on whether the connections are made from the ONE or the
ZERO sides of the flip-flops. The maximum number that a flip-flop counter will hold is deter-
mined by the number of flip-flops used. The parallel counter is faster than the serial counter but
requires More clrenitry. The serial counter has its input pulse applied to the flip-flop that re-
presents the LSD of the count. Each flip-flop ia flipped by the change of state of the preceding
flip-flop. The inputs to a parallel counter are applied through gates to the input of each of the
flip-flops in the counter*

124
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b, Counters may be-connected as bihary, decade, or ring counters. The states of a binary

counter represent the binary form of a number, it will count to the maximum count of the counter,
reset to zero, and start the count over. The states of a decade counter represent the lO.digits
of the decimal system; it will count to 9, reset to zero, and start the count over. Xring coulter
has only one flip-flop in the ONE state at any given time. The ONE state moves from one flip-
flop to.the next after each input pulse.. The output is fed back to the input, and the counter btarts
the count over,

c. A register is used to store information or to shift data. Storage registers may be serial,
parallel, or a combination. Shift registers are used tb shift data right or left. Registers may be
made from Clip-flops or magnetic cores.

d. Adders are used to sum binary numbers. Half-adders can be used to add the LSD column,
but two half-adders (a full-adder) must be used when a carry from a lower order column is to be
added.

e. A decoder is used to detect when a counter or register contains a specified count. It may
also be used to convert a binary configuration to an analog voltage.

f. An analog-to-digital encoder is-used to convert an analog input to atinary configuration.
Such inputs may be,mechanical, as in the shaft position encoder; or klectrical, as in the ramp
voltage encoder.

7-25
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL LOGIC

Course Introduction

28. 6d

FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL LOGIC is designed to prepare electronics personnel for
further training in digital techniques. It presents need-to-know information that is basic to
any maintenance course on digital equipment. --As this instruction inoludes digital circuits
using semiconductors, students must have previous knowledge of transistors.

ORDER OF STUDIES

Lesson
Number
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Hours

Reserve
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Credifs . Subject Matter

1 3 1 Binary Arithmetic
2 3 1 Boolean Algebra
3 2 0 Logic Gates
4 2 1 'Logic Flip-Flops; Non logic Circuits;

Magnetic Cores
5 2 1 Logic Circuits

2 1 FINAL EXAMINATION
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- 1 4 5

EXAMINATION: Supervised final examination without textbook or notes; time limit,

MATERIALS: MCI 28.6d, Fundamentals of Digital Logic.

Lesson sheets and answer sheets.

RETURN OF Stlidents who successfully complete this course are permitted to keep the course
MATERIALS: materials.

Stuaents disenrolled for inactivity or at the request of their commanding officer
will return all course materials.

2 hours.
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UNfTED STATES MARINE CORPS
MARINE CORPS INSTITUTE, MAIRINt BARRACKS

SOX 177S
WASHINGTON. 0 C. 20013

FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL LOGIC

Lesson 1

Binary Arithmetic

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Information for MCI Students.
Course Introduction.
MCI 28.6d, Flndamentals of Digital Logic, chap 1,

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

28. 6d

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers

the question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropri-

ate box.

Value: 1 iSoint each

1. What number system is most commonly used in digital equipment?

a. Binary c. Octal

b. Ternary d. Decimal

2. Divide II 01102 by 10012'

a. 101
c. 111

b. 110
d. 1110

3. Divide 11001 2 by 101 2.

a. 11
c. 101

b. 100
d. 1001

4. Divide 10000102 by 1011 2.

a. 110
c. 1000

b. Ill d. 1011

5. Subtract 11 2 from 1101001 2.

a. 101101 c. 1100110

b. 1011110
d. 1101000

6. Subtract III 0102 from 111011112.

a. 10010101 c. 10111101

b. 10110101
d. 1100101

Lim 1; p
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d.

7. Subtract 112 from 101 2.

a. 1

b. 10
c., ,11
d, 100

8. Add 10112 and 12.

a. 1010 c. 1101
b. 1100 d. 1111

9. Subtract 1100112 from 1104101 2.

a. 101110
b. 110110

10. Convert 777510 to an octal.

a. 1 4237
b. 15137

11. Add 1011111112 and 112.

a. 101111000
b. 101111010

12. Convert 1111/1 12 to a decimal.

a. , 63
b. 64

13. Add 11111 2, 1111 2, 111 2, and 112.

a. 111 000
b. 111100

14. Add 11011 2, 1112, 101 2 and 11 2.

a. 100110
b. 101010

15.' The decimal number system was invented by the

a. Romans.
1

b. Hindus.

c. 111000
d. 111010

c. 1 71 35-
d. 17137

c. 11000010
d. 110000110

c. 1 27
d. 255

c. 1011000
d. 1011010

c. 101011
d. 110110

c. Arabs.
d. Germans.

16. The point used in a base 8 number system is a(an) point.

17.

a. binary
b. octal

c. decimal
d. fractional

e number of different symbols and digits used in a number system is called the

a. level.
b. subscript.

18. Multiply 111111 2 by 1001 2.

28.6

lsn 1;p: 2

a. 10111101
b. 111000111

120

C. status indicator.
d. radix.

c. 1000110111
d. 1100110111

.4
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19, The code developed to reduce, the degree of error which might occur when numbers are

transferred is called the

a. binary coded decimal. C. end-around-carry.
b. biquinary code. d. Gray code.

20. The'binary equivalent for 1 263. 48 is

a. 1010110.100
b. 1010110011.1

21. 110101100
2

convertea to an octal is
,/

a. 408.
b. 426. *

c. 110110011.100
d. 100010110011.1

c. 574.
d. 654.

22. 1001 in the binary coded decimal system converted to a decimal number is
in

23,

24.

25,

26.

27,

28.

29.

30.

28. 6
lsn 1; p. 3

,...--..)

a. 9.
b. 11.

The binary equivalent for 7068 is

a. 111101.
b. 1110101.

c.
d.

c.
d.

1 3.

15.

1110110.
111000110.

Convert 7431 8
to a binary.

a. 111100011001 C. 110110111

b. 111100101011 d. 1.111011111

The octal equivalent for 918 is

a. 6. c. 11.

b. 7. d. 1 3.

4810 converted to a binary is

a. 11000; c. 110010.

. b. 10100. I d. 110000.

Multiply 11011 by 11

a, 111011 C. 1010001

b. 1001011 d. 1101101

Multiply 11012 by 102.'
t

a. 11010 C. 11110

b. 11011 d. 110110

Convert 77758 to a decimal.

a. 2045 c. 4093

b. 2047 d. 4095

1100112 converted to a decimal is

a. 27. c. 51.

b. 35. d. 99.

12;I
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31. 110110112 converted to an octal is

a. 333. c. 633.
b. 453. d. 663.

32. 1 4410 converted to an octal is

a. 100.
b. 200.

33. '631 converted to a decimal is

a. 401.
b. 408.

34. The zero is always used as a

a. place holder.
b. carry.

35. How many Arabic numerals are there?

a. 9
b. 1 0

c. 220.
d. 2020.

c. 468.
d. 501.

c. positive quantity.
d. count of 10.

c. 1 2

d. 1 6

36. The three digits used in Me ternary number system are

28.6
18n 1;p. 4

a. 3, 4, 5. c. 1, 2,
b. 2, 3, 0. d. 0, 1,

Zs,

TotaPPoints: 36
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stqx 1775
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20013

FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL LOGIC

qFLesson 2

Boolean Afbra

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 28.6d, Fundamentals of Digital Logic, chap 2.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

28.6d

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers
the question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
box.

Value: 1 point each

1. The sign (+) in a Boolean expression indicates addition,

a. arithmetic
b. algebraic

2. The expression (A B) is equivalent to

a. (A + 73)
b. (A 73)

c. lugical
d. binary

c. (A + B)
d. (A + B).

3. The NOT sign over- an expression is used to denote the signal's

a. presence.
b. complement.

c. level.
d. function.

4. Boolean algebra is used to represent the of electrical circuits.

a. theory c. miniaturization
b. maintenance d. function

5. Which number system is used with Boolean algebra 9

a. Binary c. Octal
b. Ternary d. Decimal
.4.

6. ;Which is NOT a Boolean expression?

h. A.+ B
b. A - B

c. A B
d. -A- B

7. Which is the Boolean, equation for this diagiam?

Din 2; p. 1

a. X = (AB) + (AB)
b. X = AB
C. X = AB
d. X = (AB) + (Ail)
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8. The diagram in question 7 would most likely represent

a. an ordinary switching circuit in an ignition system.
b. the circuit for an inclusive OR gate.
c. the circuit for an exclusive AND gate.
d. a switching circuit used to turn something on or off from two different sources.,

9. The result of double complementation of a signal is

.*a. logical inversion. c. logical multiplication. ..
b. logical addition. d. no change.

10. The basic application of Boolean algebra is to

a. design digital circuits.
b. express logic functions mathematically.
c. use binary numbers.
d. extend the uses of ordinary algebra.

11. Which is equivalent to the Boolean expression A+B?

a. A NOT B
40 b. A OR B

r

c. A PLUS B
d. A AND 13'

12. Expressions that indicate logical multiplication \involving only one variable are called
theorems.

,

a. absorption c. distri utive
I. common-identity d. inters ction

13. You begin writing an equation for a logic diagram writing the output for

a. the total diagram. c. the input gate(s).
b. one branch from the output gate. d. either the output or input gates).

14. In the BOolean equation A + B = X, there are possible numerical combinations.

a. 2 c. 4
b. 3 d. 8

15. A gate will be inhibited when the input signals
0

a. do not agree with the state indtgators.
b. are all HIGHS.
c. are all LOWS.
d. are both HIGHS and LOWS.

16. Which is the basic reason for applying Boolean algebra theorems to Boolean algebra
equations? ,

Rearrangement
b. Simplification

!
c. Complementation
d. Logical addition

n

17. The Boolean function represented, by the circuit shown in this figure is the func-
tion.

28. 6
lan 2; p. 2

A IT:Tt

a. EXCLUSIVE OR
b. INCLUSIVE OR
c. NOT
d. AND

o
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18. What type o switch circu is indicated by an OR gate?

a. Parallel
b. Series parallel

c. Parallel series
d. Series

19. In Boolean algebra, the orgy numerical values represented are

a. 0 and 1.
b, 0 and 2,

c. 1 and 2.
d. 0 through 8.

20. The truth table may be used in a logical problem to

a. prove the Boolean equation.
b. simplify the problem by complementation.
c. arrive at a summation of the pioblem.
cl. point out the theorem which may be used to solve the problem.

21. The basic purpose of the logic diagram is to

a. illustrate the required functions and type of circuit.
b. aid in construction of the truth table.
c. illustrate the interconnection of indicated circuits.
d. aid in the simplification of the Boolean equation.

22. Boolean algebra is useful in representing

141*

23.

a. algebraic
b. switching

To turn on
and truth

functions.
actions.

a light (X), we
table apply?

must have

c.
d.

switch,(D) or

binary notation.
trigonometric

switch (E)

relations.

turned on..., Which equation

1

D E X X X
0 0 0

g. b'
0 1 0

c. d.

0 *0
1 1

D E = X D E = X D + E = X D E= X

24. In a 2-story house, a switch (A) at the top of the stairs and another switch (B) at the
bottom of the stairs contrOl the staii4case light (C). The circuit is connected so light
(C) will be On only when both switches are in the same position. Derive the equation
for this cirCuit, using a truth table.

a. AI+ 27B = C c. + (A + B) C

b. KT + AB = C d. + B) (A *

28.6
lsn 2; p. 3

Total Points: 24
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL LOGIC

Lesson 3

.Logic Gates

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 28.6d.,Fundamenta1s of.Digital Logic, chap 3.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

28.6d

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completeg the statement or answers the
question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate box.

Value; 1 point each

Note: Questions 1-4 refer to this figu-re.

INPUTS

A

4
7

0
TST T I T 2 13 Ti

I 1 i

OV ;
I
s I !

I

-sv

41P

VOLTAGE

OUTPuT

1. If 1 is represented by the relatively low level, the circuit is a(an) gate.

a. OR
b. NOR

c. NAND
d. AND

2. If 1 is represented by the relatively high level, the circuit isla(an)_gate.

a. OR
b. AND

3. The output vill be 5 volts between times

a. To and T 1.
b. TL and T2.

lsn 3; p. 1

c. NOR
d. NAND

C. T2 and T3 .
d. 1'3 and T4 .

13 4

Or.



4. The logic symbol for the circuit is
-

C.

0.

- :-)

5. How niany stable states must a circuit have to be used as a logic element in digital equip-
ment?

a. 1 c. 3
b. 2 d. 4

Note: Questions 6-8 refer
. to this figure.

fo.

-VCC

C
OUTPUT

6. If the inputs at A and B are -0.3 volt at the same time, the output At C is

a. 0.1 volt.
b., 0.3 volt.

c. 0.4 volt.
d. Vcc.

7. If the 0.3-volt level represents 1, the circuit is a(an)

a. AND gate.
b, NOR gate.
c. positive input OR gate with inversion.
d. negative input AND gate with inversion.

28. 6
lsn 3; p. 2
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8.0 The logic symbol for the circuit is

A

B. .

-

C .

D.

0

a

I

,

9. The Boolean equation for an EXCLUSIVE OR function is

a. A + B = C ' c. -Al + AB = C
b. A + B = C d. AB + 703 = C

>

10. The output of a logic switching circuit is an electriccal signal which represents
-a

a. 1.
b. 0.

Note: Questions 11-14 refer
to this figure.

c. a complement.
d. a logical conclusion.

"cc

11. The circuit is an example of a logic circuit.

a. direct-coupled transistor c. resiStor-transistor
b. positive d. negative

12, If the -0.3-volt level represents a 1, the circuit is a(an-)

a. OR gate.
b. AND gate.

13. The logic symbol for the circuit is

c. AND gate with inversion.
.d. NOR gate with inversion..

1 1 )
) ) )

A

B.

28.6
lsn 3; p. 3
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14. If the inpikts-at A and 13 are -0.3 volt at the same time, the output at C io

a. 10.1 volt.
b. -O. 3 volt.

c. -0.4 volt.
d

15. In a-diode positive OR or negative AND gate, the

a. load resistor --power source.
b. anOdes of the diodes -- load resistor.,
c. load resistor -- positive power source.
d. ancfcles of the diodes -- output.

Note: Questions 16-19 refer to this figure.

a
INPUTS

A

y
0 1 2

would be connected to the.

4,VOI.TAE

I 6 t

I I c f<1
,

4

CiljTPLI

16. If 1 is represented by a relatively low level, the circuit is a(an) gate.

a. OR
b. AND -.4% NAND

17. If 1 is represented-by a relatively high leyel, the circuit is a(an) gate.

c. NOR-
d. NAND

c. NOR

a. OR
b. AND

18. The output will be 0 volts between times

a. T3 and T4 .
b. T2 and T3 .

19. The logic symbol for the circuit is

28.6
lan 3; p. 4

4.

1 3

c. T
1

and T2.
d. T and T .

0 *1
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Note: Questions 20-24 refee to this figure.

I

A ,

g

To T T2 13
a

I

14

1

Ts 74

I
I

SY

C1V

SV

I

; ii
tav

C

72

I

1

, I I

ii

.20. The out voltage is 5 vorts between times

a. Ti and Tz .
b. T3 and T4 .

c.
d.

-10 vOi..73

T3 and
T 7 and 't 8 .

21. The circuitis an example of a logic circuit.

a. direct-coupled
b. diode-and-transistor

c. resistor-transistor
d. diode

22. BeMeen times T2 and T4 the output voltage is

a. 0 volts.
- b. +5 vo

1444.N123. The logic symbo for the circuit is

8. )

24. If the 041evel represents 1,

a. NAND
b. AND

c. 5 volts.
d. Vcc'

F.

D.

the circuit is a(an) gate.

c. OR
d. NOR,

..---/
25. The circuit for a positive AND gate is th equivalent circuit for

c. EXCLUSIVE OR
d. negative OR

a. positive OR
b. NOR %

a(*an) gate.

26. In a diode AND or negative OR gate, the wquld be connected to the

--
28.n
lsn 3; p. 5

a. load resistor -- negative power source
b. cathodes of the diodes -- load resistor
c. load resistot -- positive power source
d. cathodes of the diodes -- output

N



I
Note: Questions 27-30 refer to this figure,

OV
INPUTS

4 - 5,

4.

.
27. The circuit is an example of a logic circuit.

a. diode
. b. re;istor-transistor d. direct-coupled

c. diode-and-transistor

28. The output voltage is 5 volts between times

a. To and T3 .
b. Ts and T3 .

C. T3 and To .
A d. Ts and T7 .

29. If the 0-volt level represents 1, the circuit is a(an)

a. OR gate.
b. AND gate.

.30. The logic symbol for the circuit is

A

28. 6
lsn 3; p. 6

-a"

c. AND gate with inversion.
d. NOR- gate with inversion

Total Points: 30
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL LOGIC

Lesson 4'

Logic Flip-Flops; Nonlogic Circuits; Magnetic Cores

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: MCI 28.8d, Fundamentals of Dizital Logic, chaps 4, 5, and 6.

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENT:

3/
28. ad

A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers
the question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the ap- .
propriate box.

Value: 1 point each

In the circuit shown in-flgure 4-2 in your textbook, when Q1 is conducting, the output
of Q2 will be

a. more negative than the output of Ql. c. a square wave.
b. at its relatively high stable state. d. almost 0 volts.

2. In the input circuits of a complementing flip-flop, illugtrated in figure 4-5 in your
textboOk, the purpose of the steering diodes is to

a. obtain delayed switching time.
b, insure that only one transistor conducts at a time,
c. .bring the cutoff transistor into conduction.
d. insure that the input triggering signal is felt on only one transistor at a time.

3. In figure 4v-6 in yourlextbook, Ql will always be brought into conduction by a trigger
that is applied to

a. point B.
b. point C only.

c. pOints C and D simultaneously.
d. point A.

4. If the circuit shown, in figure 4-8 in your textbook is used in a'circutt hauing pOsitive
logic (relatively high voltage represents a 1) and Q4 is conducting, the flip-flop is

a. in the ZERO state.
b. inverting the level of logic.

5. The emitter follower uses the configuration.

d.
in the ONE state.
not in.a stable condition.

a. common-emitter c. common-base
b. common-collector d. grounded-emitter

6. If an LC delay line has six sections and each consists of an inductor of 2.5 microhenrys
and a capacitor of 250 microfarads, the total delay is microseconds.

a. 1.5 c. 150.0
b. 15.0 d. 175.0

lsn 4; p. 1
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7. A complementary emitter-follower configuration is used to

a. invert the logic levels of the input pulse. "
b. produce the l's complement of the input.
c. trigger a complementilig flip-flop.
d. give fast rise and fall times to the output pulse.

8. One of the principal uses of an emitter follower is as a(an)

a. voltage amplifier. c. impedance-matching device.
b. phase inverter. d. pulse-shaping device.

9. An inverter circuit performs the function.

a. OR
b. AND

c. NOT
d. EXCLUSIVE OR

# 10. In figure 5-4 in your textbook, how long will the secondary of T1 have current flow
through it?

a. For the duration of the input pulse
b. As long as the primary of Tl has current flow through it
c. Until capacitor C3 discharges
d. Until the current through Q1 reaches its maximum

A .

11. Identify the waveform of the base voltage of Q3 (Vb3) in figure 5-10 in your textbook.

A.

S.

, #

C.

O.

'1

12. If the relay driver shown in figure 5-5 in your textbook is used in a negative logic
circuit, a 1 input causes

a. current to now through Kl.
b. CR1 to conduct.
c. the base of Q1 to tv- at a positive potential.
d. the relay to deenergize.

13. The output of a Schmitt trigger circuit is always a wave.

a. sine b. sawtooth c. rectangular

'

I

14. For signal delays of more than several hundred nanoseconds, the computer manufacturer
finds the use of LC delay lines impractical because of their

a. current rating. c. physical Size.
b. voltage rating. d. characteristic impedance.

15. How many core planes are required to store 32 words of 16 digits each? i

a. 16
b. 32

28, I
Ian 4; p. 2

c. 48
d. 512

4
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16. To write a binary 1 into a ferrite core used in a coincident current memory, the

_

circuit applies
-.

a. full-current pulses simultaneously to the X and Y drive wires.
b. half-current pulses simultaneously to the X and Y drive wires.
c. a full-current pulse to the X drive wire and a half-current pulse to the Y drive wire.
d. a full-current pulse to the Y drive wire'and a half-current pulse to the X drive wire. "a

17. The path of the B-H curve as a material is saturated in one direction, demagnetized,
saturated in the opposite direction, and finally returned to the initial point of saturation
is called a ,

a. hysteresis loop. c. saturation loop.
b. retentivity curve. d. magnetization curve.

18. To read from a ferrite core, all of the following wires are used EXCEPT the wire.

a. sense
b. inhibit

c. X drive
d. Y drive

19. In figure 6-5 in yol.r textbook, the function of CR1 in the transfer loop is to

a. dampen oscillations of L2.
b. prevent premature switching of core B.
c. prevent premature switching of core A.

, d. allow current...always to enter the nondot side of L2.

90. During the write function, all of the following wires in the ferrite core are used EXCEPT
the wire. ,

a. sense
b. inhibit

Note: Questions 21 and 22 refer
to this figure'. .

c. X drive
d. Y drive

21. Assume that the metallic ribbon core is in the ONE state. Current flow into the dot

side of LI causes the core to

a. switch to, the ZERO state.
b. remain in the ONE state.
c. induce a large output voltage across L2.

d. be magnetized in a counterclockwise direction.

22. When the current switches to a ZERO state, it causes

ay a positive polarity at the dot side of L2.
b. the core to switch to the ONE state.
c. a negative polarity it the dot side of L2.
d. a positive polarity at the nondot side of LI.

.1

28.6
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23. A change in the state of a ferrite core is brought aboUt by

a. applying a half-current pulse to the sense wire.b. applying a half-current pulse to the inhibit wire.
c. the coincidence of two full-current pulses.
d. the coincidence of two half-current pulses.

24. A magpfitic core makes a good bistable device for storing binary 1 and binary 0 becauseit
.

.0
a. has low retentivity. 0
b. requires two half-current pulses to change its state.c. can be magnetized in either of two directions.d. is made of ferrite.

s

28.6
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Total Points: 24
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A. Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers
the question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropm-
ate box.

Value: l'point each

1. The maximum number of pulses that a 5-stage, binary counter can count and present
is

a. 31. 63.
b. 32. d. 64.

2. The maximum decimal count that a 6-stage binary counter can contain is

a. 31. c. 63.
b. 32. d. 64.

3. In a 4-stage serial up-counter made up-of qip-flops A, B, C, and D, with flip-flop A
as the LSD, you would expect

a. flip-flop C tO change state on every other input pulse.
b. flip-flop C to change itate when flip-flop B changes from the ONE to the ZERO state.
c. flip-flop B to change state when flip-flop A changes from the ZERO to the ONE state.
d. flip-flop D to change state when flip-flop C changes state.

4. A serial down-counter 'may be changed to a serial up-counter by

a. adding AND gates.
b. adding OR gates.
c. using the flip-flop's ONE output,
d. using the tip-flop's ZERO output.

5. Compared with a serial counter, a parallel counter is

a. siriipler.
b. longer,

c. slower.
d. faster.

6. The minfmum number of flip-flops needed for a parallel pounter is

a. 2. c. 8.
b. 4. d. 10.

7. In a 3-stage ring counter, the number of stages in the ZERO state simultaneously is

a. 3. c. 1.
b. 2. d. 0.

lsn 5; p. 1
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8. The Oincipal methods of information transmission are

a. parallel and redundant. c. parallel and serial.
b: series and redundant. d. series and lateral.

9. Registers are used primarily for

a. counting, adding, and shifting.
b. I7ounting, adding, and storage.

c. adding, storage, and shifting.
d. storage, shifting, and counting.

10. Assume that 00100100 4s placed in an 8-stage shift register and that the machine is
instructed to divide it by 4. When the operation is complete, the shift register Will
contain

a. 00001001.
b. 10010000.

C. 00010010,
d. 00100100.

..;,

11. Assume that 001011 is placed in a 6-stage binary shift register and that the machine is

1 2.

instructed to multiply it by 2.
contain

When the operation is complete, the shift register win

a. 010101. c. 010110.
b. 01 0011. d. 010111.

A full adder consists of two

a. half-viders. c. OR gates.
b. half-adders Ind an OR gate. d. OR gates &id a half-adde.r.

' 1 3. A shift register divides a binary number by 4 by shifting the bits place(s) to the

a. 1--left
b. 1--right

1 4. The purpose' of the add, cirutrit is to perform

c. 2--left
d. 2--right

a. logical addition. c. the sum of products.
b. the product of sums. d. binary addition.

15. How manlY urn combinations of two bits are possible 9

a. 1 c. 3

b. 2 d. 4

16. How many bits'can the full-addercircuit sum?

a. 3 c. 5
b. 4 d. 6

17. A parallel adder capable of handhng a 6-bit binary word consists of

a. 6 full adders.
b. 6 half-adders.
c. 5 full adders and a half-adder.
d. 5 half-adders and a full adder.

18. Which is the Boolean equation for a logic circuit that will detect a count of -0 from a
counter made up of flip-flops A, B, C, and D (LSD is flip-flop A)?

a. 92-Alle'D c. -9.:A4-1-3-+E"+D
b. 9. ABC5 d. 79 A" + B + C +'I5

28.6
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19. . Which is the Boolean equation for a logic circuit that will dpect a count of 14 from
counter made up of flip-flops A,. B, C, and D (LS9 is f1ip7flop A7?

a. 14 x-A+B+C+D c. 14 = A. B C D
b. 14 2 A 1.3 E5 d. 14 *A +1.3 + E+ 5

ai3 7

..!0. A combination of switching circuits used to translate two or more signals into one out-
put signal is called a(an)

,
a. decoder. c. coder.
b. encoder. d. converter.

21. Which binary number will be detected by the decoder shown below?
.do I

P

, INPUT
,

B

'11,

a. 001 c. 110

b. 100 d. 011

22. A multiple-output switching network that produces a different single-output signal for
each different input or combination of input signals is calle'd a(an)

a. converter. c. matrix.
b. encoder. d. coder.

t.

,

)

23. Refer to figure 7-21 in your textbook. What will be the approximate output voltage
if binary els applied to the input')

a. 5 c. 20

b. 10 d. 30

24. A resistor ladder type of digital-to-analog converter is connected to a 6-stage counter, .

and the applied voltage to the ladder is 126 volts. What is the output voltage of the net-_
work when the count in the counter is 47?

a. 94 c. 101

b. 95 d. 102

25. In a ramp-voltage encoder, the counter starts counting when the

28.6
Isn 5; p, 3

a. start pulse resets it. t
b. analog voltage.exceeds zero.
c. ramp voltage exceeds zero.
d. ramp yoltage exceeds the analog voltage.
,

10

Total Points: 25
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